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THE MYTHIC CIRCLE #6,2
by Kelly Scanlon
My grandmother's most valued possession was a wooden chest which my great-grandfather, 
who was a cabinetmaker, had made for her when she 
was a girl. It was elaborately carved with images of 
forests, people, stars, animals, and hills like the ones 
surrounding the va lley  w here we lived. Only 
Grandmother had the key, and no one else knew what 
was inside the chest or why she valued it. She told my 
mother that if the wrong person opened the chest he 
would find nothing of value in it, which led my 
mother to believe there was nothing inside the box at 
all: it was only another one of Grandmother's stories.
For Grandmother was a storytel ler and a dreamer 
and she was known throughout Chenango county as 
a seer. She had been born with a cau I over her face and 
so had the second sight, and she used to sit in an old 
chair on the porch, looking out at the misty hills 
around our town and telling tales about her visions of 
another world. Unfortunately, by the time I was born, 
most of these stories were forgotten. She had died 
before I was born and my parents prided themselves 
on being hardworking, practical people who did not 
have time for myths or fairy tales. Except for the few 
fragments they remembered, and told reluctantly, 
only her reputation as a teller of tales remained.
We lived i n the house that had once been hers and 
unlike her stories, the rest of her belongings had all 
been preserved. Her husband was a sea-captain, and 
the house was full of strange and beautiful artifacts 
he had given her when he returned from his journeys; 
when I was a child I played with figurines of forest 
sprites and masks of dancing gods, until my parents 
found out and took them away from me, saying they 
were too valuable to be the playthings of a child. 
After that the images were locked away in cabinets, 
where I could see them but not touch them. Perhaps 
because of this, they reappeared more vividly in my 
dreams, along with the shamans, priests, and wise- 
women who had made them
Although my parents did not take Grandmother's 
stories seriously, and were embarrassed by her 
reputation as a seer, they did tell me that she saw me 
in a dream, and prophesied my birth, the night before
she died. On that night she called my mother into her 
room, placed her hand over mother's heart, and told 
her, "You will have another child, a girl, and that chi Id 
must receive the wooden chest." My parents, who 
thought they were too old to have another baby, dis­
missed this notion as another one of Grandmother's 
eccentricities, but when I was born nine monthslater, 
they named me after my grandmother and the 
mysterious wooden chest became mine. My brother 
and sister, who were much older than I, inherited 
Grandmother's money, jewelry, and furniture, and I 
remember hearing my mother asking my father why, 
if Grandmother had foreseen my birth, she hadn't 
given me something more valuable than an old box 
with no key. The key had been lost at the time of 
Grandmother's death, and now no one could open 
the chest, not even the local locksmith, who tried to 
pick the lock and failed.
The apparent uselessness of my inheritance did 
not bother me. I used to stare at old fam ily  
photographs, wondering about the woman whose 
name was mine, and who had given me such a strange 
gift. Who was she? Over the years the sepia images 
had faded and blurred, so that now only her eyes were 
clear. They were grey like mine, with a distant expres­
sion that was penetrating at the same time, as if she 
saw things other people didn't, and when I looked at 
her image she seemed to look back at me, though she 
was dead and it was only a picture.
All the years I was growing up I knew where the 
chest was, up i n the attic where my mother had stored 
it along with cardboard cartons, old trunks of clothes, 
and empty suitcases. No one actually told me not to 
play with the chest, but with a child's instinct I usual­
ly stayed away from it, just as I avoided the thick part 
of the woods near our house.
The entrance to the attic was from the cl oset i n my 
room, and I often sat on my bed staring at the door, 
torn between curiosity and fear. Sometimes, when 
everyone else in the house was busy and the sun shone 
on the meadow behind our house, I quietly opened 
the close door and then the attic door and stood on
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the dim threshold looking at the chest. Above it was 
a round window made of colored panes of glass, and 
in the afternoon the colors lit the dusty air. Slowly, I 
walked across the creaking floorboards, passing 
through bands of blue, green, and golden light I 
knelt next to the chest and touched the old wood, 
wipi ng the dust out of the curves to make the pictu res 
stand out clearly.
In the carved forest, wolves circled round a man 
he held out his hands to them, and they were either 
helping him ortormenting him - 1 couldn'ttell which. 
The sky was full of stars, but when I looked more close­
ly they seemed to be flights of birds. Was it day or 
night? The bright orb in the sky might be the sun or 
the moon.
The edges of the chest were framed by carved 
decorations; these looked like meaningless designs, 
but when I looked more closely I saw hidden faces, 
birds, and rivers like those in the bigger pictures. The 
lid of the chest showed a girl kneeling before a box 
which looked just the same. She was either opening 
or closing it, and was leaning over to look inside. 
Whatever she saw was unclear.
These pictures, like the chest itself, both 
frightened and fascinated me. After going into the 
attic I always had the same dream. I dreamed I had 
found the key somewhere and was kneeling in front 
of the chest, about to open it-- but just as I lifted the 
lid, fear overwhelmed me and I slammed the box shut. 
I woke up sweating, and it was always a while before 
I dared to go into the attic again.
As I grew older I began writing these dreams, and 
others, in notebooks which I keptin my room. I had al­
ways had very vivid dreams, and each night I 
looked forward to a new adventure; during the 
day I thought about the dreams of the night 
before, and wrote about them when I was sup­
posed to be doing schoo lw ork . "S top  
daydreaming," my parents said, "and do 
you work. Dreams don't make sense."
But dreams made sense to me, 
and I could not stop paying atten­
tion to them. They were a separate 
world, but somehow they 
were linked to the waking 
world, so the two worlds were 
rea 11 y one, I i ke the two si des of 
a page. I could not 
explain this, so I was 
o ften  kept a fte r 
school because I had 
failed to pay atten­
tion during the les­
sons.
One w in te r  
afternoon I was sit­
ting in the empty 
schoolroom, going
over a geography lesson. Outside, the afternoon light 
slanted down across the fields and forests of the val­
ley. The shadow of the hills was already falling over 
the town, and lights were going on in all of the 
houses.
I turned back to my books and began doing the 
lesson, tracing trade routes to the East Indies. I knew 
about these islands, because my grandfather had 
traveled there: Sumatra, Java, Celebes. If it was eve­
ning here, it must be morning there; the sun would be 
rising over the jungle mountains. I drew a ship in the 
middle of the Indian Ocean 
and im ag ined  my 
g ran d fa th e r com ing 
home from those 
places, giving my 
grandm other 
the gifts that 
f ille d  our 
h o u s e .
They were 
im ages
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from a dream-world, made by shamans and wise- 
women; that was why he had given them to her, 
when she told him about her visions. He traveled in 
the waking world, and she traveled in the dream­
world, and each gave beauty to the other...
The teacher looked up from her book, and sighed. 
"It's getting dark," she said. "You can go home. But 
remember, you will have to finish that lesson tomor­
row." I nodded and gathered up my books but as I left 
I realized she was wrong. Tomorrow was Saturday, 
and there would be no school. I would be free to 
dream.
T hat night, I dreamed I was in the attic, kneeling next to the chest, trying to open it. As always, it 
was locked. The girl on the cover of the chest was still 
looking into her own half-open half-shut chest with 
the same rapt expression on her face, but as I looked 
at her she came to life, and stood facing me in the 
light of the round window. Her eyes were grey, like 
my own, like my grandmother's. "The key was never 
lose," she said. "It was here all the time. You have al­
ways had it." She handed me a silver key. "The key is 
in your hand, in your hand," she said as she faded into 
a shadow, became once more the girl carved on the 
chest...
The next afternoon, when I had finished my 
chores around the house, I went to my room and 
wrote down this dream, then lay on my bed wonder­
ing what it could mean. Of course I did not have the 
key. I had searched the house many times, and I had 
never found it. What did it mean?
I went into the attic and stood looking at the 
chest, and at the girl who was carved on the cover. 
"The key is in your hand," she had said in my dream. 
Her own hands were very skillfully carved, but one 
was made of a different kind of wood, as if it had been 
inlaid. I had noticed this difference many times before 
and had never thought much about it. Now I 
wondered: why should one hand be different?
Carefully, I pushed it. It stuck at first, then slid 
sideways to reveal atiny compartment. Insidethiswas 
the silver key.
Trembling, I whispered, "Thank you!" and took 
the key. My heart was beating so hard that it was dif­
ficult to breathe. The key was cool and heavy and 
turned easily in the lock. I waited a few minutes; then, 
closing my eyes, I slowly lifted the lid.
The chest was full of books which, like the chest 
itself, seemed to glow in the colored light. I picked up 
one of the books, which has a smooth blue binding, 
and opened it to a random page, the left-hand page 
contained a description of a dream, written in 
Grandmother's small curvilinear script, beautifully il­
luminated, like a medieval manuscript On the right- 
hand page was a vivid drawing. A man stood on a 
curving path which led over the green unfolding hills 
to the horizon. His face shone with joy, or ecstasy, as
he raised his arms to an eight-winged sun. In the text 
this man was named as" Eliel." He seemed to be a sort 
of guide or teacher.
I turned the pages of the book. On each was a 
description of a dream, accompanied by a drawing of 
a character or scene: an old woman who held a comet 
in her hands; a girl who found a crystal, which magi­
cally contained the universe, in the inmost chamber 
of a cave; and ancient city with a garden at its center. 
In the bright drawings and descriptions were all the 
visions she had seen in a lifetime, all the stories she 
had told and which I had never heard.
As I studied the books I forgot what time it was, 
where I was; there were only these images, this 
word...
A comet swept across the sky. Hills rose up on the 
night-dark earth; behind them was the valley where 
the hidden city shone...
Darkness. I groped through a black space and 
touched something solid. The chest. I was in the attic. 
How long had I been here? The sun had set and my 
mother was cal ling us all to supper. I locked the books 
in the chest, just as I had found them, put the key in 
my pocket, and went downstairs.
A fter grace and the usual preliminaries, supper set­tled into its regular pattern. Everybody passed 
food around and discussed what had happened that 
day. "You're very quiet tonight," my mother said to 
me, "what were you up to this afternoon?"
"I opened Grandmother's chest." I told them 
about the dream books and their illustrations.
"Is that all?" my mother asked. "I told you there 
was probably nothing of value in it. As if you don't 
spend enough time dreaming already..." And the 
conversation shifted to another topic. I ate the rest of 
the meal in silence, conscious of the weight of the key 
in my pocket.
Later that night I was in my room getting ready 
for bed. I picked up my notebook and leafed through 
it, looking for the dream I had written down that 
afternoon. When I realized what I was doing I 
dropped the notebook onto the desk and paced ner­
vously around the room.
Why was I so compelled to remember dreams? No 
one else in the family cared about things like that; 
they didn't even remember their dreams. They didn't 
want to.
As I changed into my nightgown, I thought about 
what had happened that afternoon. If my mother 
hadn't called me to supper, would I still be seeing 
visions in the attic, forgetful of the outer world? 
Maybe my parents and teachers were right. Keys 
could lock doors as well as open them...
I took out the key and looked at it. It felt heavier 
than it had been that afternoon. Now that I had the 
key and the books, what was I supposed to do with
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them? How could I balance the dream-world and the 
waking world?
I opened the closet door, then the attic door. I had 
never been in the attic at night before and the light 
of the moon, shining through the round window, 
made things strange. The chest was a black shadow i n 
the corner--square, unmoving. There was a world in­
side it: my grandmother's. All the phantom people 
and situations that had filled her mind, every night for 
a lifetime, now filled this box, and I had inherited 
them.
As my eyes adjusted to the dark I saw again the 
familiar stars, hills, animals, people, and forests 
gleaming dully in the wood. Yet somehow they 
seemed changed and unfamiliar now, and I wasafraid 
to look at them too closely.
Quickly, I walked across the attic, opened the hid­
den compartment, and put back the key. Unless I 
learned why I had received the books and how to use 
them, I would never use hey key again.
Without looking back, I left the attic, shut the two 
doors and turned off the light in my room. But for 
some reason I wanted to cry, and it was impossible to 
sleep. I remembered one of Grandmother's dreams, 
in which the teacher Eliel has been an alchemist, who 
transformed leadintoshininggold,and nowmymind 
was like his crucible, burning in the fire, with all the 
images boiling up inside me...
I----------------------------------------------
EDITORIAL
Sometime during the night I opened my eyes. A 
bright mist filled the center of the room, and I 
watched half in fear and half in joy as it whirled and 
spun into the luminous shape of an old man. He was 
robed in green and blue, and in his hand was the sil­
ver key. He was Eliel, the dream-teacher from 
Grandmother's stories.
"Take the key," he said. "Did you think you could 
throw this gift away? You can never escape what you 
have inherited and what is always within you."
Feeling foolish, yet somehow relieved, I took the
key.
He gestured, and a circle of fire appeared in the 
center of the floor. On this was a crucible, and its con­
tents shone with a living intensity: they were all the 
images of the inner and outer worlds, transformed by 
the flames.
Eliel lifted the crucible and emptied it onto the 
floor. Its contents settled, cooled, became a cube, be­
came the chest. "Open it," he said, and I did. It was 
filled with books, not in Grandmother's writing but in 
my own; and they were not dreams but stories, half- 
dream and half- waki ng, a bridge between the worlds 
that made them one. And so I understood, and knew 
what I must do.
Joyfully, I picked up a notebook, turned to an 
empty page, and began to write
----------------------------------------------1
Hello again! Well, that was fast - or so it seems to me, writing this before the end of May. This is our 
American Fantasy issue. After we announced the 
theme we received many letters asking, "W hat's 
American fantasy?" To which, after much careful con­
sideration, we make the only response possible under 
the circumstances: W e Know It When W e See It.
We've seen a lot of it, and we've printed a lot, too 
It ranges from Charles Rampp's angry-city-dragon- 
diatribe to Mary Ann Hodge's portrait of familial bliss 
to Doug Rossman's Cherokee myths, in both poetry 
and prose. Angelee Anderson's story, set partly in 
England, is nonetheless an American fantasy, as you 
will doubtless agree upon reading it.
This is no attack upon classic Celtic and other­
worldly fantasy; we like that, we print plenty of it, and 
we'll continue to do so. No, this is lifting up and 
tuning-in to a voice not often heard, at least not when 
you think of fantasy and myth. This is an homage to 
upcoming Mythcon XIX, the nineteenth conference 
of the Mythopoeic Society, to be held at the end of 
July in Berkeley, California, with the them e," Legends 
foraNewLand: Fantasy In America." (See the ad later 
in the magazine for details.)
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This is not a one-time-only offer. We'll continue 
to print American fantasy (along with the Celtic and 
the generic and all that other jazz), but this is -at 
least- the first thematic issue of Mythic Circle. W e 
hope you enjoy it. Let us know.
- Lynn Maudlin and 
Christine Lowentrout, 
Editors
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Here is a cautionary tale, just in time for the 1988 
Presidential election...
THE DEBATE
by Joe R. Christopher
On the banks of a small river in Oklahoma, where 
- a fire had burnt off an acre, ani malsgathered one eve­
ning in September to hear a debate between two 
foxes who were running for the office of governor. 
Jackrabbits and deer were there, a few domestic 
animals from near-by farms, a bobcat or two, three 
turtles and four frogs from the river, several armadil­
los who had moved into the area in recent years, a 
dozen or more mice, rats, squirrels, some prairie dogs, 
one coyote, a scatteri ng of skunks, many bi rds, and, at 
the back, a representation of cottontails.
Of course, the animals' Oklahoma did not have 
the same boundaries as the human one, but the Red 
River did mark its southern border and so the same 
name was used. In the early days, about as far back as 
the animals' legends reached, the Cross Timbers had 
divided the state in two, the larger area of drier 
western plains from the moister grasslands and east­
ern hills; but that string of post oaks and blackjacks 
had long since been sliced through by humans' road­
ways and uprooted in many places for farmlands and 
towns. So the two sides were now one political unit.
Perhaps half an hour was spent in getting the 
television equipment -- the lights and the cameras - 
set up, for many burrows and nests would be receiv­
ing this evening's debate. A  large bull from a farm 
lowered his head and gently pushed one camera into 
position; a squirrel, chattering to himself, focused it 
on the lectern. Another squirrel checked her notes on 
the speakers, because she was to introduce them that 
evening. Six robins sang the theme song of one of the 
candidates. Scissortailed flycatchers swooped across 
the acre carrying a banner for the other fox. A young 
bat, excited, flew across, following them. The scissor- 
tails had been named the state bird of Oklahoma by 
humans but had not, of course, been given a vote in 
human elections by them; so they had a large contin­
gent here, although not all favored the candidate 
with the banner.
Finally, the debate started, and the movement 
and noise in the audience died away Even the prairie 
dogs were quiet. Many were the topics discussed: 
animal-human relations, expansion of animal path­
ways through the woods, flight patterns in urban 
areas, what some human dams were doing to water 
supplies further downstream, whether the animal 
government should store gram for winters or just rely
on thievery from human supplies, and several topics 
of inter-species concern. In fact, it was when this last 
area arose that the high point of the debate occurred
One fox cried, "All animals are brothers!" (He was 
not enlightened enough to add "and sisters"; but, 
being a fox, he would soon see the political need to 
use that phrase.) "W e  must never go back to the evil 
days when the wolves ruled the plains and mountain 
lions the hills, like robber barons, killing whom they 
would, eating  whom they would! Never again!" 
(Many of the animals shuddered at those legendary 
times and then applauded wildly. The coyote smiled.) 
"W e must live under the law in a commonwealth of 
animals!" (Still more applause.)
When his turn came, the other fox cried, "W e are 
all animals! W e should be united! United Animals 
forever!" (That was the name of his political party. 
Some applause ensued from party regulars.) "Car­
nivores can mend their ways and eat grain. It's a mat­
ter of training and habit! Look at me! W e can develop 
a true siblinghood of all beasts!" (He threw his front 
leg around his running mate, a jackrabbit, who shud­
dered at the fox's touch, then quickly repressed his 
shivering, straightened up, and smiled at the camera 
The animals applauded.) "W e must grow to love one 
another!" (Applause and cheers.)
Later, two buck cottontails paused outside the 
group of bushes and briars which held their separate 
forms. They, being timid animals, had hopped away 
the moment the debate stopped, and had not waited 
for the paw shaking which was part of the political 
event.
"You know," said one, "it all sounded so good."
"Yes," said the other,picking up his friend's un­
spoken thought, "but -- but I wouldn't want to meet 
either of those foxes on a moonless night."
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The following story was inspired by the Pat 
Wynne illustration that accompanies it and is offered 
as a hopefully entertaining example of the cart going 
before the horse.
MAGGIE
or Death and the Gardener 
by Lynn Maudlin
"Maggie."
Margaret Dunne awoke with a start and an echo 
dying away inside her skull. Shelay very still, listening 
carefully. But there was only the sound of her own 
pulse throbbing at her temples and her shallow 
breathing; nothing more. The dawn breeze rippled 
the curtains at her bedroom window.
“ Might as well get up; there's plenty to do," she 
said aloud to the empty room.
Living alone these last eight years, she'd found 
comfort in the sound of her own voice and never wor­
ried that anyone overhearing the old woman talk to 
herself might think her daft. Her daughter scolded 
her in long distance phone calls. "At least get yourself 
another cat,'Judith would chide, 'people understand 
an old lady who talks to her cat.'
But after John died, Margaret couldn't bear to 
replace the cat; she was afraid replacing Tab would 
make her all too aware that she cou Id n't repl ace John.
Anyway,'she thought, you can'teven replaceacat. 
You can only try to fill the empty space.'
She brewed herself a cup of tea. "Weak tea; 
colored water, really," she said to kettle. She con­
sidered having an egg or a bowl of oatmeal but food 
didn't seem to interest her anymore. "I'll eat a 
sandwich at lunch," she promised. "Or at least half of 
one."
She brushed out her hai r and put it back up, hands 
trembling with the pins, exasperation puckering her 
lips. She met her own eyes in the mirror. "Maggie," 
she said and her eyes began to water. Nobody but 
John had ever called her Maggie; she had not been 
called Maggie for eight years.
"Foolish old woman," she scolded herself, "stop 
torturing yourself. He's gone; that's not about to 
change, not now."
She finished buttoning her shirt and took her bas­
ket of small garden tools out into the back yard There 
were bulbs to plant, if she wanted irises this spring.
In the shade of the large elm there was still dew 
onthegrassand the birds were still singing. Margaret 
lost herself in the planting; the dappled sunlight
warmed her back and the black earth stuck to her 
fingers while the birds rustled and called in the tree 
above her.
"Maggie."
Her head jerked up and she scanned the back 
yard. No one. And yet, for the second time today, 
she'd heard it . ' Maggie,' John's name for her, spoken 
in a voice soft and clear and insistent. She shook her 
head to dislodge the unwelcome visitor, as she could 
see no one in the yard. "Age!" she spat in derision.
She rose to her feet, unsteady for a moment, brac­
ing herself against the trunk of the elm, and moved 
back to the kitchen. She scrubbed her hands and 
poured herself a large glass of lemonade; dehydra­
tion could do funny things, she decided. Very calmly 
she sat at the kitchen table and drank half the glass 
straight down. Very carefully she channeled her 
thoughts and corralled the strays like so many wild 
ponies. Very deli berately she tried not to dwel I on the 
various unattractive possibilities: Alzheimers; 
senility; stroke. She would just sit here, in the kitchen, 
and finish her lemonade.
She began to drift away into her memory of 
John's accident and the old anger washed over her; 
how could he have survived a triple by-pass, an emer­
gency landing of a 747 en route from London, four 
years of combat in Europe, for God's sake, only to die 
while driving Tab to the local veterinarian's office for 
a rabies vaccination? But the downward spiral of such 
thoughts was well-known to her and she quickly 
stepped off the train before it gathered much 
velocity.
It was with a strange uneasiness that she made her 
way back to the garden. "Foolish old girl," she en­
couraged herself, "you've still got half those bulbs to 
dig. Time's a'wastin'. Won't get done if you don't do
it."
Back under the elm tree, she continued planting 
irises in the bed around its trunk. Above her an 
agitated squirrel chattered and a handful of birds 
took to the air and then, just behind her, she heard the 
quiet voice once again.
"Maggie."
Warmth flushed her face and cool fingers ran 
down her spine while around her the small creatures 
went suddenly silent. Slowly she turned.
But this time she saw the speaker; he was plainly 
visible to her, standing in a bright patch of sunlight 
beside the potting shed. His face was hidden in the 
shadow of his black cowl, though his angular form 
was evident beneath his robe.
With a strength she would have thought many 
years gone, had she paused to think, she leapt to her 
feet and took off at a run. The figure of Death gave 
chase behind her.
Without considering her destination, Margaret 
ran: first across the back yard and then into the 
Spencers' meadow next door. Belatedly it occurred to
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her that she might have run i nto her house and bolted 
the door. "Too late for that now, old gi rl," she panted.
Struck suddenly by the absurdity of the situation, 
she slowed her pace and glanced over her shoulder, 
genuinely expecting to see nothing in pursuit. Instead 
she saw the visage of the tall, angular form, generous 
sleeves flapping in the wind, robe billowing behind 
like a great black sail, catching up her Weed-eater in 
lieu of a scythe. He pulled the starter and it rzzzzzed 
into life. Fear more complete than any she'd ever 
known took over her body, pumping even more 
adrenalin through her pounding heart, and she ran 
with renewed effort.
But even such a noble effort was doomed to 
failure; Margaret was seventy-two years old and not 
in the habit of daily running. The figure behind her 
was gaining; she could hear the small motor of the 
Weed-eater as Death drew closer; she could hear the 
pound of his feet over the roar of her own blood. With 
the pride and reason which had never yet abandoned
her still intact, clutching her burning side, she spun to 
face her attacker.
"I can't outrun you,” she gasped, "why kid 
myself?" She stood wheezing, doubled over on quak­
ing knees.
Death stopped just as abruptly. He held the 
Weed-eater out to one side, allowing the motor to 
stop; the device dropped to the ground.
"Maggie," he said.
It sounded almost like John's voice, almost like 
John...
" Jo h n ?" she queried, voice fluttering; then 
again, stronger, with recognition: "John..."
"Maggie," he answered in John's rich tenor.
She held out trembling arms and he moved, 
quickly, silently, to catch her in his.
"Oh, Maggie," he spoke softly. "Dance?"
"Yes, John," she answered, falling in step with his 
movement. " It's been ever so long."
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A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM?
by Laurraine Tutihasi
T he night was just like that one fifty-seven years ago. The air was warm and heavy with the scent 
of night-blooming flowers. The moonflowers virtual­
ly glowed in the dark. I sat in the same cane rocking 
chair wearing the same flowered calico dress. I often 
wore that dress. It brought back memories, and my 
life has been nothing but memories since that night 
he left forever. I held the fan in my hand but was not 
using it. This old body is not as bothered by heat as it 
used to be. Mr. Brown, my grayish cat, stalked 
fireflies along the porch railing. He stepped careful­
ly, avoiding the vines, and took occasional swipes at 
the flying lanterns. He never caughtany, of course. It 
was just a game.
I remembered. He came up the porch steps so 
handsomely dressed in tight pants, a coat with tails, 
and a top hat. Men don't dress so nicely any more. As 
he doffed his hat, I stood up to greet him. But some­
thing was not right. Hewasmucholder. Hooked over 
to Mr. Brown. Hisfurstood straight; and he was back­
ing away, almost slipping off the railing. I looked 
back at Jack, almost expecting him to have disap­
peared. He was still there, still looking too old. 
"Charlotte, do you remember me?"
His voice startled me. I had not expected him to 
speak. Was this not mydream? Istepped backandal­
most tripped over the chair, but he caught me by the 
hand. He reseated me gently, knelt in front of me, 
and kissed my hand.
"You're back. I never really expected ..."
"I'm sorry. My behavior that night was unforgiv­
able." He held my hand in both of his and looked 
down.
"You're forgiven. I behaved badly that night. I 
hope you can forgive me."
"Forgive you?" He looked up at my face. "Of 
course, I forgive you." He seemed to grow younger as 
I looked at him. I thought it had been a dream after 
all, but he spoke again. "Shall we take a stroll in the 
moonlight?"
"W hata lovely, romantic idea." I lethim helpme 
out of my chair, and we slowly descended the porch 
stairs.
W e have this old lady for a neighbor. They say she's half crazy. On summer nights when the 
moon is out, she sits on her porch in this old dress 
that's so faded you can hardly tell what color it used 
to be. Some of the trim is town off, but she wears it
anyway Momsaysthat'sthedresssheworethenight 
her fiance walked out on her after an argument. I 
guess the old lady expected him to come back, but he 
never did.
It was one of those summer nights that stay hot 
even after the sun goes down. If anything, it feels 
even more stifling, maybe because of the dark The 
moon was out, full and orange-colored from the 
humidity. I hid in the lilac bushes looking at the old 
lady on the porch. She was wearing the old, faded 
dress and had a fan in her lap. I don't know why she 
wasn't using it; it was hot enough. But she stared out 
in front of her like she was daydreaming and not 
seeing anything in front of her.
I was about to go home when I heard a weird 
whirring noise behind her house. I looked over to the 
meadow, and there was a fuzzy light in the air, like 
there was a second moon in the sky. The light got 
brighter until it formed a flying saucer shape. Boy, I 
never thought I'd see one of those. I mean, I hadn't 
really believe in them or anything. I started creeping 
closer to where I thought it'd landed but stopped 
when a whooshing sound came from the UFO. I 
couldn't see clearly through the trees, but I think a 
door opened and something came out. I couldn't see 
it at first. I just caught glimpses through the branches. 
Then it came out into the yard. I think it must have 
been wearing a space suit. It was sort of formless It 
had two arms and two legs but otherwise not much 
shape. I watched it walk toward Miss O'Connor's 
house. It walked around it and started up the porch 
steps. Boy, did her old cat take off. It gave a screech 
like it just saw a ghost and ran so fast it was past me 
before I could call his name. Miss O'Connor, though, 
didn't looked frightened at all. In fact, it looked as if 
she was talking to the creature like it as an old friend. 
She looked really happy, and somehow this made her 
look younger. She looked beautiful, the way she 
must have been once. I wanted to cal I to her, but I was 
afraid of attracting the creature's attention. I had just 
about decided to get Dad when they started off the 
porch arm in arm.
I ran to get Dad; but when we came back the 
spaceship was gone. Miss O'Connor was gone, too, 
and never came back. Mr. Brown belongs to us now 
and won't go near his old house.
Damnedest thing. The other day, my boy came running and shouting to me. Itwasjustaftersup-
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per, a heavy sultry night. He's screaming, "Dad, Dad! 
Miss O’Connor's being kidnaped by a creature from 
outer space."
"Dan, boy, is Halloween early this year?"
"Dad! You have to come quick."
"Say what?"
"Please, Dad, come out; or it'll be too late."
"All right, son, hold your horses." I'd just made 
myself comfortable on the sofa, but I put my shoes 
backonand put down the paper. "Okay, where is it?" 
I asked, following him outside.
"Look over there, Dad." He pointed over to the 
trees. I saw a glow beyond them, but when I blinked 
I saw it was only the moon.
"Son, it's only the moon.
Get ahold of your imagina­
tion."
"A w , you missed it,
Dad." He looked dejectedly 
at the ground and kicked at 
a clump of grass But then 
he suddenly brightened 
again. "But Miss O'Connor- 
- she isn't there any more.
You know how she always 
sits out on her porch when 
the moon's out. Come and 
see." He started walking 
briskly to her house.
“ Okay, Dan, we'll check 
it out. Maybe she's only in­
side." We got to Charlotte 
O'Connor's porch; and sure 
'nough, there was no one 
there.
"See, Dad?" The kid 
was all excited again.
"O kay , look, she's 
probably inside. If it'll make 
you feel any better, I'll 
knock on her door." The kid 
looked at me w ithou t a 
w ord . He looked real 
solemn, like it was a funeral.
I knocked and waited After 
a few minutes, I knocked 
again. W e waited some 
more. "Look, she's probab­
ly hard of hearing. I don't 
think we should go in ."
After I'd said that, I wasn't 
so sure. I really wanted to 
get back home for the " Ed 
Sullivan Show ," but that 
was pure selfishness Some­
one her age could injure 
herself, and we might be 
the only ones to check on
her. "Okay, we'll go in and make sure she's okay." 
Dan followed me quietly into the house.
W e looked everywhere, but there was no sign of 
her. W e got flashlights and searched outside, but 
there wasn't any sign of her anywhere. Behind the 
trees, the cat was meowing up a storm in a ring of 
mushrooms. If he'd been a dog, I'd've said he was 
baying at the moon. W e searched some more the 
next day. W e even got some neighbors together to 
help. But we never saw Miss O'Connor again. W e 
took Mr Brown in. Of course, I don't believe that 
story my son told; b u t. . . I'll be damned if I can't 
think of a better explanation.
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THE FIRST MAGIC
by E. Ervin Tibbs
Chac shivered as a cool breeze dried the sweat gathered along his spine. He added a twig to his 
small fire, more forthe light it provided than warmth. 
A boy of twelve summers needed light to bolster his 
courage, especially one camped in the City of Lost 
Spirits.
Darkness and cold, the twin spirits of night crept 
slowly into the deserted city. Behind them would 
come the Manito.
Chac huddled against a ruined wall that encircled 
a portion of the city lying next to the canyon wall. He 
pulled his blanket tighter around his shoulders. The 
small pool of light cast by his fire, illuminated only a 
few of the empty buildings that filled the enormous 
cavern. Overhead a huge bulge of sandstone swelled 
out, hiding the city from summers scorching sun and 
the light of cold winter moons. Below he could hear 
Red Water River singing its way to the sea.
This cliff dwelling had been abandoned by living 
men, before the Dream Times ended, but Chac had 
not come here to speak with the living.
A sound stirred the air: an odd, slow moan as if 
the city felt pain. The air grew cold, flowing across 
Chac's face with a delicate frozen caress. He heard 
voices, shrill and distant.
Chac eased his short knife loose in his legging, 
then drew and arrow, lying it across the short bow in 
his lap. Neither lost spirits nor Manito could harm a 
living man, but Quelox had warned Chac that an evil 
Manito might enlist the aid of a hungry puma or bear.
Chac smiled when he thought of Quelox, the 
gentle, ferocious old man that patiently led Chac 
along the path to becoming Shaman. This lonely vigil 
was a part of that path. A potential Shaman must 
know and understand the Earth Mother and the 
Manito were hereldest children. Quelox had said they 
could teach Chac to raise fire.
Out of the city's darkest corners, white mist began 
to coil and move. The voices came closer, speaking in 
languages Chac did not understand. From empty 
doorways, figures emerged, gossamer as fog and 
glowing softly. They milled about shouting and sing­
ing, never quite touching the earth.
Chac jumped to his feet, blood thundering in his 
ears. He reached up to hold the medicine bundle 
around his neck. Through the thin leather he could 
feel his amulet of courage, the claw of a black bear. 
Before sending Chac on this quest, Quelox had thrust 
the feather of an eagle in Chac's head band and placed 
the bear claw in his medicine bundle. When Chac be­
came a man he might choose to discard his amulets.
but now they provided comfort.
The ethereal creatures ignored Chac as they 
moved about on their mysterious errands. Chac let 
out a shaky breath. These were merely lost spirits. The 
Manito, the ones he came to meet, would have to be 
called.
Chac took his bone flute from his belt and lifted it 
to his lips. Chac stuttered, and neither words nor 
music would pass his balky tongue with the fluency 
needed to call a Shaman's power. The flute was his 
voice of magic. He began to play the song of calling.
At the sound of his first note, the misty figures 
stopped moving and turned towards Chac. From a 
wide doorway, leading into what had once been a 
temple, the fog began to writhe. It parted and a giant 
figure stepped into view. At first he seemed to be lit­
tle more than mist and shadow. But as Chac watched, 
the giant form solidified and became real. He turned 
to look at Chac.
The giant's eyes glittered with obscure emotion 
and he drew himself up with purpose. He started 
across the wide path, his broad feet plopping in the 
dust. Chac put away his flute. Was this a Manito? 
Quelox had warned him they could appear in many 
guises.
The giant stepped into the light and paused. His 
skin shone the color of old bronze; his eyes glittered 
cold and black as onyx. He carried a long, wide knife 
and a shield of beaten copper. A spiky headdress of 
porcupine quills and feathers adorned his bald skull. 
Behind the giant warrior, the misty spirits gathered, 
laughing and gesturing menacingly.
"I am Naskone the sun warrior." The giant 
pointed his knife across the fire. "Who are you?"
Chac strained to force words past histongue. "Ch- 
Chac."
"You called a Manito. W hy?"
"Are you a Manito?"
The giant scowled and the spirits screamed. "No, 
I am one of these." He waved his hand to the lost 
spirits gathered behind him. "When you called the 
Manito, it gave me substance so I might speak in its 
stead." Naskone leaned towards Chac. "And kill you 
if necessary." The giant raised his knife.
Chac held up his hand as if to ward off the blade. 
"Tell me how you became a lost spirit and I may be 
able to help." Chac kept his voice soft and without 
threat.
"W hy should I need your help?" asked Naskone
"You are trapped between this world and the 
Shadowland. I am a Shaman's apprentice. Only a
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Shaman or a Manito can show you the way through 
the rainbow gate. A Manito sent you to me, perhaps 
it i ntended for us to help each other."
Anger twisted Naskone's lips and his knife 
trembled. Chac shrank back but his eyes never left 
those of the warrior.
"Tell me how you can help or I will cleave your 
head from your scrawny shoulders." •
" I wi 11 try. B ut I m ust know how you r spi ri t beca me 
lost."
Fora long moment, Naskonedid not move. His ex­
pression softened and he lowered his knife, letting 
the blade slap against his thigh. He looked out into 
the darkened canyon as if he had forgotten Chac.
"I was once the most powerful warrior on earth. 
My shield shone like the sun and my bow cast arrows 
into battle as if they were bolts of lightning. Enemies 
fled before me without striking a blow. Then came 
the war of the gods. A tribe of men, called Mools, al­
lied themselves with the Mad Gods and were sent to 
destroy me."
The giant warrior raised his arms and shook his 
knife at the sky. “ They killed myson." Thecavern rang 
with his agony.
He looked down at Chac, his eyes glazed with 
madness. "It took me twenty years, but I destroyed
them all. Then I found the cave where they hid their 
elder children. These I slew. Yet a few of the younger 
ones survived and their leader, a girl of no more than 
twelve summers, hurled a poison dart into my chest. I 
died with the blood of children still hot on my hands."
Naskone squatted down, his eyes haunted and 
unfocused. He lay his knife across his knees. "A l­
though my body was dead, Supay the Shadow would 
not let me cross the Shadowland." He looked up and 
slaver hung from his lips. "If I escape this prison I will 
kill that girl and if she is dead, I will destroy her des­
cendants."
Naskone lifted his wide blade and lay it against 
Chac's neck. Chac felt the cold, sharp edge. If he did 
not choose his next words carefully, he would die.
"That is why you cannot leave," said Chac.
Naskone's eyes burned and Chac felt pressure 
from the blade increase. A trickle of warm blood ran 
down his neck.
"You make no sense," said Naskone.
"You are caught in a cycle of vengeance. You will 
never enter the Shadowland until you break that 
cycle."
Chac felt the knife tremble against his skin. Nas­
kone tilted his head as he spoke. "You say vengeance 
for my son was wrong."
"Not the vengeance against those who slew your 
son. But you killed children. You killed their sons."
The pressure against Chac's neck lessened until 
the cold blade lay flat on his shoulder. Madness faded 
from the giant warriors eyes. "How did you acquire 
the wisdom of old men." His voice had a new, gentler 
quality.
"It is your wisdom also or you would not agree," 
said Chac.
Naskone hefted his blade and returned it to his 
lap. "What can I do to break the cycle?"
Chac gulped in a draught of air. He had not real­
ized he was holding his breath. He paused a moment 
to think.
. "You are a Sun Warrior Do you have an unbreak­
able oath?"
Naskone nodded as if the answer was obvious.
"Swear with that oath that you will not take 
vengeance on that girl or any of her descendants, and 
perhaps Supay will hear"
Naskone stared into Chac's eyes as if he was sear­
ching for more wisdom He shook himself and arose
"I will try," he said. He raised his arms and spoke 
words Chac did not understand. W hen he was 
finished he threw his knife and shield to the ground 
A bell sound shook the earth. The lost spirits wailed 
and ran screeching into the darkness
Over the temple door, a rainbow arch formed and 
beyond bright sunlight filled a vaguely seen land 
Tears streamed down Naskone's Cheeks. He arose, ig­
noring the weapons lying in the sand
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He turned to Chac. "The Manito has released me 
and Supay beckons for me beyond that gate. The 
Manito says you are worthy. He will speak to you."
Naskone turned and walked through the rainbow 
gate. Another bell sounded and the gate closed.
The city became quiet. After a while, Chac 
decided the Manito had deceived him. There would 
be no gift. Chac gathered his blanket around him. He 
would wait until daylight to leave.
A stirring sound came from dead leaves, piled 
against the wall. A little jumping rat scurried out. 
With one quick leap it perched atop a nearby stone 
and stared at Chac. Chac held his breath. Was this the 
Manito?
"I am here to teach you man-child. What do you 
wish to know?" The rat's voice sounded low and clear, 
like the ringing of pebbles in a stream.
"Give me the powerto raise fire," said Chac.
"You already possess the power," said the crea­
ture. "You only need to know the song." The rat 
jumped down and scurried through the sand, drag­
ging its tail. The marks it left were musical symbols.
"This song will teach you how to raise fire," said 
the rat. It scuttled back under the pile of leaves, leav­
ing the city quiet.
Chac looked down at the scribbled notes. A song
ENCHANTMENT FADES AWAY
by Janet P. Reedman
Elfland's enchantment fades away, 
Leaving the world a bleak old place,
An unrelieved vista of grey 
Where skyscrapers rear into space.
Where every tree isjustatree, 
Untenanted by dryad or sprite,
And the only demons we must flee 
Are thugs on the subway at night.
Where every hill is just a sod,
Instead of an elvish mound,
Where planners and scientists play God, 
And boast of "wonders" they have found.
Where tales of Faery are decried 
As unhealthy for our young,
Who drown in a video tide,
Elfland's deathknell having rung.
to teach him his first magic. Alight breeze stirred the 
sand and Chac hastily reached for his flute. He played 
the melody to its completion.
He held his hand out over the dead embers and 
flames leaped up to warm his fingers. He almost 
shouted with triumph. He would leave tonight to tell 
Quelox of his success.
He scooped up a handful of sand to put out his fire 
and stopped in mid- gesture. For a moment he did not 
move. He could raise fire, but he must still use sand to 
quench it.
He looked out into the darkness, disappointment 
quelling his joy. He could call fire but he could not 
control it. He looked back at his fire and another 
revelation jolted him. He had learned a greater les­
son. Knowledge was an endlessly unfolding flower, 
each petal revealing new mysteries beneath. His life 
would be filled with the anticipation of discovery and 
the excitement of new challenges.
He tossed the sand i nto the fi re and wal ked to the 
edge of the cl iff. Bright stars glittered in the dark sky 
and reflected in the black mirror of Red Water River. 
He raised his voice in wonder.
"You are my wisest teacher and my greatest 
mystery. Thank you, Mother Earth."
FANTASIST’S DREAMS
by Janet P. Reedman
At night when I slip into my bed,
Visions of fantasy dance in my head,
And instead of counting harmless sheep,
I count scaly dragons to make me sleep. 
And my dreams are filled with faery lords. 
Glittering armour and magical swords; 
Wizards who dwell in dark-tiered towers, 
And captive maidens in glassy bowers.
All haunt me when I'm deeply asleep,
Into my weary head they crawl and creep, 
Telling me tales that won't fade away, 
That last in fabled glory through the day; 
Tales of heroes and tales of wise sages-- 
Waiting to be written in a book's pages.
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LONG AS THE RIVERS RUN
by
Angelee Sailer Anderson
Susan both loved and hated waiting in airports.Loved, because the rumbling of jet engines was a 
call to distant shores, and the call held within it the 
sure promise of adventure. Hated, because promise's 
silver wings bore away others, but never herself.
So it was with this present waiting. She was not 
sipping hot chocolate that was sickening-sweet and 
not hot, in a crowded terminal at Los Angeles Interna­
tional, till she should be summoned to destinations 
and destinies beyond mountains and over seas. She 
was biding time till her grandparents' British Airways 
flight set down from London, at which arrival she 
with her father and mother would assist in carrying 
suitcases fresh from the realm of the Pendragon and 
the two Elizabeths. Luggage loaded in car, she would 
be on her way home -- still the home of her parents, 
though her adolescence was behind her. Such was 
Susan's portion in adventure.
Such it was. Yes, but what if -- the melancholy of 
“ if" she knew well - - what if the call had come to her, 
rung out to her, pealing without repeal? Whatifshe, 
her chocolate downed and the ladies' room visited, 
were to be boarding a plane for Heathrow within the 
hour? England was the haunt of her dreams both 
sleeping and waking; it was her heart's right nesting 
place. Susan knew, when English authors and poets 
spoke the secrets of her thoughts, when words shot 
into her hearing from the melodic bow of an English 
tongue. England's history was her root, its legends 
her flower; the rain-kissed ground was her framing 
skeleton and the running rivers her blood. "That this 
the meed of all my toils might be/To have a home, an 
English home, and thee.. . . "
But she was not going there, would go perhaps 
never. No English home -- no room in an English inn. 
There was not money for it; and if there had been 
money, Susan was not certain that she, fearing 
destiny's lead even while she longed to follow, would 
have the courage to venture there alone. She would 
rather not go than go with her parents, who did not 
hear the call or understand.
If only that call had come to her at birth, not per­
mitting a continent and an ocean to wedge themsel­
ves between. If she had been born to an Englishman 
and to wholly another life, while still remaining she. 
Her ancestors were English; they might not have 
emigrated Once again, knowing melancholy would
so be goaded into misery, Susan lost herself in that 
peculiar brand of speculation which had marked her 
imagining since she was a child.
If the essence of Susan were distilled through a 
different history of genetics and environment, what 
would Susan be? Would Susan still be Susan? Susan 
believed in the eternal spirit, in a core of selfhood un­
touched by the transiency and externality of physical 
being. To be composed of other flesh, to feed one's 
lungs with an alien air, and yet stay the very same self 
-- could one be recognized, recognize oneself as the 
same? Did well-adjusted people indulge themselves 
in visions of alternate existences? Susan doubted it. 
She, on the contrary, indulged herself inordinately. 
Mostly they were English existences, though she had 
in passing toyed with tropical, desert, or arctic ones, 
and ones in centuries besides the twentieth. If her 
speculations were romantic, springing from boredom 
with the mundanity of her actual life, yet there was 
also in them a measure of disinterested curiosity. If 
she could by an act of will "cross over," change her 
hereditary equation as a chameleon its colour, her 
new hide's-hue might seem unremarkable as the old 
to the strange creature who would then be she. Still 
the shades of disillusionment did not bedim the thrill 
of wondering.
So engrossed in that wondering had Susan be­
come, stari ng i nto the dregs of her cocoa-cup, that her 
father broke in on her thoughts to learn what they 
might be. From experiences past Susan knew ex­
planation to be futile, knew any attempt at it would 
leave her sounding foolish even to herself. Yet there 
was hope in her, if not of being understood, at least 
of having the value of her thoughts acknowledged 
Self- consciously, she unfolded to her parents her idea 
of alternate existences, ending with the metaphor of 
the chameleon.
"My daughter, the lizard," was her father's com­
ment.
Her mother said nothing, but looked at her in 
blank discomfort -- wishing, Susan supposed, that she 
would find a nice young man to marry her and 
forthwith renounce her morbid fancies.
Susan and her parents abandoned the coffee shop 
and began to stroll toward the gate at which her 
grandparents' flight was due momentarily to arrive. 
Susan felt her skin prickling with embarrassment and
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frustration at the just-finished conversation. She 
wished that she were far away -- not in England; that 
was not far enough -- but somewhere on a polar ice 
cap where she need not speak to anyone.
"I'm going to the restroom," she said abruptly, 
and veered off.
Inthe ladies' room, Susan examined herfacecriti- 
cally in the mirror. The lights in these places always 
made her look sickly. Aside from its pallor, it was hot 
so unfortunate a face; but she would have preferred 
it if it were the face of an English farm girl, or -- why 
not? -- an English heiress---
She was doing it again; shecould nothelpit. Fan­
tasy was her defense against all besiegers, and espe­
cially against the loose moorings of her self-identity. 
She defined herself in her fantasies. And she shifted, 
radically as glass slivers at the twist of a kaleidoscope, 
from one definition to another with frequency and 
suddenness. The puzzle-pieces that made up the 
thing called Susan split, scrambled, and rearranged 
themselves wholly apart from herwishesorwilling. It 
was as though she had indeed lived multiple exist­
ences within the confines of her own mind and heart. 
It might, perhaps, be a relief to light on one identity 
and remain there; she was not certain that it would 
be a blessing.
Susan groped through her purse's chaos until at 
last she found her comb, and ran it through the flaxen 
tangles of her hair. Bei ng fai r herself, the blonde mys­
tique was lost on her. Dark, night-dark hair, lava- 
black -- that would be mysterious and enchanting. 
And to be Valkyrie-tall, of noble height, not precious­
ly petite___
She returned the comb to her purse, and in so 
doing her hand brushed her passport. The call had 
come to her once, when she was seven years old; she 
had been in London for a day on the way to Brussels 
where her father had held a job for a short time. This 
early encounter with lands far- off had continued 
long enough to whet her wanderlust, and then it had 
ended, leaving her curelessly malcontented with 
California life.
Though Susan's passport to the unfamiliar had ex­
pired years ago, she carried it with her on treks to the 
airport as a talisman of hope. It bore the stamps of 
several European countries, England included, and 
contained an unflattering - imbecilic-- picture of her 
childish self. As she approached the restroom's exit, 
she drew out the passport and opened it.
T he tall man with silver-grey hair set down the book through which he had been leafing and 
looked at his watch. His 9:30 flight -- ten and a half 
hour pilgrimage to the green and pleasant isle that 
harboured his estate - was twenty minutes from 
departing. The plane would be boarding directly. He 
turned from the book and magazine stand, picked up
his briefcase, and left the gift shop, thinking all the 
while of his daughter. Since the death of his beloved 
wife, now twelve years gone, his daughter had been 
his life's joy; he had cursed the business affairs that 
had forced him to travel, leaving her in the care of 
governesses. She had now for some time been of an 
age to govern herself, forsaking him for foreign parts 
as often as he did her. Her particular passion was for 
the South Seas, and she had just spent a month in 
Tahiti, flying home by way of LAX two days ago She 
was perhaps at this moment preparing for his return 
-- brightening the rooms with fresh-cut flowers, 
polishing his favourite pipe, buying the makings of a 
fiery curry fortomorrow's supper. Statuesque, gypsy- 
dark, his daughter was the near-perfect image of the 
mother she had been named for. Susan. . . Turning 
from the shop towards the boarding gates, the man 
passed by the doors to the restrooms just as a girl of 
about twenty-three emerged from one of them. His 
glance touched her. The girl halted, swaying in 
precarious unbalance.
Happy shock flooded the man's face Retracing 
two long-legged steps, he caught the girl gently by 
the arm.
At once scolding and adoring, he exclaimed, 
"Susan - why ever are you here, still? I had thought 
you were in England yester morning."
The girl looked at him silently. There was a 
suspense in her gaze, a deep dislocation, as though 
she had been a naked spirit struggling to reclothe it­
self in a body's solidity. The man felt for a terrible in­
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stant that the gaze was a stranger's, peering un­
naturally upon its universe through the eyes of his 
child. Then the girl spoke, and the terror dissolved -- 
it was his daughter's voice
"I waited for you, Daddy," she said
Susan opened her passport, and a thing happened to her which could not happen, humanly. Miracle 
enwound her like a gordian knot, never to be un­
loosed in life.
A  peculiar jolt rocked her equilibrium. The floor 
seemed suddenly a further distance beneath her than 
it ought. Is this what Alice felt when she drank from 
the bottle in Wonderland -- or was it the cake that 
made one taller? In her dizziness Susan tipped over 
her unfastened purse, spilling out her comb. When 
she lifted the comb to replace it she saw that someone 
else -- someone with thicker, darker hair -- had been 
using it. She had not noticed this when she had com­
bed her own hair a moment ago. She shook herself 
sharply, trying to right what had gone topsy-turvy in 
her senses, every one of which seemed to be receiving 
its data in some subtly different manner than before. 
Even her cherished passport felt unfamiliar, stiffer 
and bulkier in her hand. As she pressed her other 
hand against the door leading back to the main ter­
minal, Susan looked down at the page to which the 
passport was opened
It was one of the pages on which visas were 
stamped. She knew the stamps by heart, the ones 
from France and Belgium, Italy and Austria; and par­
ticularly she knew the series from the London stop­
over ending with "* Immigration * Officer * (622) 
Embarked 24 July 1970 Heathrow (3)." Instead of 
these she saw a confusion of stamps from places to 
which she had traveled only in literature and im­
agination: New Zealand, Africa, Tahiti, India, Japan.
. . . Blinking to clear her malfunctioning eyes, she 
turned the passport back three pages to the front. 
“ Name: Susan Paddock." Yes, that was her name -- 
that was her name. She was recovered. Then, fol­
lowing her name, she read: "National Status-British 
Subject: Citizen of the United Kingdom and 
Colonies "
Whose passport i s this--how has it come into 
my purse? Turning on i page more, she looked where 
her child's photograph should have been, and saw the 
picture of a full-grown woman with black, black be­
witching hair.
Susan observed, as if from a vantage outside her­
self, her own mind struggling to stem the tide of 
strangeness which rushed upon her She snapped the 
passport shut, revealing the Royal Coat-of-Armsupon 
its cover; she slipped it into her purse, remembering 
w ithin it, "Birthplace: Pangbourne, Berkshire, 
England." She stepped through the restroom door­
way, and as the door swung closed behind her her 
struggle was overflowed by cresting inevitability and
drowned.
Her eyes locked with those of a si I ver-haired man. 
She swayed as a fresh surge forced her deeper. The 
man was a stranger, and yet was known better by 
none, was dearer to none than she - Taking tender 
hold of her arm, he spoke in the accent best loved by 
her and in the tone of one loving her best of all that 
lives in the world to be loved.
"Susan -  why ever are you here, still? I had 
thought you were in England yester morning."
Sir, you must mistake me for -- but the words 
would not form themselves, not on her lips nor even 
at the edge of thought. Feeling all at once ill unto 
death, Susan caught sight of her own reflection i n the 
gift shop window.
She opened her mouth, and it was as if a costume 
which had not hung straight fell suddenly into its 
proper folds.
"I waited for you, Daddy. As a surprise - I hope 
you're pleased. I know how you do brood on long 
flights alone."
The illness passed; she heard herself speaking. 
The accent was English. The voice was hers
Now, from her seat at her writing desk in the library of her father's manor house, that first 
speaking with another voice was separated from her 
by more than the many thousand miles traveled or the 
week of days past. The chameleon-change that had 
come upon her had deepened since that time. 
Through the airborne hours of speech with and sleep 
beside her father -  moneyed nobleman bearing a
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humble man's heart-- along the roads of Berkshire as 
they motored together to their Pangbourne home, 
she had grown ever less whom she had been, ever 
more whom she now was. At the outset of the 
change, the existence of the English Susan had 
seemed one of tenuous reality; for the American she 
had stood overlooking it from a place apart, as oursel­
ves observe us play-acting at possibilities in dreams, 
knowing that we dream. Yet little by little these roles 
had reversed; and now, a few days after, the Califor­
nia girl had taken on thedream-role and the Berkshire 
lass the dominant. Should this progress continue, the 
memory of the first Susan would soon vanish, ghost­
like, into the burial-ground of the second Susan's sub­
conscious.
But what was it that had happened to her, and 
how possible, and of what meaning? The very stran­
geness of the change prevented her from too well 
contemplating its strangeness. Where now were her 
first parents and what was she to them, now; had she 
ceased to be, to ever have been, in their frame of ex­
istence as suddenly as she had begun to be in this? It 
must be so; and for this the Susan who loved them 
grieved. But grief's grasp was weak in a world of such 
wonder as she now inhabited. She could not compel 
herself to question if it would last; wonder of 
wonders, it was to be for as long as it would be. She 
could not think beyond this trust in the cascading des­
tiny that carried her.
Now as she sat looki ng out u pon the manor's gar­
dens, she dallied with the thought of keeping a jour­
nal of her experience, lest one day this or that Susan 
wholly forget. Absent-mindedly, she began to leaf 
through the various papers, notebooks, and cor­
respondence on the desktop; she turned over the 
pages of her appointment calendar to today's date, 
12 August. She stared at the page a moment not 
seeing it, then noticed that there was somethi ng writ­
ten there in her own, much-improved, handwriting. 
It said, simply: Jim, 7 o'clock.
7 o'clock -- morning or evening? If the former, she 
had stood up her date. But it must be evening -- yes, 
it was evening; she remembered now. And she 
remembered also -- not by a gradual trickling into the 
mind as she had remembered her life with her English 
father and dead mother or her English friends -- but 
with a sudden in-pouring, on seeing his name, she 
remembered Jim.
She had met him on the day before she left for 
Tahiti, at an early music concert in which he played 
the lute and the viele. He was the son of one of her 
father's wealthy associates, and was judged a black 
sheep because he used his inherited assets not for 
business investment in the family tradition, but to 
support his interest in music, poetry, and the culture 
andhistoryof hisbirthland. Susan had not got on well 
with the other men she had met through her father's 
connections, and her father had suggested that Jim
might be better suited to her impractical, romantic 
nature. So she had gone to the concert and intro­
duced herself.
And something had happened between them, 
she did not know what. It was not her memory that 
was at fault, for she had not known it then. It was 
thing in process, not wholly happened yet, even as her 
transform ation to this other Susan had hung 
suspended from the point of herlost equilibrium until 
she spoke. She remembered that they had talked 
briefly of poetry and that his favourites, Coleridge 
and Keats, were hers. They had discussed The Rime of 
the Ancient Mari ner and The Eve of St. Agnes. Some­
thing was preparing to be between Jim and she, and 
she must keep her 7 o'clock tryst to learn what it was.
A t 7:00 she was waiting in the drawing-room when the maid escorted him in. He had brought her an 
orchid to wear in her hair, remembering her love for 
the South Seas. He grasped both her hands in greet­
ing, and told her that, if she liked, he would take her 
to a show in London; but he thought she might prefer 
a quiet supper in an inn he knew where they could 
talk in privacy for as long as they wished. He believed 
that they must have a great deal to talk of.
Never could the Susan that is or was recall all they 
spoke of that night, for before a word was exchanged 
she had been stricken at heart unrecoverably. The 
maid had showed him into the drawing-room; she 
had looked up, and the thing that had only 
threatened came to pass fully and and for all time. 
She saw his features wherein boyish innocence and 
experienced manhood met as one, his slender build of 
a height with her own, his dark red-brown curls and 
deep wizard's eyes, the half-smile more joyous than 
any whole lighting his face as he looked back at her. 
And she knew the meaning of the strange, sweet in­
carnation she was enacting, the meaning of Jim, 7 
o'clock.
She knew the meaning, and the tragedy. 
Whether this life were to be but for a hour or four 
score years, she had not felt duration as important. 
Now its importance was infinite. Now she knew the 
tragedy of the ticking clock whose pendulum stays 
not for pleading, of dreams that wither into waking 
and wings which are only borrowed. Transient but­
terfly, she was summoned to re-enter at her end the 
cocoon in which she had begun. A month, six months, 
or six years -- but the days of the Susan to whom Jim 
had happened were running away one by one with 
every drop of English rain. Time was a gilded blade, 
priceless to her in its content and perilous in its pass­
ing. To have found this, and not to last.
A ugust passing on to September, the peril was with her. Tramping through fields, jeans tucked 
into boots and Jim's setter by their side, the blade 
drove between her and the gladness of sunshine on
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the dog's coat and the wild smell of the grasses. 
Riding together on one horse, it pierced her in rhythm 
with the pounding of the stallion's hooves. The spray 
of the breakers slapping the cliffs of Cornwall 
wounded her with it; it twisted in the wound as they 
walked the autumning woods. The blade turned to 
discord the stri ngs of his I ute, caused his bow to stroke 
his viele falsely, wove needle-like within and without 
of his voice as he read to her their special poems.
As steering from lock to lock along the Thames he 
read to her that poem of Coleridge which the former 
Susan had loved even as she:
CONSTANCY TO AN IDEAL OBJECT
Since all that beat about in Nature's range.
Or veer or vanish; why should'st thou remain 
The only constant in a world of change,
0  yearning Thought! that liv'st but in the brain? 
Call to the Hours, that in the distance play,
The faery people of the future day-- 
Fond Thought! not one of all that shining swarm 
Will breathe on thee with life-enkindling breath, 
Till when, like strangers shelt'ring from a storm, 
Hope and Despair meet in the porch of Death! 
Yet still thou haunt'st me; and though well I see, 
She is not thou, and only thou art she,
Still, still as though some dear embodied Good, 
Some living Love before my eyes there stood 
With answering look a ready ear to lend,
1 mourn to thee and say -- 'Ah! loveliest friend! 
That this the meed of all my toils might be,
To have a home, an English home, and thee!' 
Vain repetition! Home and Thou are one.
The peacefull'st cot, the moon shall shine upon, 
Lulled by the thrush and wakened by the lark, 
Without thee were but a becalmed bark,
Whose Helmsman on an ocean waste and wide 
Sits mute and pale his mouldering helm beside.
And art thou nothing? Such thou art, as when 
The woodman winding westward up the glen 
At wintry dawn, where o'er the sheep-track's 
maze
The viewless snow-mist weaves a glist'ning haze, 
Sees full before him, gliding without tread,
An image with a glory round its head;
The enamoured rustic worships its fair hues,
Nor knows he makes the shadow, he pursues!
"The only constant in a world of change" -- but 
what if I change worlds? I am not she whom you 
believe me; I am ephemeral as the snow-mist, insub­
stantial as the shadow. Love me not, for your own 
heart's sake; but do not ask that I should not love you, 
for though I pass away yet shall the glory round you 
never. Only shelter with me from the storm, until a
metamorphosis more ruthless than Death's take this 
porch for its own. But do not love me.
None of this could Susan tell him; itw asto  be her 
burden alone. If Jim had seen the spectre of the 
blade's flashing as it slipped between them in their 
dearest intimacy, he put it down to Susan's moodiness 
and it seemed not to trouble him. How could she 
trouble him with such a truth as would slander to him 
her sanity and label their love perverse? It was per­
verse; it should never have been -- or perhaps he 
would not judge it so. If any could conceive of her 
miracle which had now become his, it was Jim. Still 
she could not tell him.
She could not, even when, setting aside the book 
within which the just- read poem glistered like a rare 
gem in its setting, he said: "Becalmed barks and 
mouldering helms were the tale of my life until your 
coming into it. Now at last I feel I'm riding on waters 
that flow to a purpose. Will you ride with me, to the 
same purpose, for as long as the rivers run?"
Earlier in this afternoon they had read "Kubla 
Khan," and had delighted in imagining that the 
Thames was Alph, the sacred river, running with them 
afloat upon it "through caverns measureless to man." 
According to the poet Alph ended at a sunless sea, a 
lifeless ocean; to Susan even in the midst of playful 
pretense that destination had seemed ominous. Now 
she knew why. For as long as the rivers run - but they 
are not eternal. They fIow to a purpose, that of Iosi ng 
themselves within the last repository, the transfigur­
ing deep. When that transfiguring has worked its 
work upon our love, will there be recognition? Turn 
back, Jim; row against the current back to the head­
waters, while time remains. While time remains - but 
time is a gilded blade.
Susan answered, "For as long as the rivers run."
T hey stood among the rockeries of the inn's gar­den, he in his wine- coloured smoking jacket and 
she in her sheer black gown, beneath the lingering 
dusk of haunted October. They had been wed at a 
tiny village church with only Jim's parents and Susan's 
father there to witness, had talked awhile with the 
kindly, holy priest, and with Christ's blessings upon 
them from his lips had taken a peaceful supper at the 
inn. Their joint vessel's anchor had been weighed; no 
fork in the stream had appeared as yet, nor had they 
trembled at the sound of waves upon the shore.
But the blade danced its danse macabre in the 
shimmer of moonlight upon the water; Susan's eyes 
saw as polluted what to Jim's ran clean. One bend 
more in the river perhaps, or three or seven by grace, 
but the sea would gather her into its crypt-cold, ever­
lasting arms. It would gather her, though now the 
arms of her husband bore her carefully as a gift of the 
magi up the narrow stairway, into their room whose 
westward wall formed a half-turret. It would gather
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her though the oaken fourposter encased them as 
protector; though he etched the eternal core of her 
indelibly, instilling in her his never-dissipating es­
sence, leaving no vacant recess more. She heard the 
wheels of a pumpkin-carriage creaking outside the 
door, preparing at the stroke of twelve to send its 
mouse- couchmen scurrying for shelter into the 
wainscotting before the flood One glass slipper had 
dropped from her foot, and the second was soon to 
fall. The sea would gather her into its arms; itwasbut 
few pulse-beats away; the arms of Jim could not hold 
back the turning that was slated. Yet Susan's heart 
besought him, and his own consented, to cherish her 
apparition to the last.
W hen Susan woke, the half-light adorning the bed seemed to her to be not of dawn but of creepi ng 
dusk. She lay still fora moment till her disorientation 
passed; then, propping herself on one elbow, she 
turned to watch Jim sleeping. The night was in its 
death-throes; yet not too quickly would she forget 
the savour of the lips whose kisses had lulled her into 
dreams. The night and his love had so confirmed her 
within this body that the wake of the self who had 
worn another could scarcely be traced. It was that 
trace remaining which had invested the daybreak 
with its aura of twilight, which caused her now to feel 
like a princess in a fairy story that makes one weep. 
That the tale should end unhappily did not bring 
tears, but that it should not end. With what neither 
ends nor moves onward no human heart can rest.
Jim was coming awake. He moaned contentedly, 
uncoiled his drowsy limbs to their full length, and 
rubbed his eyes. Then he reached over and touched 
Susan'scheek. "Good morning, love," he said, grop­
ing with his other hand for the pack of cigarettes on 
his night-table.
Susan hated cigarettes. Smoking was 
Jim's solitary bad habit, at least the only 
one she knew of not having lived with him 
as yet. She supposed that all lovers 
needed some such unlovable bit of reality 
to remind them of the frailty of their ideal 
object. Still, she would not hesitate to
convince him to quit if she could.
Jim removed his hand from Susan's cheek and 
tapped the pack against it, only to discover that the 
cigarette he had smoked at midnight was his last. 
"Damn," he swore gently. He began reluctantly to 
rise; preparing, Susan knew, to go downstairs and 
purchase another pack from the rude young son of 
the charming couple who kept the inn.
"Don't get up. I'll go," she said abruptly. She was 
not sure what had made her offer; her abhorrence of 
the habit was a strong deterrent to considering this a 
natural instance of being nice to her husband. But 
seeing Jim's pleased expression, she was not sorry
"You're a miracle, Susan. Only promise me that 
you'll go on being what you are, and I’ll promise you 
love that runs in torrents."
His words jarred Susan like a brawler's blow, dis­
lodging something in her. The request for a promise 
was rhetorical, not expecting of a reply She rose 
from bed and dressed, picked up her purse, and 
opened the door. "For as long as the rivers run, Jim, I 
promise you to remain as I am. Should they freeze in 
their courses, I will goon loving you."
"Upon that thought I'll dream happily," he 
answered, re-burying himself beneath the down 
comforter. By the time she returned with the cigaret­
tes, he would again be asleep.
Susan stepped into the hall. Looking long at Jim 
once more where he lay, she closed the door behind 
her.
As she walked slowly to the stairs, she had the 
sense of gliding in sleep towards an imminent goal of 
waking. Her perceptions were still fused with her 
dreams, yet not so much so that she did not notice the
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stray hairs lying blonde upon the black wool of her 
sweater. She brushed them off and descended the 
steps, feeling her feet come down oddly hard upon 
the wood. As she fumbled inher purse for herwallet, 
her hand fell on the ticket to Tahiti which was her 
honeymoon passage. The South Sea islands held her 
devotion only less than her own England; still she had, 
for some uneasiness she did not understand, resisted 
this choice of honeymoons. But Jim had never been 
to the islands and yearned to go, so they had booked 
seats on a noon flight to Papeete by way of LAX.
As she reached the bottom landing, Susan pulled 
out the ticket and opened it. Her forehead furrowed 
in irritation -- the reservationist had made a mistake. 
The ticket showed her disembarking at Los Angeles 
with no connection to Tahiti. She hoped there would 
not be trouble in getting it changed; she disliked 
postponing travel plans. And she would have no pall 
of trouble laid upon this trip of all trips, most deep in 
consequence of any to be made in her lifetime.
She continued to frown as, arriving at the desk 
that served as the i nn's registry and shop counter, she 
asked the innkeepers' son for a pack of Jim's brand of 
cigarettes. The young man matched her frown with 
one of his own, and lazily went to get them.
Susan reached into her wallet for the money to 
pay. Jim had been to the bank in preparation for the 
trip and had put some bills in her purse. Now to her 
confusion she seemed only to find U. S. dollars. Had 
he planned, without telling her, to spend time in 
California? Otherwise they had no need of American 
money; and even so, there should be francs here as 
w e ll....
The money, the ticket, the colour of the hair she 
had plucked from her clothes, united in a heart- 
numbing trinity of understanding. Susan stood for a 
moment unmoving. Then as the lad returned with 
the cigarettes and laid them on the desk, she felt for 
her passport, and, without removing it from her 
purse, looked inside it. "Her Britannic Majesty's Prin­
cipal Secretary of State for Foreign and Common­
wealth Affairs requests..."-- but that was not what 
was written. The request for protection of citizens 
was in the name of the Secretary of State of the 
United States of America.
She turned from the desk and began to walk, not 
back to the stairs but onward to the inn's front door. 
She had not borne before her turning to read the 
guest roster, knowing what it would not say: "Mr. 
and Mrs. James.. . "
“ Forgot your cigarettes, Miss," the innkeepers' 
son called after her.
Susan glanced back without seeing him; a mist 
had gathered before her eyes. "It doesn't matter. I 
don't smoke," she said; and then, "Would you call a 
cab for me, please?"
She continued to walk, hearing the telephone 
receiver lifted from its cradle with an ejaculation of,
"Bloody insane American women."
She waited among the rockeries of the garden, 
dawn unfolding into full- blown morning. This was 
the hardest hour, harder than all that might come 
after. The strength of will to resist re-entering the inn 
and climbing the stairs was nearly more than was 
hers. One look, only one - - he will not know, for he is 
sleeping. Yet somehow and in some way she knew 
the look would be fatal. She must fo llow  the 
chameleon-river to what colour it flowed; the choice 
of becoming a salt pillar in the desert was the choice 
of the faithless. But it was hard, unfathomably, 
knowing that he would not remember that she had 
been his, that she had been. If it were possible - and 
in light of the wonder that had befallen already she 
could not swear it was not--that she should find him 
someday again on the other side, his spirit might 
recall the secret of the countless times when hand in 
hand it had walked with hers as one. But she could 
not hope, nor was it lawful now to pray for the grant­
ing of a second miracle. As the cab pulled into the 
drive, Susan saw that the wedding band was gone 
from her finger.
She opened the cab's door, and, managing a 
polite smile to the cabbie, got in. "Heathrow, 
please."
T he plane accelerated on the runway and lifted its wings into the rain- scattered sky. Susan glanced 
from her window-seat at the green below, then 
looked away, weaning her eyes to accept the sight of 
the sun-curst brown land to which she went. The self 
of the near-whole of her life was curling back upon 
her; by the time she had reached L.A. the return 
would be complete. Her parents would be there 
awaiting her; she herself would wait therewith them 
for her grandparents to arrive, perhaps on this very 
plane in an alternate existence of its own. She would 
wait as though she had never ceased to wait, and 
reveal nothing. Quick to flood and slow to ebb, so 
ever had been her tide of being, river upon river run­
ning and the sea like a philosopher's stone transmut­
ing all. Would he, her English father, be waiting, too? 
The plane divorced her by cloud banks from visions of 
earth, and her thoughts, forsaking all souvenirs of 
their unutterable holiday, were immersed in Susan's 
journey back to herself.
But in her purse, among the evidences of change 
and parting, there remained one memento which the 
mercy of the waters had permitted hertokeep. Itwas 
a slip of paper, folded with care, such a trifle as lovers 
cherish’in their sentimentality. So much of the 
miracle endured its baptism; so much residue of gold 
had the blade of time and destiny left with her in its 
passing. It was a calendar page, dated 12August,and 
written upon it: Jim, 7 o'clock.
( T ^ 2 >
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For your reading pleasure, here are three poems of related theme. The lattertwo are love sonnets, if I may make 
so bold, traded between Stanley Anderson and his future wife, Angelee. The first sonnet, by Mark Fairfield, ad­
mirably sets the tone.
Adam On First Sight Of Eve
Yes, Lord?-- But who is this that rouseth me 
From yawning reverie? Know I thee not 
As I know myself, or better, know that we 
Have met before some place? I know thee. What 
Thou art mine eyes behold with vision keen,
In me conceiv'd, bone of my bone, my dream! 
Methinks in private sleep I've wish'd thee, seen 
Thee, pray'd my Cause t'inspire thee 'Twas a team 
Made thee, saith my waking tongue; the Doer,
He, and I the Namer, merely begat
What is His truth, what was my Myth. Fewer
Pow'rs hast thou to lift and bear the earth; that,
And yet more strength than I to lift my soul 
Or bear the weight of this lone world, now whole.
- Mark Allen Fairfield
SONNET FOR AN ENGLISH  
LADY
Were not the days of honour distant so 
Departed, clear would shine thy vision. Lo!
Of polished silver dull would be the glow 
Before the light my valour's deeds would show 
As golden spilled upon my lady's head.
Of courtship now, at best: a blanket spread 
Beneath on grassy hill, a loaf of bread 
With wine, and winsome thoughts enchanted said 
W ith only simple words of praise, perhaps,
While sit we there, wildflowers on our laps.
But could I fix the scene unveiled to eyes 
Of travellers chancing by and make arise 
My wish, I would that this should be their sight 
On hillside yond: a lady and her knight.
-- Stanley E. Anderson, December 1982
THE LADY ANSWERS
In you, the deeds of time's sepulchral days 
Shake off their shroud Your storyteller's art 
With humblest words incants the highest praise 
And proves the honour of a knightly heart.
From childlike tales you conjure tomes of good: 
As tears of figureheads anoint the breasts 
Of spellbound ships, as weavers of the wood 
Catch leaves in threads of fate, and eagles' nests 
And elk-borne antlers dare the starblazed height 
Where crippled souls with healing fire are shod, 
And belted hunters of the winter night 
Aim shafts at bells to toll the fame of God.
So you from my one meagre golden tress 
Have spun a silken hoard of blessedness.
-- Angelee Sailer Anderson, November 1986
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Doug Rossman frequently favors these pages and we are glad to note the publication of his new book, Where 
Legends Live, a source for Cherokee mythology and related material. Obviously, he makes good use of his 
knowledge in these pages!
"...It is one of my favorite creation myths and has not --to my knowledge-- before been rendered in verse 
form. Hopefully when you read it aloud you will sense some of the drum beat I heard while I was writing it."
SONG OF THE SPIDER
A Cherokee Creation Myth
I am Kananeski the Spider; 
Come, listen to my Song.
*  *  *
When the world was new,
All was cold and dark.
The landscape somber,
Gray, and stark.
Our bodies were chilled;
W e could barely see--
The Winged Ones, the Four-foots,
The Snakes, and me.
Then the Thunders took pity 
And hurled down a bolt 
At a hollow tree 
On an island afloat.
But the water kept us 
From that burning tree- 
The Winged Ones, the Four-foots, 
The Snakes, and me.
"Who will go fetch 
The Fire here?
One who is strong 
And has no fear."
Raven was first 
To dare the fumes 
But black were turned 
His snow-white plumes.
Wahuhu the Screech Owl 
Was the next to try,
But the smoke was so thick 
That it made him cry.
The bigger owls 
Each went in turn,
But the swirling sparks 
Did their bright eyes burn.
No more birds would go,
So it fell to the snakes 
To swim to the island 
For all of oursakes.
White Racer and Rat Snake 
Strong nerves did not lack, 
But the fiery embers 
Burned their bodies black.
Now none would go 
Through water or air 
And we all were filled 
With deep despair.
Then I thought I saw 
A huge gleaming hand 
Parting the dark clouds 
Hanging o'er the land.
And I heard a voice 
Say "ltcan.be done.
And you will do it,
My brave little one."
For a moment or two 
I was struck dumb with awe 
By the voice that I heard 
And the sight that I saw.
Then I said to the birds 
And the beasts so forlorn, 
"NowH ig ive ita try,”
But my vow drew their scorn.
" How can you, Oh Spider,
So small, so frail,
Dare to succeed
Where the great ones fa il?”
But I feared not,
Or fearing yet came.
To dance across the wave 
To the tree and the flame.
To touch an ember 
Meant death I well knew,
But I was determined 
To see the task through.
Its tough silken strands- 
Extensions of my soul-- 
Drawn from my body,
I wove a tusti bowl.
Carrying an ember 
In my tusti bowl,
I started to dance back 
Toward my distant goal.
I danced to the shore 
Where the others waited;
'Til the Fire rekindled,
Their breaths were all bated.
When the New Fire sprang forth,
A voice from the cloud 
Was heard quite distinctly 
By each in the crowd.
"Where the large ones have failed, 
The small one succeeds;
Now I put my mark on him 
To honor his deeds.”
A cross then appeared,
On my back 'twas burned;
The sign of the Fire-- 
Of theSun--well earned.
For sheer joy I danced 
Round and round the Fire;
Each time I circled 
My feet went higher.
I danced the Fire,
I danced the Sun,
I danced the Song,
Of Life begun.
*  *  *
I am Kananeski the Spider;
I am the Fire-Bringer.
- Douglas A. Rossman
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GUMBOOT CHARLEY ALONG SALT CREEK
by Michael Kocik
"Ste-a-mer's cornin' !"
"A in ' t  been no steamer down that r i v e r  in a 
hunnerdyears ,a t  l e a s t , "  came the  r e p ly .
"Sure?"
"Yup - -  why, a i n ' t  been nothin '  come down 
t h a t  a -way  in  more t im e  than grandpa can 
rem'ber . Got to  be a t  l e a s t  c e n t o o r i e s  s ince  
any boa t ' s  headed down there .  Mebbe even ten 
y e a r s . "
"Why — f e r  sure, Trot ty.  I  know a l l  that, 
and more. D in ' t  I  the one who showed you a l l  
about barges and th ings  —  when t o  l o o k i t ,  and 
when? And d i n ' t  I  t h e  one who t o o k i t  you 
' p l o r i n g ,  when no one e l s e  had a mind to? "
The absence o f  a response turned the tone 
neat ly  from reproach to  conc i l i a t i on .
" A l l  I  meant were tha t  i t  c u r t e r  been a 
boat ,  w i th  a l l  tha t  smoke. And i t  d i n ' t  look 
un l ik e  one, t o o , "  the  f i r s t  boy added, standing 
on t i p t o e  so he could look over  the i ron  spans 
o f  the t r e s t l e  intothemuddy water  below.
For ea r ly  June the dragonf l ies  seemed more 
in  abundance than many a blossom wisp. The 
amber warmth o f  the morning sun enwrapped the 
a i r  in a s o r t  o f  reddish  rust ,  i t s  rays t ea s in g  
the  b r id ge  and creek - -  sometimes ca s t in g  the 
gray expanses o f  i r on  in a pa l e ,  t h e a t r i c a l  
glow; and, othertimes, re luctant t o  i l luminate  
more than an inch or two o f  the nearby su r f ace 
w a t e r .  The c r e e k  i t s e l f ,  though r e c e n t l y  
sw o l l e n  and pu f f ed  out w i th  ra in ,  r e ta in ed  
t r a c e s  o f  the e a r l y  morning's mis t .  As these 
st rands o f  f o g  g e n t l y  d i s s ip a t e d  aga ins t  the 
brown earth ,  they were rep laced  by the sweet  
odor o f  b l a c k b e r r i e s ,  melon-green grass,  and 
w h i t e  wate r  l i l i e s  - -  a l l  swea t ing  under the 
constant g la re  o f the summer sun.
The wate r  in  the  creek,  though laden w ith  
an orange-brown cloak o f  mud, moved gradual ly in 
an ever southward di rect ion .  Occasional ly,  the 
sound o f  a tadpole c lear ing i t s  throat could be 
heard, mingled with the explos ive  t i t t e r i n g s  o f  
a b u l l f i n c h  (who was c l e a r l y  i r r i t a t e d  a t  a l l  
the  a t t e n t i o n  the t adpo l e  might be g e t t i n g ) .  
From the north, a s ing l e  sw i r l ing  rope o f  smoke 
could be made out, suspended in midair l i k e  some 
genie  from Aladdin's lamp.
To be sure, from a distance i t  did not look 
unl ike a steamboat.
In a moment, both boys were o f f  the t r e s t l e  
end scampering down a path overgrown with vines 
and weeds, winding i t s  way towards the creek.  
Knee-deep in b lackberr ies  and hol low reeds, the 
two moved a long the w a te r ' s  edge - -  ducking 
down, here and there,  as i f  evading some unseen 
enemy. Heading north in a cautious manner, they 
more than once ha l t ed  t o  examine the w a te r 's  
s u r f ac e ,  and the marshy areas surrounding i t .  
Whi l e  engaged in bea t in g  the w i r y  s t a lk s  w i th  
th e i r  arms, a peevish water rat  made the mistake 
o f  ra is in g  i t s  head where i t  could be seen.
"See i t ?  T h e r e ;  th rough  t h e r e , "  th e  
smal ler  o f  the two ye l l ed ,  thrashing through the 
marsh g r a s s  a f t e r  i t  u n t i l  t h e  w a t e r  r a t  
conceded i t s  error ,  and disappeared into a hole 
in the s o i l .  Jumping down on a l l  fours, he took 
a branch o f  dr i f twood that  was tangled among the 
d eb r i s  near shore , and probed the ho le  u n t i l  
T r o t t y  came over  - -  dang l ing  a b lade o f  grass 
from his mouth.
"Get i t ,  Gumboot?"
"Naw —  ran down t o  i t s  cave , "  he r e p l i e d ,  
probinga 1i t t l e l o n g e r w i t h o u t  success.
"Aw,  w a t e r  r a t s  a i n ' t  g o t  no c a v e ,  
Gumboot. "
"Water  r a t ,  huh! Why, i t  was b i g ge r 'n  
tha t , "  he repl ied,  in the appropr iate ly scornful 
tone o f  someone who knows be t ter .
"Mebbe i t  was an o t t e r , "  T r o t t y  mused, 
chewing the  b lade o f  g rass  in a though t fu l  
manner.
"Dragon ,  more l i k e l y  - -  the  k ind t h a t  
swo l l e r  f i r e ,  and sp i t  smoke, and f i g h t  knights, 
and l i v e  most f o r e v e r .  Down h e re , "  he added, 
renewing the probe as i f  the branch were a 
sword, and the ho l e  a dreaded fo e ,  " i s  p rob ' l y  
a cave, and a l l . "
"What!" T ro t ty  exclaimed, his eyes opening 
wide w i th  astonishment as the b lade o f  grass 
f e l l  from his  mouth. "With trezure,  and dismals 
in d i st ress?  No!"
"Sure. Why, I  reckon the re  must be more'n 
a thousand do l luhs a-hidden the re ,  i f  he's any 
r e s p e c t ' l e  kind o f  dragon. Blame i t ,  but t h i s  
branch a i n ' t  long enough t o  reach no dragon,"  
Gumboot sa id  in  d i s gu s t ,  throw ing i t  t o  the 
ground w i t h  p r o p e r  d i s d a i n .  "Why, what  I  
wudden g i v e  f o r  a proper  sword, r i g h t  now, 
T r o t t y .  A i n ' t  no r e s p e c t ' l e  k n i g h t  as be 
w i thou tone .a t  a t ime  l i k e  t h i s . "
"T re zure !  But, Gumboot —  r e a l  do l luh6?"  
T ro t ty  asked, unable to  overcome his  amazement.
"Why, sure.  Stands t o  f i g g e r  the re  might 
even be gold, or j ew e l s , "  he added solemnly, and 
w i t h  a l l  th e  d r a m a t i c  e f f e c t  o f  d e l a y e d  
emphasis. "But i t  a i n ’ t  qo in '  a-do us no good 
without a sword. Blame!"
Whi le  T r o t t y  was s t i l l  mu l l ing over  the 
p o s s i b i l i t i e s  o f  imminent wealth, Gumboot sprang 
up t o  examine the s h o r e l in e .  I t  was not y e t  
ten, but the heat was beginning to  take i t s  t o l l  
on the  r e s id e n t s  o f  the creek:  the b u l l f i n c h
had ceased i t s  e a r l i e r  p r o t e s t a t i o n s ,  and was 
reposing peaceably on a b i t  o f  dr i f twood, where 
i t  could re ign m a je s t i c a l l y  over the rest  o f  the 
area ;  the t ad p o l e ,  a f t e r  swimming f u r i o u s l y  
throughout  the  muddy wate r ,  had r e t i r e d  t o  a 
l i l y  peta l ,  where i t  was content to  sun i t s e l f ,  
and l e a v e  w e i g h t i e r  mat te rs  t o  the b u l l f i n c h ;  
and the  wate r  r a t ,  when no one was look ing ,  had 
taken t o  poking i t s  head out o f  i t s  hole  in a 
q u i z z i c a l  e xp re ss ion  at  both, as i f  t r y i n g  t o  
dec ide  whether they were f r i e n d s ,  or part  o f  
some consp i ra cy  a ga ins t  i t .  By and la r g e ,  the 
heat  sapped the  energy o f  the  inhab i t ants  much 
as i t  had scattered the morning mist, leaving a 
pronounced languor about the region.
Adapt ing t o  t h i s  change in mood, Gumboot 
and T r o t t y  d iscarded  t h e i r  co t ton  s h i r t s  and 
plunged into  the l i s t l e s s  water o f  the creek - -  
sp lash ing  about l i k e  two John the Bap t is t s ,  in 
th e i r  eagerness t o  convert  the other to  complete 
wetness.  Whi le  swimming, each took turns at  
b e in g  p i r a t e s  u n t i l  bo th  s u f f e r e d  m o r ta l  
wounds, and c r e p t  o f f  t o  d i e  a lone,  among the 
reeds on the shore, as duty obl iged them to  do.
As the sun burned b r i g h t l y ,  each boy was 
l o s t  in  solemn contemp la t ion  —  assured that  
t h e i r  va l i an t  struggle  f o r  some higher cause was 
not in  va in .  Then, j u s t  as q u ick ly ,  the summer 
s t i l l n e s s  was sh a t t e r ed  by a massive shout o f  
'Whew! ' ,  as an o u t s t r e t che d  arm po in ted t o  
something further  up the creek.
" T r o t t y !  Looky th e re  - -  up a hunnerd 
yards: a sword!"
L o ok in g  upwards ,  as commanded, T r o t t y  
caught s i g h t  o f  a l a r g e ,  gnar l ed  branch 
tumbled among some other dr i f twood stuck in the 
wate ry  mud, and s t i c k i n g  out above the creek 's
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i n d i f f e r e n t  f low.  Before he could ut te r  a word 
o f  p r o t e s t  as t o  what  he saw, Gumboot was 
a lready in the water — a l t e rna te l y  running and 
swimming, as the depths demanded, u n t i l  he had 
reached the wreckage and re leased the branch in 
ques t ion .  In another  moment he was back a t  
T r o t t y ' s  s id e ,  brand ish ing the  mock sword over  
h is  head with a l l  due exhi la rat ion.
"Blame, but i f  t h i s  a i n ' t  a proper  sword, "  
he y e l l e d ,  f l a i l i n g  i t  madly  about  him - -  
thrust ing and parrying i t  at some unseen enemy, 
w h i l e  T r o t t y  d id  h is  bes t  t o  s t a v  out o f  the 
way.
"What luck,  Gumboot," T r o t t y  sa id,  as he 
dodged another  jab  o f  the branch. "Now we can 
ge t  that t r e zu re . "
"And l u c k ! "  Gumboot c r i e d  s c o r n f u l l y .  
"Why, lu c k  had nary  a t h i n g  t o  do w i t h  i t ,  
T r o t t y  - -  i t ' s  f a t e ,  pure and s imple .  The Lady 
o f  the  Lake gave i t  up, j u s t  l i k e  she d id w i th  
Arthur."
"Mebbe so. But how'n you f i g g e r  s h e ' s  
here, instead o f  some f o r 'n in  lake?"
At t h i s ,  Gumboot sc ra tched  h is  head w ith  
t h e  branch ,  as i f  s o r e l y  p e r p l e x e d .  Then, 
l a t c h in g  on t o  an idea,  he made a s la sh ing  
movement with his sword.
"Why, cons ider .  A in ' t  no knigh ts  ove r  
t h e r e ,  any more, and none as l i k e l y  t o  be —  
t h e y ' ve  plumb f o r g o t  how. Now, a body can ' t  
hardly 'spect a power l i k e  hers to  be wasted, a- 
w a i t i n '  f o r  someone who a i n ' t  l i k e l y  t o  show. 
So, i t  stands t o  reason she go t  fed up with 
s i t t i n ' ,  and s e t t l e d  f o r  g r eener  pastoors  - -  
which i s  why she come here,  where people  know 
how to  be knights without bein'  too ’barrassed."
" I  reckon t h a t ' s  so, Gumboot."
"Blame i f  i t  a i n ' t , "  he r e p l i e d ,  sw inging 
the  branch in a death lunge, j u s t  f o r  emphasis. 
"Now, no dragon as stands a chance ' g a in s t  a 
magic sword, T r o t t y  - -  no way."
"What  shou ld  we do, then ,  Gumboot - -  
attack i t  r i gh t  out?"
"Naw.  B e s t  way i s  t o  be n i c e  and 
c ircumspect . "
"Why, what f e r ?  Knights a i n ' t  'sposed t o  
hide l i k e  they was afeard, Gumboot."
" A f e a r d !  Who’ s a f e a r d ? "  he demanded, 
p o in t i n g  the  branch a t  T r o t t y ' s  bare chest .  
"Look. Knights  had t o  plan th ings ,  or they 
wudden have stood a chance ' g a in s t  ogres ,  or 
e v i l  wizards, who were always l y in '  in wai t  fo r  
them. 'Sides, i t ' s  cleaner;  dismals in d is t ress  
s e c r e t l y  hate  a l l  tha t  b lood ,  though they  know 
they have t o  look a l l  br igh t  and happy about i t ,  
t o  keep up 'pearances.  F r igh tens  'em t o  death 
—  or so 's  I  hear t e l l . "
"Mebbe you 're  r i g h t .  What do you think  we 
should do, then - -  c i r c u m s p e c t o r l y , that  i s ? "
"Lemme think, " he rep l i ed,  s i t t i n g  down on 
the  bank and sc ra tc h in g  h is  ankle a b s t ra c t e d l y  
w i t h  the  branch.  A f t e r  a few  moments o f  
e x p r e s s i o n l e s s  thought , h i s  fa ce  br ightened 
a g a in .  " R i g h t .  I  f i g g e r  t h a t  i f  h e 's  any 
re spec t ' l e  dragon, h is  cave ought to  have plenty 
o f  passageways and s e c r e t  tunnels.  I f  we can 
f i n d  the  main o u t l e t ,  up nor thers ,  I  ' s pec t  we 
can sneak in there,  and catch him by s 'p r ise . "
"How'n we to  do that,  Gumboot? There must 
be a hunnerd ho le s  a l l  a long the r i v e r ,  any o f  
which could be h i s . "
"Why, why, why —  why, sure.  Smoke —  
smoke has t o  come out , somewheres. Up ahead, 
what we saw a fo re  —  that was the out l e t  f o r  his 
smoke, or e l s e  he'd explode a l l  innards. A l l  we 
go t  t o  do i s  t o i l e r  tha t ,  and we've  found the 
h o l e . "
T r i u m p h a n t ,  b o t h  b o y s  y e l l e d  t h e i r  
excitement aloud, and hurried o f f  north t o  where 
the  wisp o f  smoke was s t i l l  g e n t l y  c u r l in g  
upwards in the  breeze .  As t h e i r  bare f e e t
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nav iga ted  the  s h o r e l in e  - -  cautiously t reading 
p a s t  t a n g l e d  v i n e s ,  o v e r  p i l e s  o f  r o t t i n g  
branches, and around massive logs  blanketed with 
moss - -  the sun reached i t s  h i ghes t  arc  in the 
midday sky. Corresponding t o  t h i s  momentous 
o c c a s i o n ,  t h e  two  o f  them e n t e r e d  a dense  
woodland region crumbling in shadow.
The t h i c k e t  o f  t r e e s  on e i t h e r  s id e  was 
overgrown,  and c r in g in g  on the edges o f  the 
creek in an uncomfortable, crowding fashion. At 
the  narrowes t  p o r t i o n  o f  the  creek,  in  a p la ce  
known as P o t t e r ' s  Landing, the  branches on the 
l e f t  bank touched those  overhanging on the 
r i ght ,  and became intertwined. What l i g h t  there 
was descended through the tree tops in a d i f fuse  
manner, c a s t i n g  the  e n t i r e  area in a vague, 
n eve r -nev e r  land o f  gray hues. Beyond the 
l a n d i n g ,  t h e  c r e e k  became u n c e r e m on io u s l y  
d i v e r t e d  over  the  top  o f  a weedy kn o l l ,  where i t  
d i sappeared  from s i g h t  among a ca ta logue  o f  
black stonesand chipped grani te.
A r r i v i n g  a t  t h i s  h o l l o w  in  a f e v e r  o f  
ant ic ipat ion,  each boy's s p i r i t s  was dampened by 
the  p e r s i s t e n t  gloom hove r ing  over  the p la ce ,  
but r e lu c t a n t  t o  admit tha t  uneasiness t o  the 
other. Giving his  sword a few r e s t l e ss  thwacks 
a t  the s id e  o f  a t r e e ,  Gumboot nervously  l e t  
l o osew i th  a low w h i s t l e .
"What'd you go and do tha t ,  f e r ? "  T r o t t y  
gasped, thunderstruck at  Gumboot's audacity.
"Dunno. P l a c e ' s  spooky, t h a t ' s  a l l .  A i n ' t  
no harm in  w h i s t l i n ' ,  i s  t h e r e ? "  he asked 
uneasi ly.
"Nothin '  wrong! Why, everyone  knows the 
p l a c e  i s  h a 'n t e d  by o l d  P o t t e r , "  T r o t t y  
whispered sharply, looking c a re fu l l y  a l l  around 
him.
"Huh - -  o ld  w iv e s '  t a l e s ,  no l e s s .  You 
a i n ' t  a f e a r d  now, a r e  you?"  Gumboot asked 
somewhat d e r i s i v e l y ,  p r a c t i c i n g  a few more 
thrusts with the branch.
"O' course I 'm a fea rd .  Anyone w ith  any 
sense would w o r r i t  a t  b e in '  a l l  a lone here. 
Why, Potter  was hung on that very t r e e , "  Trotty 
said, po int ing a trembl ing arm to  a barren beech 
on the l e f t  bank.
Swallowing quickly,  Gumboot t r i e d  to shrug 
the warning o f f .
" A in ' t  noth in '  t o  i t ,  T r o t t y  —  and, even 
i f  the re  was, what o f  i t ?  There 's  p l en ty  o f  
places where people got  themselves hung, and not 
a dad-blamed one o' them had i t s e l f  ha'nted."
"Oh p l e a s e ,  Gumboot , "  T r o t t y  p l eaded  
anx ious ly .  "Don' t e v e r  be so s co rn fu l ,  'cuz 
ghosts  can sense i t  r i g h t  o f f  when a body's got  
no respec t .  ; Sure, i t  a i n ' t  no use denyin '  tha t  
t h e r e ' s  o the r  spots  - -  but not a one, I  reckon, 
has a curse on i t . "
"Curse? Go on."
"No, no - -  i t ' s  t rue ,  Gumboot. A fo re  he 
died, Po tte r  turned to  old man Turner, a l l  wi ld,  
and damned h i s  soul  o u t r i g h t .  Said tha t  not a 
one o f  t h a t  mob would l i v e  another  year ,  and 
that the creek would a-never run c l ea r  again — 
and that 's  a fact ,  Gumboot: old man Turner died
s t r a i g h t  o f f ,  and the  r e s t  a l l  f o l l e r e d  in a 
y e a r  - -  and t h i s  c r e e k ' s  n e v e r  been c l e a r  
s ince . "
"Aw, go on, now. The c r eek 's  go t  mud in 
i t ,  t h a t ’ s a l l . "
"No, Gumboot - -  s o i l  ' round h e r e ' s  a l l  
b lack ,  but the  w a te r ' s  reddish-brown.  I t ' s  h is  
b lood  t h a t ' s  s ta ined  i t , "  T r o t t y  exc la imed,  
ra i s ing  his  vo ice  fo r  emphasis.
"Why —
"His blood, Gumboot. And once a year, same 
t im e ,  you can see h i s  ghost  a-hangin '  on that  
same t r e e .  Grandpa says tha t  those who see i t  
neve r  l i v e  more'n a year ,  'cuz o' the curse."
"Why, b lame i t ,  T r o t t y , "  Gumboot s a i d  
a n g r i l y ,  "nobody's seen P o t t e r ' s  ghost  - -  here.
or elsewheres. Never. "
"And t h a t ' s  'cuz no one wants to ,  i f  he can 
help i t . "
"W e l l ,  i f  I  happen t o  see that  ghost .  I ' l l  
whack him to  b i t s , "  he sa id unconvinc ingly ,  
whi le  thumping his shin with the branch.
"Hush! You want h is  ghost  t o  hear you? 
Sword or not,  the re  a i n ' t  nothin '  t o  help you 
' g a in s t  a s p e l l  - -  u n l e s s i t  i t ' s  another,  ju s t  
as p o w ' fu l , "  T r o t t y  whispered, cont inuing  t o  
glance war i ly  about him.
"And what would that  be?"  Gumboot asked, 
beginning to  f e e l  a l i t t l e  fr ightened.
"Whenever you enter a bewitched place, you 
can ' t  have anythin '  on you but g a r l i c  and s a l t .  
You t i e  both in a t i n y  sack, a f o r e  you go in, 
then you fa ce  south, turn around qu ick ly  three  
t i m e s ,  and t o s s i t  the  bag o v e r  your l e f t  
s h o u ld e r .  The s a l t  d rag s  the ghos t  t o  the  
ground, and the g a r l i c  keeps i t  a - there  u n t i l  
a f t e r  y o u ' v e  gone.  Oh, I  f o r g o t  the  most 
important thing: a fore  you t o s s i t  the bag, you
got to  say twice:
'S a l t ,  s a l t ,  dead c a t ' s  stare 
Gar l ic  f o l l e r  and keep i t  t h e r e . '
When t h a t ' s  a-done, a i n ' t  nothin '  can harm you 
as long as you don' t  look back, and keep a- 
headin '  t o  where you 're  go in ' .  I f  you stop 
once, the sp e l l ' s  broken, and the ghost can work 
h i s  w i l l .  That 's  why you go t  t o  f o l l e r  th ings 
in the r i gh t  order . "
"What — what about in broad dayl ight ; can 
they harm you then?"
T r o t t y  scratched his  head a good wh i l e  
be fore  answering.
"Don't see how, Gumboot. Ghosts ge t  used 
t o  do in '  th ings  r e g ' l a r ,  I  s 'pose,  so they ' r e  
only up and about at night. S t i l l ,  Grandpa says 
they can bawitch t r a v ' l e r s  - -  make 'em lo se  
t h e i r  way u n t i l  n igh t ,  and then th e y ' r e  done 
f a r . "
" L e t ’ s a - g o in ' ,  then. Even knights  d in ' t  
have t o  take chances, i f  they could he lp i t .  
Now, where's that smoke — to  the l e f t ? "
"No, i t ' s  o f f  t o  the r i g h t ,  I  th ink - -  oh, 
l e t ' s  see ,  now. oh, Gumboot - -  what i f  va 's  
bewitched? I a in ' t  go t  no g a r l i c ,  or nothin ' ,
on me!" T r o t t y  squealed, tu rn ing pa le  at  the 
thought.
"No, no, " Gumboot sa id,  l ook ing  c a r e f u l l y  
in both d i r e c t i o n s ;  " i t ' s  o f f  t o  the l e f t ,  by 
the summit wherethe creek bends."
So saying,  the two boys headed 6 low ly  up 
the  t w i s t i n g  path, t e a r in g  t h e i r  pants on the 
brambles as they d id so. A f t e r  a determined 
ascent, they cleared the top, and glanced about 
them fo r  a t race o f  the smoke.
"There i t  i s ! "  Gumboot c r i e d  e x c i t e d l y ,  
p o in t in g  t o  a spot about f i v e  hundred yards 
d i s t a n t .  "But blame i f  i t  don' t  seem as f a r  
away as a fore  we sta rt ed . "
As they gazed on in s i l e n t  apprec ia t ion ,  
they saw tha t  the wisp o f  smoke was l o s in g  i t s  
i n t e n s i t y  in  the dy ing l i g h t ,  and s t a r t i n g  t o  
f a d e  i n t o  a s t ran d  no w id e r  than a h a i r .  
Quickly brushing themselves o f f ,  the two o f them 
ran f u r i o u s l y  through the undergrowth in the 
d i r e c t i o n  o f  t h e  smoke.  The o d o r  o f  
b lackberr ies and muddy water played about th e i r  
n o s t r i l s  as they fo l lowed the meanderings o f  the 
creek out o f  the t h i c k e t s ,  and in to  a grassy 
c lear ing.  Dodging the l a i r s  o f  moles and water 
r a t s  tha t  broke across t h e i r  path, even as they 
ran, they soon d i s cove red  the o r i g i n  o f  the 
smoke: a campfire, made o f  brush and dr i f twood 
dragged from the creek,  and then depos i t ed  
ca re less ly  in an area cleared for the purpose.
And the re  - -  c l i n g i n g  to  the f r in g e s  - -  
they saw what remained o f  a stack o f books, a l l  
charred beyond i d e n t i f i c a t i o n :  a blackened 
cove r ,  a b i t  o f  scorched paper, and a p i l e  o f  
gray ash.
"Gumboot - -  "
"Hush now," Gumboot sa id, as he t r i e d  t o  
pick up the book with the blackened cover, only 
t o  have i t  c rumble  i n t o  dust  in  h i s  hands. 
"Almost ove r . "
As the f i r e  began t o  smolder,  the two boys 
crouched mot ionless ly  around the stone rim, and 
watched the stray cinders d isso lve  the remaining 
pages o f  y e l l o w  manuscript.  Then, w h i l e  the 
l a s t  few shee ts  s c a t t e r e d  in to  ash, two new 
wisps o f  smoke f l o a t e d  up from the rim, j o in ed  
the centra l  column, and evaporated into the June 
n igh t  - -  l e a v in g  the sun t o  set  upon an empty 
c lear ing .
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DOUBLE DACTYLS for symbiosis isbiodependency,
or, as Charles Williams said.
by Joe R. Christopher coinherix!
(You will find an explanation o f  this form o f  poetry  
after these seven examples, included because you'll 
probably want to try your hand at writing some your­
self!)
V. A Simple Riddle
Melamines! Urethanes! 
Hyatt made celluloid- 
cellulose acetate,
1. According to Robert Browning silicones came!
'Thuselah! 'Thuselah! 
Rabbi Ben Ezra says, 
"Aging along with me, 
reaching the best!
Now we are shaping them 
biodegradable: 
riddle me rayons and 
nylons by name!
"Hyperacidity, 
Hyperaesthesia, 
Hypersenility- 
All with a zest!"
VI. Satyrs Are So Hurried 
Narnian! Smarnian!
II. Berenice, Morelia, Ligeia, My Muse!
“ Lucy of Pevensie," 
Tumnus the Satyr said, 
"Come to my cave!"
Dental-floss! dental-plate! 
Joseph R. Christopher 
wrote a fine essay on 
Edgar A. Poe,
"Tea 1 will offer you, 
Biscuits and crumpets too; 
Hypererotically 
We'll misbehave!"
provi ng his fancy was 
odi-denticulate, 
smiling vampirishly, 
toothies aglow.
VII. Mythopoetics
Inkeling! Pinkeling!
Clive Staples Lewis wrote 
Owen A. Barfield once,
III. A Meditation on the Interruption of Meditation "Meaning no sass-
Telegraph! Telephone! 
"Intercommunicate!" 
was the command of one 
A. Graham Bell
"Needed: a noun for all 
Mythopoeticals- 
'Pseudoinvetings,' or 
maybe mere 'gas'?"
(pity he never said 
"Intracommunicate!")-- 
striking of silence the 
jangeling knell.
T n  early October 1951 Anthony Hechtand Paul Pas- 
Acal worked out the rules of this form of light verse, 
following a suggestion of Naomi Pascal The basic in­
formation isgiven in Jiggery-Pokery: ACompendium 
of Double Dactyles, edited by Anthony Hecht and
IV. The Way of Coinherence John Hollander (New York: Atheneum, 1967), which
Oxpecker! Oxpecker! 
Bird on rhinoceros 
picking at parasites, 
ticking off ticks--
is the vade mecum of double-dactyl writers. The rules 
consist of these:
A. The verse form consists of "two quatrains, of which 
the last line of the first rhymes with the last line of the 
second: (Jiggery-Pokery, pg. 27). The other lines are 
(usually) unrhymed. The first three lines of each
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quatrain consist of two dactyls (DA-da-da DA-da-da), 
when the name of the form. The fourth line of each 
quatrain consists of a single dactyl followed by a 
stressed monosyllabic foot (DA-da-da DA). In all but 
one example in Jiggery-Pokery, each line begins with 
a capital; the author of the following dactyls is eclec­
tic.
B. A title is usually given to each double dactyl. In Jig­
gery-Pokery, all those accepted into the canon 
receive titles; those quoted in footnotes do not.
C. The first line of the quatrain consists of a nonsense 
refrain. That used most often in Jiggery-Pokery is 
"Higgledy-piggledy"; but “ Patty- cake, patty-cake" 
and "Pocketa, pocketa" are each used once. "Jiggery- 
Pokery" is not used at all. A few times the first line 
consists of words which are thematically significant 
(like those used above). A more bothersome matter is 
the lack of punctuation at the end of first lines in Jig­
gery-Pokery. The exclamation points are theauthor's 
personal bias.
D. The second line of the first quatrain consists of "a 
double dactylic name" (Jiggery-Pokery, pg. 27). The 
historicity or pseudo-historicity of the form comes 
from this name, a tendency which the double dactyl 
shares with the clerihew - although the latter tends 
more to pseudo- historicity than does the double dac­
tyl.
E. "Somewhere in the poem, though preferable in the 
second stanza, and ideally in the ante-penultimate 
line, there must be at least one double dactylic line 
wich is one w ord long" (Jiggery-Pokery, pg. 27). 
Foreign languages may be used. This word makes the 
double dactyl a self-exhausting genre, for each word 
must be used only one time. Richard West, at Myth­
con XVIII, observed that this latter aspect of the rule 
is "in abeyance"; but this is only true of the popular 
versions of the double dactyl --the true canon still ob­
serves this limitation. Indeed, unlike the limerick, 
which tends to be indexed by the geographic name 
which usually appears at the end of the first line, the 
logical way to index double dactyls is by this word, not 
by the proper name of the second line (which at first 
would seem more suitable). Thus, an index of the 
canon would be a record of words which cannot be 
used again.
F. In Jiggery-Pokery, a number of footnotes appear 
from the editors, discussing the generic aspects of the 
various verses. In the examples, the notes have not 
used astericks to set up the comments; but the pur­
pose is the same.
A  full history of the double dactyl has not been written. After Jiggery- Pokery (and its forerun­
ning information in Esquire), a number of double dac­
tyls appeared in Unicorn magazine (edited by Karen 
Rockow) and in Orcrist (still occasionally appearing, 
edited by Richard West). Two appear in chapter eight 
of The Face In The Frost by John Bel lairs (1969). No 
doubt there are a sprinkling of others -- perhaps even 
a few showers. Eventually a full catalogue needsto be 
made, although it will take more than one scholar to 
search the possible sources.
J.R.C.'s footnotes the double dactyls:
I. Asa defense of the second line, notice line 5 of 
Anthony Hecht's "Theory of Architecture" (Jiggery- 
Pokery, pg. 92), although Hecht manages the ap­
propriate form of a name in his second line.
II. J.R.C. did nolw rite an essay on Poe's dental 
hang-up; that was Harry Levin in his Power of Black­
ness (1958). Christopher's essay was "Poe and the 
Tradition of the Detective Story" in The Mystery 
Writer's Art, edited by Francis M. Nevins, Jr. (1970). 
But J.R.C.'s name fit the verse pattern and Levin's 
didn't. Another problem is the single worded line; 
"odi-denticulate" (roughly "hate-toothed") was the 
cause of Richard West rejecting this double dactyl 
from Orcrist about 1974 -- he objected to it as a nonce 
word. A more significant question is, is it a good  
nonce word? Tastes will differ, but purists may well 
reject this verse from the canon.
III. Some purists may insist the word jangling  can­
not be trisyllabic, but Aristotle in his Poetics says like 
lengthening is common in poetry.
IV. No name in the second line (will the opening 
refrain substitute?) and a certain uncertainty of final 
accentuation (J.R.C. is too fond of nonce forms) Cer­
tainly a marginal example.
V. The second line is defective.
VI. As with #l above and this verse, J.R.C. proves 
himself too fond of hyper- to achieve a single-word 
line.'No doubt the Regents of double dactyls will rule 
out this evasion of the rules at their next meeting (cf. 
Jiggery-Pokery, pp. 30-31). A discussion of "Lucy of 
Pevensie" (1. 2) is complicated for a brief note; but, 
since this example is obviously an alternate version of 
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe, Chs. 1 -2, per­
haps this phrasing will substitute fo r" Daughter of Eve 
from the far land of Spare Oom." Pevensie is revealed 
as Lucy's family name in the first chapter of The 
Voyage of the "Dawn Treader", and it here fits the 
slightly formal style of Tumnus.
VII. The reference is to Letters of C.S. Lewis, ed W. 
H. Lewis 91966), p. 163, where Lewis actually wanted 
a word for the science of the nature of myths. J.R.C. is 
his usual weak self in the padding of the name-line 
(and its follower, here).
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"Another Point of View"
by F. Harris
Everyone at the center had considered Vernon's 
flight to be essentially routine. But it should not have 
required classified equipment and rumors had been 
common that he would be involved in testing some 
unidentified weapon system. If the flight had been 
successful, he would have achieved the distinction of 
piloting the longest manned space mission, although 
its duration would not have been significantly longer 
than the record of the Soviets. Of course, their 
launches always included at least two cosmonauts, 
but being alone should not have affected Vernon. In 
the investigation following his death, the medical 
technicians who had monitored his deprivation 
simulations agreed that he completed the trials 
without noticeable difficulty. They confirmed what 
had been written in the file reports: that he emerged 
from each trial apparently physically and psychologi­
cally healthy. Deprivation simulations had always 
been recognized as an accurate way to predict be­
havior under actual conditions. Anyone who could 
tolerate 30 days isolated in the total darkness of a 
deprivation tank with only minimal human contact 
should have been able to spend longer periods alone 
in space. No one could have foreseen that on this 
flight Vernon's mind would falter. Other men and 
women had faced the uncertainty and emptiness of 
space. The flight, the capsule's confinement, and the 
solitude should not have overwhelmed him. But 
something did, and our failure to discover his weak­
ness led to his death. No one could have foreseen that 
this would doom all of us.
Although we continued to receive readings on his 
autonomous functions, his scheduled transmissions 
stopped. In the command room, the senior officers 
discussed contacting him. They argued about the im­
measurably small amount of the capsule's electrical 
energy that would bewasted. I wonder now whether 
this argument was an indication of our sense of self- 
importance. The attempts to contact him were un­
answered and the decision was made to transfer 
navigational control to the ground. Every contingen­
cy had been anticipated in the design of the capsule, 
except the malfunction of a human mind. As pilot of 
the craft, Vernon was aware that he had the 
capability of overriding us, and he restored control. I 
assume he acted as soon as he realized what we had 
done.
After 3 days of silence, we finally received a trans­
mission from him, and we learned how far his mind 
had unraveled.
"W hat am I doing here?" he asked. "W hy am I 
here? What is the point of this?" The communication 
technicians refined the signals until the plaintive tone 
in his voice could be clearly heard.
The command room erupted with indignation, 
part wrath and part arrogance, at this threat to the 
mission. He was ordered to relinquish navigational 
control. The necessary 10 minutes passed slowly; 
there was no response. A minute later one of the 
senior officers, in frustration, grabbed a microphone 
to try to reason with Vernon. The officer spoke 
earnestly, appealing to his sense of duty. W e received 
a signal that Vernon turned off his radio. Then a 
second signal indicated that he fired a booster prema­
turely. How could our future depend on this single ir­
rational act, this moment of impulse?
After the ignition of the booster, we could no 
longer bring him down safely, even if he had not dis­
abled ground control. The capsule began to drift 
slowly away from the solar plane. It still spirals up­
ward today, moving in minutely decreasing arcs 
along a path that would look like a spring coiling to a 
point. One of the cults that has since arisen calls itself 
"God's Ear," supposedly because of the shape of the 
capsule's path. A physicist in Chicago calculated that 
the craft, without hindrance, will reach its apex in 
53,000 years, where it will rotate forever.
In his next transmission Vernon sounded discon­
solate. Nearly everyone now believes he was insane, 
but that opinion only makes it easier to dismiss what 
he said, which was somehow consistent with what he 
would do. Of course, I disagree with his remarks, but 
I don't thi nk he was ravi ng at the ti me. He agai n ques­
tioned the purpose of the flight. Then he spoke of the 
misery in the world, of the hate and the violence. He 
talked about children starving and the number of 
abortions performed every year.
"W e're killing each other for what?" he said. He 
sounded as though he may have been crying and had 
to compose himself. “ This flight will give us a few 
years of superiority. Then the Russians will do the 
same thing and it will start all over again, with more 
money and more effort wasted, and on and on, until 
some maniac in power pushes the wrong button." 
There was silence and he said nothing more.
Two days passed. W e were left to i magi ne the d i s- 
integration of his mind.
In what would be his last transmission, he said, 
"Forgive me."
The words did not seem directed at us. I don’t
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think that it was our forgiveness he was entreating. 
The members of God's Ear believe that Vernon met 
God in space, that he looked into the face of God and 
went mad.
Was the pistol on board another sign of our ar­
rogance? In the early Sixties the press had railed 
against the idea of an astronaut with a weapon in his 
hand meeting an alien for the first time. In response, 
the pistol was justified as a means of self-defense. The 
real reason for its presence was never revealed: if a 
ship malfunctioned and an astronaut's death became 
a certainty, committing suicide would be considered 
acceptable, and using the pistol would be a manly 
way to do it. Isa man's death dismissable, but the way 
he dies worthy of concern?
The communication technicians processed im­
ages of the last transmission through the computer 
again and again, intensifying the signals, washing the 
interference, continuing even after everyone knew 
what the noise at the end was, and the sound of the 
gunshot hung in the air like the tolling of a bell on a 
still day.
The premature ignition of the booster made 
Vernon's death inevitable. His rescue was impossible 
and there was no way for him to save himself. In a 
sense, his death would have been a suicide regardless 
of how he died, whether by starvation, suffocation, 
exposure, or by his own hand. Vernon only finally 
finished it when he shot himself. Maybe our doom 
also became inevitable when he fired the booster. 
The members of God's Ear believe God punished us 
because of what happened, because Vernon spoke of 
man's failure and then killed himself in space. No one 
knows why, but from the exact moment of his death, 
not a single animal throughout the world, not a cat, 
or a dog, or a flea, has been born alive. Not even a 
human being.
The two events would remain unconnected until 
later. Panic struck every maternity ward. Their doc­
tors desperately tried to determine the cause of the 
stillbirths, then quickly learned that the problem was 
widespread. Soon they would learn the actual enor­
mity of the horror.
Grave newscasters, their manner belying the dis­
belief, shock, and hysteria that would fo llow , 
recounted details of the catastrophe. Scientists 
everywhere, the best minds in medicine and research, 
immediately began the futile search for the biologi­
cal change that caused the creation of life to stop.
Vernon's death was overshadowed in the news 
until a comparison was made between the exact mo­
ment of the gunshot, the delay in transmission having 
been deducted, and the time at which the stillbirths 
began. That information was sadly confirmed by 
many hospitals. The two incidents, which had been 
only an unfortunate coincidence before the times 
were compared, occurred at the same instant The 
connection between them would never be more than
tenuous, but no contradiction or disproof appeared, 
and the conclusion became inescapable: Vernon's 
death caused all new life to stop. At the center we had 
morbidly wondered whether Vernon was dead by the 
time we heard the gunshot. W e now.knew that if his 
death caused the stillbirths, then he had died instant­
ly. For us this was bitter knowledge.
In this country and abroad, reproach and 
demonstrations dwindled, their focus uncertain. Or­
ganized opposition was gradually replaced by the 
cults. Anyone who did not join one of these groups 
was reduced to apathy or private grief. I always as­
sumed that the apocalypse, if realized, would be sud­
den. W ho would have thought it would span a 
lifetime?
Insects were the first form of life whose absence 
was noticeable. Species of a higher order are now 
dying out, either at the end of their natural life spans, 
or as a result of the disruption of the food chain. Car­
casses of birds and small animals are too common a 
sight to attract attention. Only plants will survive, al­
though any species of plant that depends exclusively 
on animals for pollination, or is associated with an 
animal in a symbiotic relationship, may also disap­
pear. When the last Galapagos tortoise dies in slight­
ly less than 200 years, the unrelenting chronology of 
extinction will be complete.
lam amazed at howquickly vegetationthriveson 
abandoned land. Some suburban blocks have already 
been overgrown, except for the yards here and there 
that have been converted to miniature farms. How 
long will it be before forests and jungles reclaim the 
cities? W ith war, violence, and pollution gone, the 
earth will be a paradise of a sort, a Garden of Eden 
without Adam or Eve or serpent.
Hysteria is rampant, from the vast number of 
people who have committed suicide, to the cults with 
their bizarre birth rituals and their graveyard orgies. 
Even the mass chants of God's Ear, beneath theircon- 
trolled intensity, seem potentially explosive.
Since the accumulation of wealth is now point­
less,•keeping order has not been a problem. Crime, in- 
duding the evil of the sale of drugs, is almost 
nonexistent, and no one cares what users do to them­
selves with the drugs that are still available. Owner­
ship of property is also now meaningless, and people 
leavi ng the cities have not been turned away from the 
land. At least in this country, food is as abundant as it 
was before. Of course, as soon as the rest of the 
animals are gone, we will be a nation of vegetarians.
Survival itself is not a problem, but the will tolive 
isgone, having been replaced by guiltof an uncertain 
origin. W e are numb, dazed, unable to accept this 
world or even resign ourselves to it. Daily life must 
have been somehow dependent on the promise of fu­
ture life, for our days have become no longer livable. 
W e are the doomed, the walking dead.
Throughout history the innocent and the guilty
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have suffered together, although I suppose the un­
born, the children who will never be, are the real in­
nocents. The members of God's Ear believe that God 
caused this visitation because of what Vernon said, 
and because he then killed himself in space. He spoke 
of the suffering of children and the millions of abor­
tions performed every year. Maybe what has hap­
pened to the world is only a tragedy of a larger scale
Newspapers eventually printed stories about the 
good fortune of pregnant women who delivered just 
before Vernon's death. Whether or not their off­
spring will feel fortunate in 70 years I don't know 
There is no hope, no consolation, in this world 
without a future. Because Vernon killed himself, or 
because we were unable to stop him, we have been 
deprived of life. I think something has happened to 
the soul. Some unknown I i nk has been broken and the 
collective soul has died. Plants will survive because 
they lack a soul, whatever it is. God's Ear says that God 
has taken the soul away.
My only solace is this link. Although life here will 
end, maybe another link exists. Maybe there is a link 
to an afterlife, even if we did somehow deserve God’s 
retribution.
It is ironic that people are much more conscien­
tious about bi rth control today than they were before 
Vernon died. At least women who become pregnant 
now know what to expect. But some of them don't 
have abortions. Sustained by false hope, they carry 
the lifeless fetuses to term, even though fetal 
development is only a physiological reaction, like the 
growth of a tumor. I have also heard rumors of unfor­
tunate experiments, Caesarian sections performed 
prematurely, and in vitro fertilization with eggs and 
sperm obtained before Vernon's death. The results 
have always been the same. I can't speak for the scien­
tists who have been searching for the cause of this, 
but most people have no hope for its reversal. I think 
mass sterility would have been easier to bear
Most tragic are the women who were pregnant
when Vernon died. Before any of this happened, I ex­
perienced the same devastation, the same un­
bearable grief. For many years I despised the words 
"juvenile onslaught diabetes." My daughter had 
been afflicted when she was eleven. I don't care what 
the experts say, the psychologists and psychiatrists, 
nothing could have prepared me to witness her suf­
fering. I used the training program as an excuse for my 
absence.
When Carol's eyesight failed, my wife read to her 
constantly. My daughter became worse and finally 
had to be admitted to the Children's Specialized 
Hospital. After her death, the nurses said that Carol's 
spirit, her love of life, was an inspiration to everyone 
on the staff. They dedicated the hospital's garden to 
her memory. Carol had loved to be taken there in her 
wheelchair to smell the flowers she could no longer 
see.
My wife was unable to forgive me for my weak­
ness, my absence, and she divorced me. I don't blame 
her. Being divorced felt no more strange to me than 
growing apart from the woman I had loved for all 
those years. W e had been incapable of consoling each 
other. Years later, parents in similar circumstances 
would join support groups Now the whole world 
should be a support group, but like my ex-wife and 
me, people do not seem to be capable of providing 
consolation to one another.
Vernon had had no family, which was not typical 
of the others in the training program. W e found out 
that much more set him apart from the rest of us 
After the consequences of his death became ap­
parent, people came forward, people who had with­
held information about him during the original 
investigation into his background.
W e learned that he had been treated for depres­
sion while in college. Because of a concern for 
protecting privacy, the school kept their records on 
psychological counseling confidential. During 
Vernon's original background investigation, the Ad-
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ministration of the college released only documents 
related to his physical health. If the rest had been un­
covered, he never would have been accepted into the 
training program. At least a dozen cults that I know 
of originated as a result of that bit of fate alone, the 
confidential psychological records.
The details of his life would eventually become 
more well-known than those of anyone else i n the his­
tory of the world. Nearly all of the i nformati on was i n- 
consequential, but some of it provided insightinto his 
character. He had gone to anti-war demonstrations 
while in college. He also had an interest in environ­
mental issues and supported prohibiting the use of 
nuclear energy. A file report stated that Vernon had 
claimed to believe in God, but we found out that he 
had not attended church since his youth. I suppose 
anyone who had not been to church in over 30 years 
might have had a problem looking into the face of 
God.
Whether or not he was aware of the extent of his 
mental instability, we'll never know. He must have 
recognized that something was wrong. He must have 
felt some kind of negative emotion like depression, 
paranoia, or anxiety. Or suicidal impulses. I believe 
everyone at one time or another experiences emo­
tionslike these, at least to a si ight degree. But I denied 
feeling them at all during the psychological evalua­
tions for the next flight.
I was chosen to go.
The space program remains a microcosm of order. 
To understand what I am planning to do as Vernon's 
replacement, I think it is necessary to know the kind 
of man I am. The space program has given me fulfill­
ment; the military has given my life meaning. I want 
to confront that stereotype directly, the military man, 
so that it can be put aside. I am conservative, patriotic, 
and religious. I admit to those characteristics, but I am 
not a zealot, a blind patriot. I consider myself a ration­
al person, able to make an intelligent, moral judge­
ment.
I believe in this country and its greatness. Of 
course, mistakes have been made. Human excesses 
and frailties have been justified in the name of na­
tional security. W e have not always chosen the best 
allies. Instances of illegal acts and the subversion of 
rights have occurred. I am not trying to excuse those 
things. But the criticism that they generated should 
not have been perceived as a sign of the country's 
weakness. Our freedom permits this type of expres­
sion. I think the level of criticism is exaggerated. The 
press tends to exploit the sensational, and the young, 
the ones who protest, believe that rebelling against 
authority is fashionable.
Vernon must have believed that the government 
lacked a conscience. Diverting money spent for na­
tional defense could surely ease human suffering, but 
he should have realized that it would be at the ex­
pense of our way of life.
I want to be as honest as possible. I want my ac­
tions to be interpreted as those of a rational man. 
What I intend to do is not my destiny, it is only what I 
must do.
I am not afraid of death; everyone dies. The pos­
sibility of being maimed in war would terrify me, like 
any other man, but the moment of death does not. 
This is not heroism, not even bravery. It is only recog­
nition that my turn to die has come. After I fire the 
booster prematurely, and the capsule drifts away 
along its spiral path, I'll read from the Bible. Then I'll 
talk on the radio about the things in which I believe. 
I want God to hear another point of view.
chevying chase of the city dragon
old worm, living only in despair's 
dark crack caves' gloom, 
feeding on drug lords' spawn: hopelessness -- 
come from your rat's lair -- face my axe!
i know where you stalk for your victims, 
near fate's stark rocks 
scenting depression, anger and fear - 
ousted roachbreath numbing logic.
hear me behind you, life-eating beast.
laughing blade sings 
dark-burnished, hungry as quick lime 
to slice-crush slime-cord of your life.
we know your secret wisdom-treasure, 
finer than gold,
understand city dragon's secret:
"Mechanical is this cosmos, 
it waits for our life-taming wills; 
control power,
so humans can seize long-hid handles 
and drive this yet unmastered brute."
gain no hope from this grey hunter's agings -- 
bards are iron-smiths, 
city children now wield my forged blades 
and my son shall heft bright laughter's sword.
-- Charles Rampp
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A Gremlin Complains Of A 
Certain Omission
To dictionaries I make figs!
But yet I've read in Kathy Briggs'-- 
and I'm not in it! Curse her! pinch her!
(Heehee! just as a mode of censure!)
American immigrants, indeed!
The ones she tells of didn't succeed 
as we the Gathorns did-and do.
(We're not afraid of metals, true!)
My granddaddy came from Cornwall over, 
leaving the tin-mines, always a rover- 
silver we dug in New Mexico, 
and gold in California. (No, 
no one's afraid of those!) But iron 
we've dug, and lately watched it burn 
to glorious steel in Pennsylvania.
(By "lately'? A hundred years-that'll learn ya!)
No elves, no elves, would go a-digging- 
not iron!-or poof! they're whirlagigging!
But hatesome is the latest mode- 
strip-mining by steam shovels the load!
Where's now the quiet vein to tap?
Even below, it's all clang! clap! 
with new machines to dig and probe.
(Ah ya! I'm now machinaphobe!)
I don't care much for industry either- 
in Hitler's war we fled to the ether 
(that is, the ordinary air!), 
for government inspectors were 
filling the mines, Mabb curse their eyes!
I dwelt in airplane factories
with siblings and dozen cousins more.
If I had known what was i n store!
Cultural shock! It wasn't the hiding- 
for that was fun, amid the siding 
and props and gadgets, and shipments new. 
Around the clock all worked, it's true- 
but when we helped, they didn't know 
the rules, the fools! nor what they'd owe!
If I set out to behave like a brownie,
I expect to be paid with food as bounty!
I got revenge-ah, it was sweet, 
to pull the wires they'd soldered neat!
Never, never left me an orange,
so I loosened the bolts of a cockpits door-hinge!
Since then I've lived all hither and thither, 
but courtesy's gone and customs wither; 
so weekends I've spent in auto plants 
assuring of Monday's run the wants!
Just now I'm in the computer business­
chipping away, and adding fritzness!
My specialty-an order to cancel 
all programs to the least substantial;
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ah ha! I hide it well and deep, 
so the memory keeps it and will keep- 
while then its random time comes round! 
Or else, on business machines I've found 
a random billing error is fun!
In fact, when all is said and done,
I don't think I'd, for milk and cookie, 
give up my games of making fluky.
I like the whirr of business machines- 
much quieter than mining seams; 
but my success is put in doubt 
when dictionaries leave me out!
I've strewn the stupid, error-filled pages 
out the windows and over the ledges!
May Shellycoat now haunt the Kate 
who forgot my glorious role in the state! 
(That is, unless, as a cousin told me, 
she's dead-then I to curses don't hold me, 
for what have I to do with souls?
Once dead, from me they've got paroles!) 
But whether she's quick or whether dead- 
that's not the point of what I've said:
I'm proud I have, you understand, 
adapted well to my adopted land.
N.B. The reference seems to be to A Dictionary of 
Fairies, by Katherine Briggs (1976). Since the same 
volume is published in the United States as An 
Enclopedia of Fairies, it seems obvious that the 
speaker was sent a copy from an English relative - 
probably with a note on the omission. Briggs does 
have an item headed "American fairy immigrants." 
Gathorns are mentioned by Briggs under" Knockers" 
as part of the generally friendly mine-spirits of 
Cornwall; obviously, the Gremlins (if they are really 
descendants of the Gathorns) have lost some of their 
original friendliness; it is possible they have interbred 
with some of the more malicious German Kobolds. 
(There are those who maintain that the eastern coal 
mines in the United States are infested with Kobolds) 
Since Briggs died in 1980, this may give an ap­
proximate date for this outburst.
HUMANO-ARBOREAL
TRANSMOGRIFICATION
by Stanley E. Anderson
(and Angelee Sailer Anderson)
•(Reprinted from Mythopoeic American. January  1988)
From the Journal o f  Stanley E. Anderson, August 
19, 1985:
How has this indisputable fact of science remained hidden until now? Is it through the tendency of 
unenlightened men to prefer comfortable tradition 
to stirring revelation; or because the process of per­
sons becoming trees was a matter of legend long 
before learned doctors concerned themselves with it, 
and was therefore thought by unim aginative 
politicians to be unworthy of support? Or perhaps, it 
isthe result of the insidious superstition that hasclung 
to the understanding of this phenomenon even in the 
most brilliant of minds, of which my late colleague 
and friend, Dr. Worrall, was one.
I compose this journal entry with the assurance 
that I will achieve recognition and all the shallow 
rewards of fame for my "discovery," though the truth 
should be self-evident to anyone who exercises his 
organ of rationality. I, an undistinguished botanist, 
will be the first in our time to raise the study of 
humano-arboreal transmogrification to the level of 
common knowledge.
It behooves us to review what literary sources 
have told us of this "mythological” occurrence. The 
m anner of transm og rifica tion  accepted and 
described by most chroniclers is this: first, the legs of 
the human become immobile as his feet send out 
root-tendrils into the earth. His arms are then com­
pelled skyward as if in praise to the Deity; his nether 
limbs merge at last into one massive trunk which ab­
sorbs also his neck and head. Meanwhile, his arms 
and fingers have forked many times to produce 
branches sprouting leaves and flowers; and thus is the 
transmogrification rendered complete. Where in 
forest or in meadow had walked a man, there now 
stands an elm or an oak, offering shade to travellers 
such as it once was grateful for in the days before its
change.
So has the process been conjectured to occur - 
yes, and so foolishly has defenseless theory often 
been labelled fact. Even so far from reason were the 
tedious and convoluted attempts of the pre-Coper- 
nican astronomers to explain the motions of the 
heavenly bodies with ever increasingly complex 
cycles and epicycles. But just as Copernicus forever 
proved the folly of these attempts by turning the ear­
lier system upside down and placing the sun at the 
center instead of the earth, so I will do for arboreal 
studies by revealing the true manner of the trans­
mogrification which I have personally observed. In­
deed I observed it with great horror and anguish, as it 
occurred in onedearto me and as much like myself as 
any man I have known.
A fortnight past, my colleague, Dr. Worrall, and I 
were conducting botanical research in the rain forests 
of the Olympic Peninsula of Washington State. While 
investigating an unusual depression in one of the eld­
est of the trees, Dr. Worrall discovered a leathered 
skin; though it was blemished by weather and age in 
many places, we clearly discerned upon it the mark­
ings of a strange hieroglyphic system of writing.
Dr. Worrall, being native to the area, recognized 
the writing as representing the language of an extinct 
tribe of the mountains, and he immediately began 
the task of translating it. After he had done, he com­
menced to rave distressingly about self-propagating 
sorceries and of how we had had it all backwards -- 
what "it" was, I could not then begin to guess. I 
feared -- and still put forth as an only explanation - 
that some unknown chemical substance or viral strain 
had been introduced into the skin whether by acci­
dent or design, and that this was released into my 
colleague's system as he repeatedly handled the skin 
and bent low over it, inhaling its ancient perfume.
Whatever the agent that effected the awful 
metamorphosis, its course was as follows. Within a 
few days of his discovery, Dr. Worrall began to com-
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plain of a dry throat, scaly skin, and a cramped sensa­
tion in his toes. After this relatively innocent begin­
ning, his infirmity suddenly worsened so rapidly that 
I was unable to return him to civilization for medical 
a tten tion  before the transm ogrification  was 
progressed beyond help. Each strand of his hair and 
beard became very thick, and each divided into other 
strands and those into others, giving an ominous new 
m eaning to  the tr iv ia l w oe of "sp lit  ends." 
Meanwhile, his neck grew both bulkier and longer - 
so much longer that it soon lost all proportion proper 
to a human being, though it might perhaps have done 
handsomely for a giraffe or an ostrich. For a time my 
colleague appeared not unlike Tenniel's drawing of 
Alice after she had imprudently consumed the cake 
marked "EAT ME," which resulted in her "opening 
out like the largest telescope that ever was!" But un­
like Alice, Dr. Worrall's "neck" (thatterm had by now 
become inappropriate, as the relative sizes of neck 
and torso were reversed) had stiffened to complete 
rigidity, and was so massive in height and weight that 
his legs could no longer support him and he was com­
pelled to lie on his side to obtain relief.
Even more grotesque were the effects of the 
change upon his head. Those among his features that 
had protruded, flattened, and those that had 
receded, swelled, until nothing that could be termed 
a face was distinguishable. His hair and beard were 
now a tangled mass of snaky growths as tough as car­
rots.
With what was left of his mouth, he asked me to 
aid him in a task which was as abhorrent to my sen­
sibilities as burying a man alive. He was ravenous for 
earth, and begged me to dig a large hole that he
might eat of the rich, tender clods thus upturned. This 
I did to assuage his painful pleadings; but his un­
natural desire did not end there. He requested that I 
ease his head into the hole while lifting his neck and 
limbs to a vertical position, so that, were he still 
human, he would be standing on his head. Now at 
last, I divined the significance of his rds about having 
it all backwards. The human-to-tree transmogrifica­
tion occurs UPSIDE DOWN.
A scientific theory gains credence not only by of­
fering explanations for observed facts, but by bring­
ing to light facts previously undiscerned. Within the 
lim ita tio n s  of th e  old tran sm o g rif ica t io n a l 
hypothesis, it was difficult to conceive how two legs, 
a body, and a head could merge smoothly into one 
trunk. But in observing the true manner of the 
process in Dr. Worrall, the suitably shaped neck be­
comes the trunk while the torso and its organs 
dwindle into inconsequence; the limbs both upper 
and low er extend themselves to become branches 
(significantly, the limbs of the tree), and the twenty 
digits split off further into twigs. The head becomes 
the root system -- and here especially is displayed the 
sublime, terrible logic of this version of the trans­
mogrification. A wolf-head is quite diverse from a 
human one, yet we recognize both as heads and 
would never commit the fallacy of imagining that in 
transmuting from species to species a man's head 
would become a werewolf's tail. Similarly, it should 
long ago have been apparent to men of science if not 
to all men, that the roots whereby a tree takes in 
nourishment correspond to a man’s mouth, whose 
location is in his head The correspondence continues 
to hold true with reference to the other parts: the
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trunk of the tree carries nutrients upward just as food 
travels downward by means of the throat; the cor­
respondence between limbs and limbs has already 
been noted; and finally, the human genitals are now 
in the proper orientation to become the flowering 
portion of the tree.
As I have recorded, the final stages of Dr. 
Worrall's change occurred too quickly for me to ob­
tain help from those wiser than myself; also, I fear 
that the horror I felt in observing it induced me to act 
too precipitously on my emotions. I could not endure 
to see my friend in such a state, and, blinded by tears 
and oppressed by a great weariness, I felled the rem­
nants of him with my axe and burned the trunk and 
limbs in a funeral pyre. The morning after (for it was 
night when I felled him, a fitting time for so dark a 
deed), I returned to attempt the removal of the stump 
that I might burn it also. Language cannot express my 
sickness in finding my friend's head lying in the hole 
that I myself had dug. His face was the same as before 
his tragedy began; yet i n pi ace of his ol d expressi on of 
kindness and good humor, his mouth and eyes now 
gaped wide in unspeakable agony and fear.
Now that my mind is clear, I know that I should 
have left him standing in hopes that a means of 
reversing the arborization might be found. Those 
who read this may perhaps judge my act less 
abominable if they consider that, not only had I suf­
fered grievously in observing his physical ruin, but I 
had also witnessed the deterioration of his genius 
into incoherence, as he babbled of magic bearing the 
blame for what transpired in him. He claimed, 
repeatedly and em phatica lly , th a t the mere 
knowledge of the true nature of humano-arboreal 
transmogrification was itself a kind of spell, and that 
anyone gaining this knowledge would trigger the 
process in himself.
This claim was, of course, nonsensical; but it is 
proof of Dr. Worrall's tremendous mental faculties 
that even in the very throes of his metamorphosis, he 
attempted to deduce conclusions from the bizarre 
premises insanity planted in his brain. He postulated 
that, to prevent the "spell" from threatening the sur­
vival of the race, evolutionary forces had hidden the 
obvious truth of the transmogrification from the eyes 
of the masses, permitting it to be seen only by a few 
visionaries (whom the effects of the spell soon 
silenced). It is only nature's providence, said Dr. Wor- 
rall, that one man's dream has not become the 
nightmare of all mankind. For with the invention of 
the printing press, the radio, and the television, dis­
semination of information has advanced so far that 
the spell, once unleashed, might in a single day take 
a toll of as many lives as did the whole history of the 
Black Death.
It is perhaps fitting here to pay tribute to another 
of Dr. Worrall's gifts, which he retained even to the 
very end. Of all my memories of him, the one I cherish
most is his unparalleled ability to arouse in others an 
appreciation of nature. Indeed itwashethatinspired 
me to pursue the science of botany, as he himself had 
pursued plant pathology -- the study of disease in 
plants, which irony, in light of his fate, causes my sap 
[sic] to run cold. Yet terrible as that fate was, I can still 
recall with joy his ecstatic descriptions of, for in­
stance, the distinctive qualities possessed by different 
types of soil. Must not every city-dweller's mouth 
water at the very sound of the words "marl," "ocher," 
"humus," "loam "? The delicious, bread-dough-like 
texture of clay between one's t/e/e/t/h/ toes . . . The 
pure, refreshing draughts of the spring rain; the mas­
saging warmth of summer sun upon bare legs and 
feet; the poignant decay of autumn in wind-scattered 
shades of red and brown; the drowsy, peaceful dor­
mancy of winter as I stand nakedly leafless [sic] in her 
arms. The slow dancing of the centuries [sic] as I grow 
from seedling [sic] to regal maturity. . .
Prompted by Dr. Worrall's spell upon me, I have 
wandered outdoors to finish this entry amid the 
beauty he so loved, together with which he taught me 
to breathe as one. Perhaps I will write more of 
humano- arboreal transmogrification after I have 
fested-rooted for a time on this hill.
A Note from the Editors of Mythopoeic American:
In August o f  1985, Dr. Anderson was reported miss­
ing, and has for some white been presumed dead. The 
journal containing the above entry was found be­
latedly last fall by Dr. Anderson's w idow  at the fo o to f  
a tree not far from the home she had shared with her 
husband.
From the aberrant phraseology found in the final 
paragraphs o f  the entry, it is speculated that Dr. 
Anderson is in fact still living in the form o f  a tree, 
which transmogrification occurred as a result o f his 
exposure through Dr. Worrall to the same toxin or 
virus. It is thought also that the leaves o f  the journal 
itse lf had absorbed some o f this toxin, fo r Mrs. Ander­
son too has lately been reported missing, as has the 
member o f  our sta ff who procured this material for 
publication and his entire family with him.
We print Dr. Anderson's account and encourage 
its reprinting, in hopes that the many respected mem­
bers o f the scientific community among our readers 
will investigate this rash o f  human-to-tree mutations 
and perhaps unearth a vaccine that w ill prevent its 
further spread. Our faith in the rational intelligence 
o f these readers is such that we have no fear o f  their 
lending credence to Dr. W orrall's theory that the 
transmogrification is transmitted either by a "spell" 
consisting o f  a mere knowledge o f the process, or by 
any other means unrecognized by science. Such a 
foliage theory, i f  beleafed by the mosses, would sure­
ly lead to great panpipes
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Pecos Bill: A Limerick Saga
by Joe R. Christopher
Pecos Bill and his Foster Siblings
Pecos Bill and the Eastern Dude
When Pecos met up with a gent 
Who was wearing a bowler sans dent; 
In ostrich-skin boots,
Who was smoking cheroots-- 
Died Pecos of laughter sans stent.
When Pecos grew up with coyotes,
He howled till he made ev'ry note tease:
He yodeled each night 
And scratched with all might- 
With his hind quater legs, how he smote fleas!
Pecos Bill and the Stagecoach Robberies
When Pecos was needing some money,
He decided Wells Fargo was funny 
For driving those stages 
All loaded with wages- 
"To this bear, they're ol'trees filled wi' honey.
Pecos Bill and the Dance-hall Whore
When Pecos wa sloshing down whiskey,
He started to feel a might frisky:
He hired for one night 
Old Bessie Delight,
But she paid him next day 'leven fifty.
Pecos Bill and the Buffalo Hunts
When Pecos with Kiowas ride,
They hunted the bisons with pride- 
But Pecos'd not end 'em,
He'd catch 'em and skin 'em 
And loose 'em to grow a new hide.
Pecos Bill and the Texas Longhorns
When Pecos had staked property 
And run all his kine with espirit 
He said on his spread,
"Ah’m notclippin' a head- 
They ain't horns, but just handles fur me."
Pecos Bill and the Oklahoma Tornado
When Pecos went riding the sky-cone,
Its buckings and pitchings were high flown. 
Sun-fishing, back-flipping,
Side-winding, earth-ski pping- 
While Pecos spurred flanks of that cyclone.
For Randall Hayes Christopher, 
because you were, after all, born in Texas.
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AMERICAN FANTASY
by David Bratman
The illustrious editors of this distinguished jour­
nal have asked m etowritea fewwordson the subject 
of American fantasy, the special focus of both this 
issue and the upcoming Mythcon XIX. This is not as 
easy at it may sound. Sure, any fantasy written by an 
American is, in the literal sense, "American fantasy", 
but finding a goose in Canada doesn't make it a 
- Canadian goose. Or to put it another way, is there 
anything distinctive about the fantasy that's written 
by Americans?
The most distinctive thing about American fan­
tasy is that, to look at the country, you wouldn't think 
there'dbeany at all. America is, after all, "the country 
w here pragmatism became a philosophy and 
'normalcy' a point of faith", in the words of Brian At- 
tebery. Americans are the people whom Ursula K. Le 
Guin accused of being "afraid of dragons." I once 
gave a speech touting the imagination-stretching 
benefits of fantasy and science fiction to an audience 
of businessmen. When it was over, one man asked my 
opinion of C.S. Lewis, which was encouraging; but 
another wanted to know where to find the time to 
read fiction. My best suggestion was that he keep a 
book in the car for browsing through while stuck in 
one of the traffic jams that this country is so famous 
for.
But this go-getter, no daydreaming, no "non­
sense" element in the American character is precisely 
the most distinctive thing about American fantasy 
when it appears. And it's highly pervasive. Start with 
perhaps the most obvious example, A Connecticut 
Yankee in King Arthur's Court by Mark Twain. The 
whole point of the joke of this quite amusing, but very 
unromantic book (the movie is quite another matter) 
is that the narrator is a perfect American stereotype. 
He has no time for the staid, medieval, European ways 
of Arthur's court, and (another American trait) near­
ly destroys the place while trying to save it. Twain gets 
a lot of humorous mileage out of this conflict be­
tween the romantic, dreamy Old World ways and the 
cynical, businesslike American practices.
So does James Branch Cabell, although he's more 
subtle about it than Twain. Most of Cabell's fantasy 
takes place in the kingdom of Poictesme, a picture- 
perfect medieval principality, except that the perfec­
tion keeps being undermined by Cabell'scynicismand 
satire. In Cabell you will learn that men are boobies 
and that beautiful princesses lose their appeal, which 
are not exactly the notions you'll pick up from, say, 
William Morris. And there's a distinct difference in 
style between the humor of Cabell and the pointed 
remarks in Lord Dunsany's miniatures Cabell's most 
famous hero, Jurgen, rises to very lofty heights of
eminence indeed by merely a few clever tugs on his 
own bootstraps and the right go-getter attitude.
These American personality traits keep showing 
up in the heroes of our fantasy books, even today. Ur­
sula K. Le Guin's Earthsea is not an especially 
American place, but her hero, Ged, is a classic 
American type: a lone traveler through the remote 
regions of his country, a practical man of few words 
and simple tastes. Patricia A. McKillip's characters 
have a brisk, practical air that carries them nicely 
through the ornate plots they find themselves in. In­
deed, an American attitude seems to be a prerequisite 
in any quest fantasy that aims at being more than a 
few meanderi ngs. Perhaps that's why the heroes of so 
many British fantasies are children: British adults 
have lost the taste for wild exploring that children 
have in abundance, so the children get the fantasies. 
When they grow up, though, it's another story: "The 
Lady Susan is no longer a friend of Narnia."
Twain and Cabell milk the contrast between their 
characters with an American flair and their settings 
without it for humor, but it's certainly possible to in­
vent an imaginary world setting with just as much 
American flavor to it as any of the authors I've men­
tioned so far have done with thei r characters. The per­
fect example of this is L. Frank Baum's Oz. Some 
scholars have gotten considerable mileage out of ar­
guing that Oz's geography or politics are simply those 
of turn-of-the- century America transformed into 
fantasy terms. Although in one sense Oz is America, 
in another sense only an American could tell the dif­
ference. To us, the “ fieldsweknow" in,say,aGrimm's 
fairy tale, full of woodcutters and wicked step­
mothers, isjustasquaintand odd asanyofthe magic, 
but the shock when one leaves the sparseness of Kan­
sas and enters the prodigality of Oz is palpable.
Even without the scholars' hidden analogs, there 
is something so distinctively American about Oz that 
the books often leave European readers stratching 
their heads in confusion. This distinctive element is 
easily identified. As a fantasy, Oz is completely 
mechanical -- but not in the disparaging sense that 
critics normally use that word! Instead, I mean that 
Oz is a fantasy about mechanics. Its spirit is that of 
American technology. Tip building Jack Pumpkin- 
head out of sticks is just as much an American tinkerer 
as Thomas Edison m aking a ligh t bulb or a 
phonograph. Critters like Jack nestled all over the 
place, and weird, jerky plots that depend on applying 
the principles of magic with remorseless logic are the 
essence of the Oz books. There is not a trace in them 
of the English tradition of magic as a fuzzy and insub­
stantial thi ng, so beloved of those of us who pi ne after 
dragons and unicorns. (But for all that such people 
may feel themselves alienated from their country, 
there is nothing more purely American than the at­
tempt a few years ago of a counter-culture group to 
build a unicorn by fusing together the horns of a baby
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goat.)
L Frank Baum's apostolic successors are a whole 
line of American children's fantasists whose books are 
as remorselessly logical as his, and are sometimes 
even set in the modern U.S. Half Magic by Edward 
Eager was one of my favorite books as a chi Id (and still 
is). Four children living in mundane old Toledo, Ohio, 
inthe 1920s, liven up the town when they discover an 
ancient magical talisman that's so old and worn out 
that it only grants exactly half of what you wish for. 
Of course, part of what makes this premise so much 
fun is the contrast between the coin's remorseless 
arithmetic and its ability as a magical object to do ab­
solutely anything. Take the logic one step further and 
explain how the magic works and you're in science fic­
tion, an entire genre built mostly by Americans -- or 
more precisely in its sub-genre of science fantasy, 
which has yielded classics from Poul Anderson's 
humorous Three Hearts and Three Lions to Marion 
Zimmer Bradley's serious Darkover books
Oz is firmly in the tradition of American mythol­
ogy Jack Pumpkinhead, for instance, should remind 
you just a little of Washington Irving's "Legend of 
Sleepy Hollow". American mythology, though, is a 
tricky subject Europeans might say -- indeed, have 
said - that there is no such thing. Steeped in their own 
traditions of thousands of years, they find America 
too young a country to have developed its own 
mythology. But though it takes time, it is happening, 
and even an immature mythology is a rich source for 
fantasy.
Allow me a brief digression into another field of 
art, music. In the late 19th century composers all over 
Europe were developing nationalistic musical styles, 
often based on their own countries' folk songs One 
of the best of these was a Czech named Antonin 
Dvorak, and when he came to the U.S to teach in the 
1890s he gave some advice to American composers 
who wanted to do the same thing Do what I did, he 
said; use your country's distinctive folk traditions as 
inspiration. So these composers, who were mostly 
W ASPs from Boston, bethought themselves of 
America's most distinctive folks, the In­
dians (and also the Blacks), and began 
writing Minnehaha Suites and slave- 
spiritual laments. Not surprisingly, these 
pieces didn't work very well and were 
soon forgotten. The cultures of Indians 
and Blacks were just too remote for a 
white American to enter into. (Dvorak's 
own American works have lasted much 
better, but they're a traveller's tales 
rather than American nationalist music.)
But soon enough there developed na- 
tive American music forms that the 
majority culture could appreciate fully 
Cowboy songs already existed, then came 
jazz (a truly racially integrated music) and 
later rock. Classical concert music using 
these as inspiration has been written with 
much more success, by people like Aaron 
Copland and Philip Glass, and not long 
ago I heard an excellent piece based on an 
Iroquois chant.
Something similar has happened 
with fantasy. The few retellings of Indian 
legendsdating from before the middle of 
this century are mostly either academic or 
condescending. But American fantasists 
of European ancestry have learned to do 
two things One is not to be afraid of their 
own cultural legends and traditions 
• Some may say that "The Legend of Sleepy 
Hollow" isn't a folk-tale because we 
know it was written by Washington Ir­
ving. But even European folk-tales were 
invented by somebody, the onlydifferen- 
cesare that we don't know who, and that 
the stories were polished by many retell­
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ings before being written down. One of our best na­
tive legends, that of Paul Bunyan the lumberjack, was 
invented whole cloth out of a few stray strands by the 
advertising agent for a lumber company. A more 
purely American way to make a folk tale cannot pos­
sibly be imagined. Our stories had the polishing hand 
of conscious literary artists, and in any case may still 
be retold after being written down. And so we get 
books like Manly Wade Wellman's Who Fears the 
Devil?, and others which either are or could be based 
on folk-tales of the American countryside. Or, from a 
slightly different angle, Orson Scott Card's Seventh 
Son, a nominee for the Mythopoeic Fantasy Award 
this year, which rests on the author's knowledge of 
early 19th-century pioneer folk magic.
Then too, Americans are an urban people, who 
live in the modern world instead of always hearken­
ing back to a distant past, and so there isthe burgeon- 
ing sub-genre of Contemporary Urban Fantasy. 
Though most of its authors -- Diana L. Paxson and 
Emma Bull, to name two -- are American, it's some­
how ironically appropriate that the two Charleses 
who between them define the field should both be 
foreigners. The pioneer urban fantasist, Charles W il­
liams, was an Englishman, but he was also a Lon­
doner, unlike Lewis and Tolkien who were used to 
small towns and the countryside. And the foremost 
current practitioner is a Canadian, Charles de Lint, 
who treats his own city of Ottawa with care and a 
sense of wonder.
The other thing that American fantasists have 
begun to do is to integrate the other American tradi­
tions with their own. This is part of the achievement 
of Ursula K. Le Guin's Always Coming Home, a book 
whose praises I seem never to tire of singing Though 
it is set in the future, and its people's ethnic ancestry 
unspecified, their culture was clearly inspired by 
those of the American Indians, which the author has, 
for her purposes, entirely assimilated. There's certain­
ly a lot more that can be done in this d i recti on - i n par­
ticular, a few more words from the members of these 
other cultures themselves -- but a start is being made
And so we have American fantasy, a thriving 
American industry w ith excellent prospects for 
growth. May you enjoy it.
(Note: Many of the ideas in this article were inspired 
by The Fantasy Tradition in American Literature by 
Brian Attebery (Indiana University Press), to date the 
definitive work on the subject, a book of insight and 
wit which I recommend highly -- dsb)
David Bratman is the editor o f  Mythprint, the 
monthly newsletter o f the Mythopoeic Society, and 
the chairm an o f  M ythcon  X IX , th is sum m er in 
Berkeley. He has also served for many years on the 
Council o f  Stewards, the Society's board o f directors.
* 4 *  * #
"Hey! Don’t throw that out!" Tony protested, fish­
ing a tattered magazine out of the trash. "I haven't 
finished reading it yet."
"So what’s it doing in the fridge?" I asked cross­
ly. Cleaning out the refrigerator is a depressing job 
at best, even when you don’t have to dodge your 
brother’s science fiction collection. "Why don't you 
keep it on a bookshelf like a normal person?"
Tony polished an apple on his sleeve and loftily 
replied that there were some concepts too complex 
for the feminine mind to grasp.
"Mmph," I said in my simple feminine way. "Go 
play in another galaxy, will you?"
Tony ignored the suggestion, and began to rum­
mage through the fridge. "You haven't tossed my 
science project have you?" He peered into a plastic
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Container of unidentified left-overs. It was infested 
with a bluish-white mold. "Growing your own penici- 
lin?"
"Don’t shove it in my face!"
"Does the Food and Drug Administration know 
about this?" he asked. "Does the local Witch and 
Warlock Union?"
"Oh, shut up, Tony." This was a sore spot.
"Double, double toil and trouble; fire burn and 
cauldron bubble." Tony stirred an imaginary caul­
dron with a demonic grin on his face.
"I said, 'Shut up.’"
"Eye of newt, and toe of frog."
"I'm warning you, Tony."
"Wool of bat, and tongue--"
I lost my temper, and Tony disappeared in a puff 
of blue smoke. That blue smoke was inexscusable, 
but I tend to get dramatic when I'm mad. Uncle Fen 
has warned me to keep that under control. I still for­
get sometimes, though I haven't had any real disas­
ters since I was little.
Mother was still alive when our kindergarten 
teacher had that nervous breakdown, but it was Un­
cle Fen who bawled me out. And he was the one 
who began giving me lessons in discipline and con­
trol while Mother cried in the bedroom. Uncle Fen 
says that with a little luck, a lot of prayer, and a 
couple hundred years of practice, I'll learn to flare up 
like normal people do. Maybe. He doesn't think I'll 
ever stop losing my temper though. That runs in the 
family too.
Tony began pounding on the basement door. I 
let him. It was safely lockled from the outside. Then 
the pounding stopped as Tony began probing for the 
key.
"Oh, no you dont!" I cried as the kitchen catch-all 
drawer slid open. Slowly, the key to the basement 
door untangled itself from the rest of the clutter in the 
drawer and floated gracefully across the room. Luck­
ily, Tony's not 100 per cent clairvoyant. I was able to 
snatch the key long before it reached the lock.
"Got it!" I shouted, just in case Tony hadn’t real­
ized that yet. Evidently he had. There was silence 
for a moment. Then all the food in the refrigerator 
rose in unison and flung itself, lemming-like, to the 
floor. Except the eggs. They fluttered above my 
head like undecided moths, before perching in neat 
rows on the window sill. My brother has a well de­
veloped sense of showmanship.
He also has an unlimited imagination. I decided 
to let him out before he really put it into high gear.
I let go of the key, but Tony was sulking and it fell 
to the floor. I sighed, picked it up, and walked over to 
the door and unlocked it. No response. I opened the 
door a crack and peered cautiously down into the 
gloom. "Tony?" I didn't see him anywhere. I shoul- 
da looked up.
"Gotcha!" Tony crowed as I floated helplessly to 
the ceiling.
"You shouldn’t have done that," I said through 
clenched teeth. I never feel comfortable with my feet 
off the ground, and Tony knows it. He sat cross- 
legged in the air, just out of reach, and grinned at me.
"If you zap me," he said, "you drop."
"If you drop me, you're zapped."
"Truce?" he offered.
"Truce." I held my breath as he slowly floated me 
to the ground.
"By the way," he added, still floating above my 
head, "Claire is back in the house now. She's on her 
way to the kitchen."
"Oh, rats!" I groaned. "Quick, Tony. Be a good 
little monster and zip that stuff back into the fridge." 
Tony just grinned at me.
"Tony! Please!" The food stayed on the floor. I 
gnashed my teeth and dashed upstairs to salvage 
what I could, wishing, for the six-thousand-five- 
hundred and forty-four millionth time, that I had my 
brother's gift of levitation. I can teleport objects from 
one point in space to another almost instantaneous­
ly. But when you've got a bunch of stuff to deal with .
. . Well, it's quicker and easier to pick things up by 
hand.
"Next time don't be such an old witch," Tony ad­
vised. I didn’t answer. But this time I refrained from 
blue smoke as Tony disappeared into the old war­
drobe in the attic. And this time I didn't mean to let 
him out.
I took those stairs two at a time, but our stepmoth­
er had already discovered the mess in the kitchen.
"Oh, Terry!" Claire dumped the grocery bags on 
the table and sighed as she kicked off her shoes. 
She sat down, shaking her red-gold curls out of her 
face, and wiggled her toes. She looked too young 
and pretty to be stepmother to two twelve year olds. 
"Just look at this! Can't I trust you to do anything 
while I'm gone?”
"It wasn't my fault, Mom."
"I suppose everything in the fridge just leaped 
out at you."
"It’s that Tony, Mom. He-" I caught myself.
"It takes two to fight," Claire remarked as she 
reached under the chair to pick up a tired lettuce leaf 
and a banana that had seen better days. "Every time 
I leave the house the two of you get into some kind of 
trouble. What was it this time?"
"Well. . .  we were .. .  kind of messing around."
"Obviously," she said.
"So am I restricted? Or is it no TV?”
Claire rubbed the side of her nose thoughtfully.
"I think I'll let your father handle that one. But what 
am I going to do next week when he's gone?"
"Donate Tony to the zoo?" I suggested hopeful­
ly.
"Where is your brother, anyway?"
"Tony?" I began picking things up industriously. 
"Oh, he left. Suddenly."
"He should be helping you," Claire said. "Where 
did he go?" I picked up the little bowl of mold that 
had started the whole thing.
"He just disappeared, Mom. You know Tony." 
But she didn't really. Thank goodness!
My stepmom is cool in the extreme. She has to 
be. She's got my father on her hands and us twins 
as well. But I was willing to bet there were some 
things even she couldn't handle.
"How long is Dad going to be gone?" I asked 
quickly.
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"With your father, who knows?* Claire smiled as 
she stacked the canned goods.
"He was gone six months before he came back 
and told us he was married again.’
That's a long time. You must have missed him.*
Til say. Besides, Uncle Fen is a lousy cook.* I 
shuddered. "Beans and franks four nights a week. 
And if we didn't finish the meatloaf one day, it was 
meatloaf soup the next.* Claire smiled.
*1 guess all the men in this family are strange,’ 
she said. I looked up sharply. Tony? "Your father's 
ideas of courtship are matched only by your uncle's 
on nutrition.* She laughed, and I did too. It seems 
that Dad had turned up at the museum where she 
worked and politely asked her to get her hat, coat, 
and purse because he was going to marry her - and 
did she have any objections? I guess she did be­
cause she called the security guard to march him out 
of the building. But eventually Dad got his way. He 
always does.
I've never heard Dad’s side of the story. But 
then, he doesn't talk to us much. Me and Tony, I 
mean. I think he forgets we're not as telepathic as he 
is. That's why we were never quite sure how much 
our new stepmother knew about our family -- and its 
peculiarities.
I mean, Dad's proposal can be passed off as ec­
centric. Maybe even cute. But he didn't walk into 
that museum by chance. It's 150 miles away. No, he 
sat in our public library most of the summer flipping 
through phone books till he found her name. I know.
I made the daily trek to the library with his sack lunch 
each noon.
"There," said Mom, folding the last grocery sack. 
"Would you go find your brother? Tell him I want him 
to throw out the trash."
"Sure, Mom." I skipped out of the kitchen, but 
took my time going up the stairs. I didn't know how 
mad Tony would be.
Apparently he’d already taken some private form 
of revenge. No old lamps or books came flying 
through the air when I opened the attic door. Proba­
bly had my homework papers floating near the ceil­
ing in my room.
"Tony?"
"Don’t interrupt. I’m plotting your death by slow 
torture." His voice, muffled by the wardrobe, had all 
the ominous quality of two peanut butter sandwiches. 
"Did she catch you?"
"No," I replied. "But why didn't you warn me? I 
don't think we can keep this up much longer."
"Don't say we!" Tony's voice was sharp. This is 
your hang-up, not mine."
"If I hadn't covered for you the past few months, 
Mom would be a nervous wreck by now." I unlocked 
the wardrobe door and yanked it open furiously. 
"And you don't even try to help."
Tony stepped out of the wardrobe, patted my 
head, and offered me a lint-covered piece of licorice 
that had been in his pocket for the last two days.
"Did you ever notice how your ears turn red 
when you shout?" he said.
"Be serious, Tony."
"Why should I? It might be habit forming." I threw
the key at him, and his stupid piece of licorice. I 
threw an old catcher's mitt. I had just begun to fling 
old "National Geographies" when Tony grabbed hold 
of my arms and forced me to sit down on a dusty car­
ton of old magazines.
"You are scared," said Tony.
"You’re right," I said. "And very, very tired. How 
much longer do you think I can go on covering for 
you?
"Did I ask you to?"
"And if I don't?" I said bitterly. "And Mom finds 
out she married into a family of freaks?" I wondered 
if Tony had forgotten our first kindergarten class. I 
wish I could. Especially the little boy who used to 
whimper fearfully and run whenever he saw us. Not 
that I blamed him. Even Mother used to flinch when 
she'd come into the bedroom and find Tony curled 
up fast asleep, and floating six inches above his bed.
It must have been hard for her to accept my father's 
peculiarities, and harder still to see them sprouting 
up in her children.
"Bet she knows more than you think," said Tony. 
"Grownups always do." I shook my head.
"Bet she doesn't, or she wouldn't still be here. 
After all, Dad doesn't act as weird as he used to."
"Well, yeah," Tony agreed with a grin. "But I 
should think Claire was his problem, not yours. Any­
way, I don't see why you're so worried. Don't you 
think she can take it?" I didn't answer. What kind of 
reaction would you expect from a woman who finds 
out - suddenly -- that her family is a bunch of 
weirds? People who don't know why they do the 
things they do, or how they do them? My stomach 
churned.
"I don't know," I said. "I don’t want to find out." 
Tony held me by the wrists, and my rapid pulse be­
gan to slow. I could feel the tension, bitterness, an­
ger, and fear drain quietly out of my system.
"Stop it, Tony!" I jerked my wrists out of his 
hands. "I’ll be mad if I want to." Tony got up and 
walked lazily across the room. He stood for a mo­
ment, as if listening to something, then bent over and 
picked up the scorned piece of licorice and the war­
drobe key. He locked the wardrobe and put the key 
in his pocket.
"I guess I was right the first time," he said with a 
mocking smile. "Yourire just an old witch - in more 
ways than one."
I hesitated. I really did, for at least five seconds. 
Tony speculated on the uses to which I put hair 
cuttings and finger nail clippings and the probable 
nature of my relationship with the kitchen broom. I 
seethed, and he was back in the wardrobe. I wasn't 
sure, the sides of that wardrobe are thick, but I 
thought I heard him chuckle.
"What are you laughing about?"
"The wardrobe is locked," he said. "And the key 
is inside with me."
"So what? I can zap you out again. When I’m 
good and ready, that is." I heard the distinct sound of 
a chortle.
"What's so funny?"
The way you're going to explain to Claire how I 
got in a wardrobe that's locked on the outside."
I had scarcely begun to outline the long and
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lonely residence he might expect in said wardrobe, 
when the click of a doorknob and the squeak of hing­
es brought me down from the heights of my eloquent 
rage to the present awkward reality.
"Terry, what have you been doing all this time?" 
Claire stood, hands on hips, waiting for an explana­
tion.
"Uh, looking for Tony, Mom. Like you told me to."
"In the attic?"
"I'm in here, Claire." Tony's voice was cheerful 
as he pounded on the wardrobe door. "Terry locked 
me in."
"I did not!" I hollered, which, strictly speaking, 
was true.
"Spare me the grisly details," Claire sounded ex­
asperated as she tried the wardrobe door and found 
it locked. "Where's the key, Terry?"
I probably looked as uncomfortable as I felt. "I 
dont have it."
"I do," said Tony ever helpful. "In here."
"And what's it doing in a wardrobe that's locked 
from the the outside?"
"It took talent, Claire. Ask Terry."
My stomach hurt. And Claire was still waiting.
"Every time I turn around you two get into some 
kind of mess." She paused, and raised a puzzled 
eyebrow. A curious expression flitted across her 
face, as though she were listening to something that 
was faint and very far off. "Terry Masterson, I don't 
know what kind of feud you and your brother have 
got going, but I want it stopped right now! Do you 
hear?" I heard the phone ringing downstairs, but
Claire ignored it. After five or six rings it stopped. 
"Your father is leaving town next week and I don't in­
tend to put up with this sort of thing. Now you let your 
brother out of that wardrobe right now!"
"I cant!" I hollered. "I haven't got the key!"
"Then how did you get him in?" Claire could yell 
as loud as I could.
"I zapped him in."
Then you can just zap him out, young lady!"
I did. Then I waited for the disbelief and horror 
that would spread across her face; I steeled myself 
for her revulsion.
"I don't care how mad you are, Terry. That blue 
smoke is inexcusable." Claire laughed at the shock 
on my face. "There, there," she soothed, brushing my 
hair out of my eyes as though I were a little child. "I 
hope there are better ways to manage you besides 
making you lose your temper."
"But, but how can you --" Claire tilted my chin up 
so that I had to look into her green-gold eyes. "Every 
family has its own little quirks and peculiarities," she 
said. "Look at the family I came from. My father eats 
spagetti for breakfast. My brother writes science fic­
tion. My mother plays the krummhorn. And we all... 
Well, not many people know about it, but we all. ..’ 
She paused, with that listening look on her face 
again. "Tony, will you go answer the telephone?"
"What phone?" he protested. "I don’t hear any­
thing."
"And tell your father I'll be glad to wait dinner for 
him."
Downstairs the phone began to ring.
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THE FINISHING PLACE
- A  Cherokee Tale R etold - 
B y Douglas A . Rossman
The Shawano war p a r ty  had hoped t o  s l i p  
int-o T s a l a g i  co u n t ry  a long  the  Woti r i v e r ,  
r a i d  an o u t ly i n g  v i l l a g e ,  and q u ic k ly  r e t r e a t  
a c r o s s  th e  m oun ta ins  i n t o  t h e i r  own c o u n t ry .  
U n f o r tu n a te ly  f o r  t h e i r  p la n s ,  a lone T s a la g i  
h u n te r  had happened upon them u n d e te c te d  and, 
a f t e r  th e y  passed  ou t of s i g h t ,  had raced  
back to  h i s  v i l l a g e  by way of a s h o r t  c u t  to  
sound the  w arn in g .  There was j u s t  enough 
time f o r  th e  v i l l a g e r s  to  send ou t t h e i r  own 
war p a r ty  to  s e t  up an ambush, and now a l l  
b u t  one of th e  in v a d e r s  la y  dead, r i d d le d  
w i th  a rrows or  c ru shed  by T s a la g i  war c l u b s .
The lone Shawano c a p t iv e ,  bound to  the  
s t a k e ,  p lead ed  w ith  h i s  c a p to r s ,  "The T s a la g i  
w i l l  g a in  n o th in g  from t o r t u r i n g  and k i l l i n g  
me b u t  some b r i e f  p l e a s u r e .  Like the  n o r t h -  
wind in  s p r in g t im e ,  i t  may be f i e r c e  bu t  i s  
soon gone. Spare my l i f e  and I ,  Groundhogs' 
M other,  w i l l  seek  ou t th e  g re a t  Uktena and 
b r in g  th e  s e r p e n t ' s  magic c r y s t a l ,  the  
U l u h s a t i ,  back to  th e  T s a l a g i . "  The 
Shawano's gaze focused  on a t a l l ,  s t e r n - f a c e d  
w a r r i o r  who appeared  to  be th e  l e a d e r  of th e  
T s a l a g i  war p a r t y .  "Whoever p o s se s se s  t h a t  
c r y s t a l  can be the  g r e a t e s t  c o n ju ro r  ever  
known, even more pow erfu l  than the  w is e s t  of 
my p e o p le — and you know t h a t  the  Shawano a re  
a l l  g r e a t  c o n j u r o r s .  W ouldn 't  th e  T s a la g i  
l i k e  to  have th e  U lu h s a t i  working f o r  them?"
The T s a l a g i  l e a d e r  sn o r te d  in  d e r i s i o n ,  
"Do you th in k  the  g r e a t  a n t l e r e d  s e rp e n t  w i l l  
s im ply  g iv e  you h i s  magic c r y s t a l  i f  you ask 
f o r  i t ?  To g e t  i t  you w i l l  have to  k i l l  him 
f i r s t ,  and th o s e  few who have been f o o l i s h  
enough to  t r y  have been bewitched by the  
s i g h t  of the  c r y s t a l  and walked r i g h t  i n to  
th e  U k te n a 's  mouth!" His eyes narrowed.
"You w aste  our  time w i th  i d l e  c h a t t e r . "
"My m ed ic ine  i s  s t r o n g ;  I  do no t f e a r  
th e  U k ten a ,"  th e  Shawano responded ,  w ith  more 
c o n f id e n c e  th a n  he a c t u a l l y  f e l t .
"Your m ed ic ine  was not s t r o n g  enough to  
p re v e n t  us from c a p tu r in g  you. Enough of 
t h i s  f o o l i s h n e s s ;  l e t  th e  t o r t u r e  b e g in ."
"W ait ,  R a v e n ,” growled W o lf 's  B re a th ,  
th e  T sa la g i  c o n ju ro r  who had accompanied the  
war p a r t y .  The o ld  man moved c l o s e r  to  th e  
s t a k e ,  p la c in g  h im s e lf  between h i s  l e a d e r  and 
th e  c a p t i v e .  "You young men a re  always so 
h a s t y .  T h e r e ' s  p le n ty  of tim e to  k i l l  th e  
Shawano l a t e r  i f  t h a t  seems b e s t . "  Chin in  
hand , he reg a rd e d  the  c a p t iv e  t h o u g h t f u l l y .  
"H is  peop le  r e a l l y  a re  g r e a t  c o n j u r o r s ,  bo  
perhaps he could  k i l l  th e  Uktena. I t  would 
mean much to  our  peop le  to  have th e  U l u h s a t i .  
We could c a l l  the  deer  to  our h u n t e r s ,  b r in g  
th e  r a in  to  our  f i e l d s ,  and even f o r e t e l l  the
f u t u r e . ” W o lf 's  B rea th  tu rn ed  a g a in  to  th e  
Raven. "Would you throw a l l  th a t  away?"
The Raven was Im p ass iv e .  " I  say  a g a in ,  
i f  h i s  m edicine  i s  so s t r o n g ,  why was he 
ca p tu red ? "
"Perhaps i t  was meant to  b e ,  j u s t  so he 
cou ld  ge t  the  U lu h s a t i  f o r  the  T s a l a g i .
A f te r  a l l , "  W o lf 's  B rea th  added s l y l y ,  "he 
was the  on ly  s u r v iv o r  o f  our ambush, so h i s  
m ed ic ine  must be s t r o n g . "
The Raven paused to  c o n s id e r  t h i s  
s ta te m e n t  b e fo re  re sp o n d in g .  "W ell,  t h e r e  
may be some t r u t h  to  what you say .  A l l  know 
you to  be a w ise  man. Let us go s i t  in  the  
shade of t h a t  b ig  beech t r e e  and t a l k  
f u r t h e r . "
As t h e i r  l e a d e r  and c o n ju ro r  walked o f f  
t o g e t h e r ,  s e v e r a l  o f  th e  younger w a r r i o r s  
drew c l o s e r  to  t h e i r  p r i s o n e r .  A lthough none 
of them had any g r e a t  love f o r  the  Shawano 
p e o p le ,  they had had an e x c i t i n g  and 
s u c c e s s f u l  ambush and— t h e i r  t h i r s t  f o r  
revenge l a r g e l y  s a t i s f i e d — the  p r e v a i l i n g  
mood was one of c u r i o s i t y .  Each of th e  
T s a l a g i  had heard  of the  Shawano r e p u t a t i o n  
as magic w o rk e rs ,  but t h i s  was th e  f i r s t  time 
any of them had had an o p p o r tu n i ty  to  view a 
Shawano c o n ju ro r  a t  f i r s t  hand. Even though 
he was bound s e c u r e ly  to  the  s t a k e ,  th e y  were 
more th a n  j u s t  a l i t t l e  a f r a i d  of him. One 
of them, the  v i l l a g e  s t i c k b a l l  champion,
Brown B a t ,  p a r t l y  out of k in d n e ss  and p a r t l y  
to  im press h i s  f e l lo w  w a r r i o r s  w ith  h i s  
co u ra g e ,  s a u n te re d  up to  th e  c a p t iv e  w i th  a 
gourd f u l l  of w a te r .  "S ince i t  looks  l i k e  
you m ight be w ith  us f o r  a w h i le ,  maybe y ou 'd  
b e t t e r  have something to  d r in k .  I t  w o u ld n ' t  
do to  have you d ie  of t h i r s t  b e fo re  you can 
be k i l l e d  p r o p e r ly ,  now would i t ? "  Loud 
guffaws g r e e te d  t h i s  crude jo k e ,  b u t  the  
Shawano g r e e d i l y  s ipped  th e  w a te r— i t  had 
been a long  day and th e  sun was hot in  the  
summer s k y .
Meanwhile th e  Raven and W o lf 's  Breath  
had concluded  t h e i r  d i s c u s s io n  and came 
s t r i d i n g  back to  th e  group around the  s t a k e .  
The Raven was sc o w lin g ,  but a s l i g h t  sm ile  
p layed  a long  the  l i p s  of W o lf 's  B re a th .
"You, Shawano," th e  Ravdn growled, p o in t in g  
h i s  b lo o d - s t r e a k e d  w arc lub  a t  the  p r i s o n e r ,  
"ou r  c o n ju ro r  has convinced  me t h a t  maybe you 
can do what you s a y .  I f  t h a t  i s  s o ,  th e n  I 
would be a f o o l  to  have you k i l l e d  and 
d e p r iv e  my peop le  of th e  U l u h s a t i . So I am 
going to  l e t  you l i v e ,  and, i f  you b r in g  back 
th e  magic c r y s t a l  as you have p rom ised , 1 
w i l l  ask my c la n  to  adopt you. But i f  you 
f a i l  to  keep your word, 1 vow 1 w i l l  hunt you
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i t .down and k i l l  you w i th  my own b a re  h a n d s . ”
" I t  s h a l l  be as  you say ,  g r e a t  R aven ,” 
s a id  th e  p r i s o n e r ,  m e n ta l ly  ta k in g  a g i a n t  
s t e p  back from th e  e n t r a n c e  to  th e  N ight 
Land, th rough  which he had alm ost been 
pushed . " I ,  Groundhogs ' Mother, have g iven  
my promise and the  word of a Shawano i s  as 
im p o r ta n t  to  him as  a T s a l a g i ' s  word i s  to  a 
T s a l a g l . "
"That rem ains to  be se en ,  Shawano, t h a t  
remains to  be s e e n . "  The Raven tu r n e d  to  
Brown B a t ,  "Cut him lo o s e ,  g ive  him back h i s  
b e lo n g in g s ,  and a r r a n g e  p r o v i s io n s  f o r  a 
group of  se v e n .  Some of  our  peop le  must go 
w i th  him so t h a t  he w o n 't  go run n in g  s t r a i g h t  
back to  Shawano c o u n t ry .  B e s id e s ,  even i f  he 
does in te n d  to  keep h i s  p rom ise ,  he may need 
some h e lp — i f  n o th in g  more than  someone to  
p r o t e c t  him when he s l e e p s . "
The next morning a t  f i r s t  l i g h t ,  when 
th e  b i r d s  began to  announce th e  a r r i v a l  of 
th e  new day, Groundhogs ' Mother and h i s  s ix  
t r a v e l l i n g  companions— or g u a rd s— began to  
cl imb ou t of th e  v a l l e y  toward th e  c r e s t  of 
t h a t  m a g n i f ic e n t  m ountain  ch a in  t h a t  forms 
th e  backbone of T s a l a g i  coun try  ("Winding 
l i k e  a s e r p e n t , "  th o u g h t  the Shawano s e v e r a l  
days l a t e r  as he gazed a long  the  r i d g e ,  "so 
huge t h a t  th e  Uktena h im se lf  would be l i k e  
th e  t i n i e s t  worm b e s id e  i t " ) .  T r a v e l l i n g  
sou thw es tw ard ,  th e y  approached the  f i r s t  gap 
w i th  c a u t i o n ,  f o r  i t  was in  Ju s t  such dark  
m ounta in  p a s s e s  t h a t  th e  Uktena was s a id  to  
l u r k .  There was a s e rp e n t  t h e r e ,  a b la c k -  
snake a s  b ig  around as th e  t ru n k  of a dogwood 
t r e e ,  bu t  Groundhogs ' Mother j u s t  laughed  a t
"Pah, t h a t  o ld  b lacksnake  i s  much top  
sm a ll  to  worry a b o u t .  The Uktena i s  a r e a l  
sn a k e ."
At the  nex t gap th e  p a r ty  found a 
copperhead as t h i c k  as a m an 's  t h ig h ,  and 
ag a in  the  Shawano s a id  t h a t  i t  was n o th in g .  
The s i x  T s a la g i  were s i l e n t  but looked a t  
each o th e r  m e a n i n g f u l l y - - i t  was by f a r  th e  
l a r g e s t  snake any of them had e v e r  s e e n .
T h e ir  nerves were beg inn ing  to  f r a y ;  they  
began to  see  g ia n t  snakes in  every  moss- 
covered f o r e s t  log  so t h a t  i t  was sm a ll  
s u r p r i s e  t h a t  they  a l l  f l e d  down th e  t r a i l  
when a huge sh in y  g reensnake— t h a t  most 
g e n t l e  of s e r p e n t s — f i n a l l y  d id  s l i t h e r  
a c ro s s  t h e i r  p a t h .  Groundhogs' Mother j u s t  
shook h is  head and con t in u ed  to  walk 
southw ard. L a te r  In th e  day the  s i x  T s a l a g i  
r e jo in e d  him, t h e i r  se n se  of du ty  f i n a l l y  
having overcome t h e i r  f e a r .  Or perhaps  the  
though t of hav ing  to  fac e  the  R aven 's  anger  
was what had prompted them to  go on.
The t r a i l  led  th e  p a r ty  a to p  a bald  
m ountain , t r e e l e s s ,  g r a s s y ,  and open save  f o r  
s c a t t e r e d  rhododendron t h i c k e t s  and sm a ll  
sh ru b s .  There they  s p ie d  an enormous l i z a r d  
bask ing  in  th e  sun .  I t  was a f r i g h t e n i n g  
c r e a tu r e  to  look  upon, but f o r t u n a t e l y  th e  
l i z a r d  had f a l l e n  a s le e p  and the  men were 
a b le  to  s l i p  p a s t  w ith o u t  d i s t u r b i n g  i t .
F a r th e r  and f a r t h e r  west and so u th  they 
walked u n t i l  they  came down through  the  
lo w - ly in g ,  e a r ly  morning c louds  i n t o  th e  gap 
c a l l e d  Frog P la c e .  The gap was w e l l  named, 
f o r  t h e r e ,  s i t t i n g  in  th e  c e n te r  of the
t r a i l ,  was a f ro g  as b ig  as a sweat lo d g e .  
S t a r t l e d  by th e  i n t r u d e r s ,  the  f ro g  s t a r t e d  
to  hop away. U n fo r tu n a te ly  i t  had to  le a p  
p a s t  th e  men to  e s c a p e ,  and th e  s i x  T s a l a g i  
p an icked ,  t h in k in g  they  were be ing  a t t a c k e d .  
They ran  p e l l  m e ll  down th e  t r a i l  fo l lo w ed  by 
the  mocking l a u g h te r  of Groundhogs' M other,  
"Ho! Are the  s i x  T s a l a g i  o ld  women t h a t  they 
should  run in  f e a r  from a l i t t l e  hop toad?
The lone Shawano does no t  r u n . "  Stung by 
t h i s  a f f r o n t  to  t h e i r  t r i b a l  p r i d e ,  and 
r e a l i z i n g  by now t h a t  the  f ro g  had gone i t s  
own and s e p a r a te  way, the  T sa la g i  shame­
fa c e d ly  came back up th e  t r a i l  to  th e  p la c e  
where Groundhogs' Mother aw aited  them.
" I f  I  do no t f e a r  th e s e  g r e a t  
c r e a t u r e s ,  why should  you? You were s e n t  by 
the  Raven to  p r o t e c t  me w h ile  1 s l e e p .  Do 
you no t th in k  I  can p r o t e c t  you w h ile  I 
wake?" Looking a t  t h e i r  downcast f a c e s ,  he 
r e l e n t e d .  "Never mind, I  know i t  i s  a g re a t  
s t r a i n  to  come so f a r  and never  know ju s t  
when we w i l l  en c o u n te r  th e  g r e a t  Uktena, 
and— to  be t r u t h f u l — I ,  to o ,  f e a r  him. We go 
from one p la c e  to  a n o th e r  and even I  do not 
know where i t  w i l l  f i n i s h .  Tomorrow n ig h t  we 
w i l l  camp above A ta g a h i ,  th e  sa c re d  m edicine 
l a k e ,  and I  w i l l  keep a v i g i l  a lone  on i t s  
s h o r e s .  I t  may be t h a t  I  s h a l l  r e c e iv e  a 
v i s i o n  th a t  w i l l  t e l l  us where the  Uktena 
dw ells  . ’’
"We w i l l  not run  a g a in , "  s t a t e d  Brown 
B a t ,  and i t  was c l e a r  by the  s e t  of h i s  jaw 
t h a t  he meant i t .  The o th e r s  nodded, grim 
fa c e d ,  and the  p a r ty  s e t  o f f  a g a in .  The 
T s a l a g i  r e s o lv e  was t e s t e d  soon enough when 
th e y  enco u n te re d  y e t  a n o th e r  monstrous 
r e p t i l e  a t  the  Gap of the  Forked A n t le r  about 
m idday, bu t  th e y  a l l  walked p a s t  w ithou t 
g iv in g  i t  so much as a second g la n c e .  
Groundhogs ' Mother sm iled  and nodded to  
h im s e l f .  "They w i l l  d o ,"  he th o u g h t ,  " they  
w i l l  d o ."
The n ex t  even ing  they  camped a t  the  
head of a g r e a t  r id g e  t h a t  s loped  o f f  to  the  
s o u th .  Leaving h i s  companions (and now, f o r  
th e  f i r s t  t im e ,  they  r e a l l y  f e l t  l i k e  they 
were companions) a t  t h e i r  m eal,  th e  c o n ju ro r  
r e a s s u re d  them t h a t  he would be a l l  r i g h t  and 
would r e t u r n  in  the  m orning. He would ea t  no 
meal t h i s  even ing  f o r  one must f a s t  as  w e l l  
as pray  i f  he i s  to  be g ran te d  a v i s i o n .  
Fo llow ing  th e  r id g e  downward fo r  s e v e r a l  
m i l e s ,  Groundhogs ' Mother came to  a sheer  
c l i f f  a t  th e  base of which was a broad g ra ssy  
a r e a .  He would have passed  i t  by but 
sudden ly  he heard  th e  sound of duck wings as 
i f  they  were c i r c l i n g  a l a k e .  He could  see  
n e i t h e r  th e  ducks nor  a l a k e ,  bu t  he knew 
w ith  a sudden c e r t a i n t y  t h a t  he had found 
A ta g a h i .  S k i r t i n g  th e  c l i f f  top  to  th e  l e f t  
he climbed down th e  s t e e p  but p a s s a b le  
h i l l s i d e  and , as  th e  l i g h t  faded and n ig h t  
descended ,  he found h im s e l f  a t  th e  edge of 
th e  m ountain meadow. S t r i p p in g  to  h i s  w a i s t ,  
Groundhogs' Mother s e a te d  h im s e l f  c r o s s -  
legged  on th e  ground f a c in g  th e  e a s t  and 
began h i s  p r a y e r s .
The p ra y e rs  con t in u ed  th rough  th e  n ig h t  
as  G ra n d fa th e r  Moon r o s e ,  sm iled  down on the
s e a te d  man, and went abou t h i s  own b u s in e s s .
As th e  sky began to  grow l i g h t e r ,  a s t r a n g e  
and wonderful th in g  happened. A f r e s h  b reeze  
6 t i r r e d  th e  edges of  th e  morning m is t  and 
suddenly  blew i t  away a l t o g e t h e r .  T here ,  in  
f r o n t  of him, where th e  meadow had been, lay  
a sha llow  la k e  f i l l e d  w ith  p u rp le  w a te r  
i s s u in g  from s p r in g s  t h a t  s tream ed down the  
c l i f f  f a c e .  The ducks he had heard  the  
p rev io u s  evening  were c o n te n te d ly  f l o a t i n g  on 
the  s u r fa c e  of th e  la k e  and , as he watched, 
many o th e r  k in d s  of w ild  an im als  came down to 
i t s  s h o r e s .  He soon n o t ic e d  th a t  most of 
th e se  an im als  were 6 lck  or  had s u f f e r e d  some 
i n j u r y .  They e n te r e d  the  lake s lo w ly ,  some 
h o b b l in g ,  a few even hav ing  to  drag  them­
s e l v e s ,  but a f t e r  spending  a few minutes 
immersed in  th e  p u rp le  w a te r s ,  each of the  
an im als  emerged sound of limb and with  i t s  
h e a l t h  r e s t o r e d .  Groundhogs' Mother o f fe re d  
a p ray e r  of th a n k s g iv in g  to  the  P ro v id e r  fo r  
a l lo w in g  him to  w i tn e s s  th e  m ir a c le  t h a t  was 
A tag a h i ,  a s i g h t  he was c e r t a i n  v e ry  few 
o th e r  men had ev e r  se en .  He s ighed  s o f t l y ,  
however, f o r  a l th o u g h  Atagahi had l i f t e d  h is  
s p i r i t ,  th e  problem t h a t  had led  him th e re  
remained u n re s o lv e d .
The c o n j u r o r ' s  r e v e r i e  was broken by 
the  s ig h t  of a V-shaped r i p p l e  in  the  w ate r  
t h a t  drew c l o s e r  and c l o s e r .  The r i p p l e  
h e ra ld e d  th e  a r r i v a l  of a monstrous 
w ate rsnake  t h a t  came to  a h a l t  a few f e e t  
o f f s h o r e .  Suddenly an a l i e n  vo ice  sounded in  
the  man's mind. I t  was the  snake!  " S - s - se e k  
him in  th e  s - s - s o u t h w e s - s - s t , man. You are  
d e s - s - s t i n e d  to  f i n d  him a t  the  f i n i s h i n g  
p l a c e . "
"But where i s  t h a t ?  C a n 't  you t e l l  me
more?"
" S -s - se e k  him in  th e  s - s - s o u t h w e s - s - s t .“
The vo ice  began to  fade  as the  snake tu rn ed  
away from the  shore  and d isa p p ea re d  beneath  
th e  p u rp le  w a te r s ,  j u s t  b e fo re  th e y ,  to o ,  
d isa p p ea re d  and Groundhogs' Mother found 
h im se lf  s e a te d  once a g a in  a t  th e  edge of a 
mountain meadow under the  b r ig h t  ray s  of the  
r i s i n g  sun .
The s i x  T s a la g i  were j u s t  beg in n in g  to  
g e t  r e s t l e s s  and a b i t  app re h en s iv e  when 
Groundhogs' Mother s t r o d e  in to  t h e i r  
c a m p s i te .  Brown Bat Im petuously  grabbed the 
c o n j u r o r ' s  s h o u ld e rs  and s a i d ,  " I t  i s  good to  
see  you a g a in ,  my f r i e n d ;  we were beg inn ing  
to  wonder i f  S tonecoa t  o r  S p e a r f in g e r  had 
g o t t e n  y o u ."  With t y p i c a l  T s a la g i  r e s t r a i n t ,  
he p o l i t e l y  r e f r a i n e d  from ask in g  what had 
happened .
"No, n o th in g  so d r e a d fu l  as t h a t ,  thank 
th e  T hunders .  I t  s p o i l s  o n e ' s  m edicine  to  
t a l k  about v i s i o n s ,  so I  can on ly  say  t h a t  we 
w i l l  f in d  th e  Uktena and t h a t  he i s  somewhere 
to  th e  sou thw est  of u s .  We Ju s t  have to  be 
p a t i e n t  and p e r s e r v e r e . "
The men con t inued  to  fo l lo w  the  c r e s t  
of th e  p r i n c i p a l  m ountain range b u t ,  a f t e r  
d ropp ing  down to  c ro s s  the  r i v e r  c a l l e d  the  
T anasi  Usdi and then  rea sce n d in g  the  r id g e ,  
Groundhogs ' Mother began to  wonder i f  the 
snake had meant f o r  him to  co n t in u e  fo l low ing  
th e  c r e s t  of the  m o u n ta in s .  A f t e r  a l l ,  a l o t
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of land  la y  sou thw es t  of A ta g a h i , n o t  J u s t  
the  c r e s t  and I t s  a d j a c e n t  s l o p e s .  Two days 
l a t e r ,  when th e y  came upon the  t r a i l  l e a d in g  
down to  Leech P la c e ,  he made a d e c i s i o n .
" I  have heard  much of  t h i s  Leech 
P la c e .  The g i a n t  le e c h  i s  bad m e d ic in e ,  so 
maybe where i t  l i v e s  i s  j u s t  the  k ind  of 
p la c e  t h a t  would a t t r a c t  the  Uktena. I  th in k  
we had b e t t e r  go f i n d  o u t . "
His T s a l a g l  companions were n o t  a t  a l l  
unhappy w i th  t h a t  d e c i s i o n .  A lthough none of 
them was a n x io u s  to  meet th e  le e c h ,  none of 
them had any i n t e n t i o n  of going anywhere n ea r  
the  w a te r  . . . and th e r e  was a t h r i v i n g  
T s a la g i  s e t t l e m e n t  a t  Leech P la c e ,  w i th  i t s  
prom ise  of home-cooked meals and a com fo r t­
a b le  p la ce  to  s l e e p  f o r  a change, as w e l l  as 
clansmen to  exchange g o s s ip  w ith  and— 
no t l e a s t  of a l l — p r e t t y  T sa la g i  g i r l s  to  
im p ress  w ith  t a l e s  of t h e i r  e x p l o i t s .  Going 
t o  Leech P lac e  seemed l i k e  an e x c e l l e n t  i d e a ,  
in d e e d .
When th e  p a r ty  reached  Leech P la c e ,  
th e y  were welcomed c o u r te o u s ly  enough bu t an 
a i r  of sadness  su rrounded  t h e i r  h o s t s .  A few 
days e a r l i e r ,  a boy from the  v i l l a g e — showing 
more courage th a n  good s e n s e — had t r i e d  to  
c r o s s  th e  ro ck  ledge  f o rd  over th e  narrow 
r i v e r .  He o n ly  had to  go about t h i r t y  f e e t  
to  s a f e t y ,  bu t  the  g i a n t  le ec h  had r i s e n  up 
out of the  deep pool below the  ledge  w ith  
such f o r c e  t h a t  the  r e s u l t i n g  wave had swept 
th e  y o u n g s te r  o f f  h i s  f e e t  and i n t o  th e  p o o l .  
That was th e  l a s t  anyone had seen  of him 
. . . u n t i l  t h i s  m orning, when a h u n te r  found 
th e  d ra in e d  husk o t  tn e  b o y 's  body, hi<= fa c e  
e a te n  away, washed up on th e  sh o re  downstream 
from the  p o o l .
Groundhogs' Mother was b e s e t  by 
c o n f l i c t i n g  e m o tio n s .  His h e a r t  went o u t  to  
the  g r i e v in g  fam i ly  and c la n  members— 
c h i ld r e n  were g r e a t l y  p r iz e d  by h i s  p e o p le ,  
to o — but i f  th e  le e c h  was dormant from having  
fed so r e c e n t l y ,  i t  J u s t  might g iv e  him the  
chance he needed to  seek  th e  Uktena in  t h a t  
deep pool below the  le d g e .
The next morning he s e n t  th r e e  of h i s  
companions in  a dugout to  c ro s s  th e  r i v e r  
upstream  from the  l e d g e .  Although th e  le ec h  
had never  been known to  t r a v e l  above the  
le d g e ,  the  th r e e  gave a c o l l e c t i v e  s ig h  of 
r e l i e f  when they  reached  the  o th e r  bank. 
Beaching t h e i r  c r a f t ,  the  th r e e  men walked 
downstream u n t i l  they  stood  a lo n g s id e  the  
pool below the  le d g e .  The o th e r  th r e e  
w a r r i o r s  stood  w ith  t h e i r  bows ready  a long  
th e  o p p o s i t e  bank. S t r i p p in g  to  h i s  
l o i n c l o t h ,  and c a r r y in g  n o th in g  but a f l i n t  
k n i f e ,  Groundhogs' Mother a d d re ssed  th e  s i x .
" I  do no t know what I might f in d  in  
t h i s  p o o l ,  but i f  e i t h e r  the  le e c h  or  the  
Uktena come to  the  s u r f a c e ,  shoot as  s t r a i g h t  
and as hard  as  you c a n .  And remember, the  
U k te n a 's  h e a r t  l i e s  beneath  th e  s e v e n th  spo t  
behind h i s  hea d .  That i s  the  on ly  p la c e  an 
arrow can h u r t  h im ." His companions nodded 
g r im ly  and nocked t h e i r  a r row s .
The c o n ju ro r  walked b o ld ly  to  the  
c e n te r  of the  l e d g e ,  took a deep b r e a t h ,  and
dove h e a d f i r s t  i n t o  th e  p o o l .  The w a te r  was 
c r y s t a l  c l e a r  but i t  s w ir le d  about so 
v ig o r o u s ly  t h a t  he had a d i f f i c u l t  time 
fo c u s in g  on o b j e c t s .  As he nea red  th e  bottom 
s e v e r a l  t u r t l e s  paddled  away from him, bu t  
th e r e  was no s ig n  of e i t h e r  the  le e c h  or  the  
Uktena. Two g i a n t  sun perches  made a ru sh  a t  
him, t h e i r  g i l l  f l a p s  pumping r a p i d l y ,  but 
they  tu rn ed  t a i l  and f l e d  when he waved h i s  
k n i f e  a t  them. He was beg inn ing  to  run  out 
of b r e a th  when he saw a huge w ate rsnake  
emerge s low ly  from a c r e v ic e  in  th e  rock  
le d g e .  The snake s t a r e d  a t  him and , in  t h a t  
same I n s t a n t ,  he heard  a f a m i l i a r  v o ic e  in  
h i s  mind.
"He i s - s - s  n o t  h e r e ,  man. Go back to  
th e  m o u n ta in s - s - s ;  go back. You w i l l  f in d  
him a t  the  f i n i s h i n g  p l a c e . "
The snake faded from s ig h t  as 
Groundhogs' Mother gave a f i n a l  k ic k  a g a in s t  
th e  bottom and p r o p e l l e d  h im s e l f ,  gasp in g  fo r  
a i r ,  to  the  s u r f a c e .  He was b a r e ly  
c o n s c io u s ,  and too  weak to  do more than  c l in g  
to  the  le d g e ,  when he f e l t  a p a i r  of s t ro n g  
arms g rasp  him and draw him o u t  o f  th e  w a te r .  
I t  was Brown B at,  who had rushed  on to  the 
ledge  to  re sc u e  him. When th e  w a r r i o r  l e t  
th e  c o n ju ro r  down on th e  bank, the  two men 
g r inned  a t  each o t h e r .  No words were 
n e c e s sa ry  to  convey th e  g r a t i t u d e  of 
Groundhogs' Mother or Brown B a t ' s  sense  of 
p r id e  a t  having overcome h i s  f e a r  of unseen 
m ons te rs  to  h e lp  a f r i e n d ,  f o r  he had not 
known— and s t i l l  d id  no t  know— t h a t  the  g ia n t  
leech  and the  Uktena were not l u r k in g  in  the 
p o o l . *
The next day, r e s t e d  and r e p r o v i s io n e d ,  
th e  seven headed westward i n t o  th e  m ounta ins .  
When, l a t e  on th e  second day, they  reached  
the  c r e s t  of th e  r id g e  they  tu rn e d  t h e i r  f e e t  
toward the  s o u th .  T h e i r  pace q u ickened ,  f o r  
they  a l l  sensed  t h a t  th e  goal  of t h e i r  long 
jou rney  could no t be f a r  o f f .  Two days 
l a t e r ,  as  they  p re p a re d  th e  cam psi te  f o r  the
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n i g h t ,  Groundhogs' Mother s to o d  and watched 
th e  c i r c l i n g  f l i g h t  o f  a g r e a t  hawk 
s i l h o u e t t e d  in  b la c k  a g a i n s t  th e  cr im son d is c  
of th e  s e t t i n g  sun .
"T h e re ,"  he exc la im e d ,  " i t  i s  th e re  
where th e  m ounta ins  end t h a t  we w i l l  f in d  
him. S ee,  the  s to o p in g  hawk shows us h is  
enemy . . . and o u r s ! In  the  morning we go 
w e s t ."
That n ig h t  th e  c o n ju ro r  went o f f  aways 
from the  camp and s a t  by h im s e lf  in  the  
m o o n lig h t ,  h i s  eyes f ix e d  on th e  w es te rn  sky . 
He cou ld  a lm ost f e e l  th e  p re se n ce  of the  
Uktena b e s id e  him and he shuddered a l i t t l e .  
The g r e a t  s e rp e n t  was s a id  to  be as t h i c k  as 
th e  t ru n k  of a l a r g e  t r e e  and i t s  venom so 
p o te n t  i t  d id  no t  even have to  b i t e  In  o rd e r  
to  k i l l  you. Why had he ev e r  th o u g h t  he 
cou ld  overcome such a fearsome monster? 
Groundhogs' Mother though t  r u e f u l l y  of the  
way he had mocked the  courage of the  T sa la g l  
d u r in g  the  e a r l y  s t a g e s  of t h e i r  jo u rn e y .  
Tomorrow h i s  own would be pu t to  the  u l t im a te  
t e s t  and he f e a re d  t h a t  he might f a i l .
"W el l ,"  he th o u g h t ,  " I  may have very  l i t t l e  
chance of overcoming the  Uktena no m a t te r  
what I do, bu t  I  have no chance a t  a l l  i f  I 
lo s e  my c o u ra g e ."  With t h i s  though t he 
s t i f f e n e d  h i s  r e s o l v e ,  walked back to  the  
ca m p s i te ,  and s e t t l e d  down i n to  a sound and 
u n tro u b le d  s l e e p .
The next a f t e rn o o n  found the  p a r ty  
h a l t i n g  on the  lower s lo p e s  of a n e a r ly  
c o n ic a l  m ounta in .  "From here  I  must go on 
a lo n e , "  Groundhogs' Mother to ld  the  s i x .
"Wait fo r  me h e re  and go no f a r t h e r  i f  you 
v a lu e  your l i v e s .  None of you could  avoid 
being bewitched by the  U k ten a 's  magic c r y s t a l  
and you would walk s t r a i g h t  to  your d e a th .
I 'm  not sure  t h a t  I can r e s i s t  i t  e i t h e r ,  but 
my t r a i n i n g  as a c o n ju ro r  should  a t  l e a s t  
g iv e  me some chance .  Now, i f  someone w i l l  
loan me a bow and a q u iv e r f u l  of a r row s ,  I 
w i l l  go on and do what has to  be done."
"Take mine, ray f r i e n d , "  s a id  Brown B a t.  
" I  gave o ld  Bent W a lk in g s t ic k  a good bear  
robe fo r  them— he makes the  b e s t  bows and 
arrows in  my v i l l a g e .  They have never  f a i l e d  
me, 60 they should  s e rv e  you w e l l . "
W ordlessly  Groundhogs' Mother ac c e p te d  
th e  g i f t ,  c la sp e d  Brown B a t ' s  s h o u ld e r ,  
nodded, and headed up the  m oun ta in s ide  toward 
h i s  f a te d  m eeting w ith  the  Uktena. There was 
very  l i t t l e  u n d e rb ru sh ,  so he was a b le  to  
move q u ic k ly  and in  le 6 s  than  an hour was 
n e a r in g  the  top  of the  m ounta in .  He s t i l l  
had no t seen  th e  g r e a t  s e r p e n t ,  bu t  th e  many 
pathways and pa tch e s  of crushed v e g e t a t i o n  
and d is p la c e d  rocks  gave mute te s t im ony  to  
i t s  passages  and r e s t i n g  p l a c e s .  He s t a r t e d  
a t  the  s l i g h t e s t  sound and had the  p e r s i s t e n t  
f e e l i n g  t h a t  something was w atch ing  him, 
something very  o ld  and none too  f r i e n d l y .
Suddenly he saw the  Uktena. I t  could  
be n o th in g  e l s e .  F a l l e n  t r e e  t ru n k s  a re  
s t r a i g h t  and d o n ' t  wind away i n t o  th e  f o r e s t  
f a r t h e r  than  th e  eye can s e e .  T ip to e in g  
c l o s e r  he saw th e  U k te n a 's  s c a l e s ,  each of 
them as l a rg e  a6 h i s  o u t s t r e t c h e d  hand. The 
monstrous a n t l e r e d  head w ith  i t s  g leam ing ,
w i l l - s a p p in g  c r y s t a l  must l i e  some d i s t a n c e  
o f f  to  h i s  l e f t .  The c o n j u r o r ' s  mind raced  
madly. I f  he a t t a c k e d  the  Uktena on t h i s  
mountain to p  i t  would s u r e ly  k i l l  him befo re  
i t  d ie d .  There had to  be a b e t t e r  p la n ,  one 
th a t  would enab le  him to  su rv iv e  the  
e n c o u n te r .  The moments seemed to  drag  by 
l i k e  hours be fo re  Groundhogs' Mother r e a l i z e d  
what he must do ,  and he s l i p p e d  q u i e t l y  away, 
heading down the  so u th e rn  s lo p e  of the  
m ountain.
About halfw ay  down th e  m ounta in ,  he 
s topped  and p roceeded  to  b u i ld  a c i r c u l a r  
w a l l  of rocks  ab o u t  s i x  f e e t  a c r o s s .  Using a 
d ig g in g  s t i c k  as w e l l  as  p u l l i n g  ou t some 
a d d i t i o n a l  r o c k s ,  Groundhogs ' Mother c re a te d  
a d i t c h  around th e  base  of th e  w a l l ,  the  
d ee p es t  p a r t  be in g  on the  upslope  s id e .
F i n a l l y ,  as  n ig h t  began to  f a l l ,  he g a thered  
up heaps of f a l l e n  p in e  cones and p i l e d  them 
a l l  a lo n g  th e  to p  of  th e  w a l l .  E xhausted ,  he 
c u r le d  up on th e  ground I n s id e  the  w a ll  and 
s l e p t  a d ream less  s l e e p .
At f i r s t  l i g h t  Groundhogs' Mother a ro se  
and, s t e p p in g  o u t s i d e  h i s  rock e n c lo s u r e ,  
used the  f i r e  s to n e s  he c a r r i e d  in  h i s  pouch 
to  c a s t  a sp a rk  am id s t  th e  sm all  p i l e  of 
d r i e d  p ine  sh a v in g s  he had p re p a re d .  Soon 
th e  t i n d e r  was a b l a z e  and he used i t  to  
i g n i t e  the  p in e  cones heaped a to p  the  w a l l .
T u rn in g ,  th e  c o n ju ro r  s w i f t l y  climbed 
the  s lo p e .  Luck was w ith  him and he d id  not 
have to  s e a rc h  f a r  to  f in d  the  s le e p in g  
U ktena .  Seeing  i t s  a n t l e r e d  head he q u ic k ly  
a v e r te d  h i s  eyes  from the  gleaming c r y s t a l  
and counted back to  th e  se v en th  s p o t .  I t  
r e q u i r e d  a l l  th e  a r t  o f  c o n c e n t r a t io n  he had 
le a r n e d  as a c o n j u r o r  not to  g lance  over a t  
th e  c r y s t a l ,  b u t  he knew one such m is take  
would be h i s  l a s t .  Focusing  a l l  h i s  
a t t e n t i o n  on th e  se v en th  s p o t ,  Groundhogs'
Mother nocked th e  cane arrow  on the  bow 
s t r i n g ,  and drew i t  back to  h is  e a r .  In 
a lm ost the  same m otion  he r e le a s e d  the 
s t r i n g .  Time seemed f ro z e n  as he watched the  
arrow  r o t a t i n g  th ro u g h  the  a i r  toward the 
U k te n a 's  body. I t  s t r u c k  c l e a n ly  and deeply  
in  the  seven th  sp o t  . . . and the  world 
exploded i n t o  m o tio n .  Dropping h i s  bow, the 
man w h ir led  abou t and bounded down the  s lope  
as  f a s t  as  h i s  le g s  cou ld  c a r r y  him. The 
g i a n t  snake ,  m o r t a l l y  wounded— and knowing 
i t — came th r a s h i n g  a f t e r  him.
Groundhogs ' Mother ran  s t r a i g h t  f o r  h is  
f i r e - t o p p e d ,  r o c k -w a l le d  r e t r e a t  and, le ap in g  
th rough  the  f la m e s ,  huddled on the  ground 
i n s i d e .  The r a p i d l y  weakening Uktena, 
spewing i t s  d ea d ly  venom as  i t  came, was 
tu rn e d  away by th e  f lam es and— p a s s in g  by the 
s to n e  f o r t —w ri th e d  on down the  m o u n ta in s id e ,  
c ru s h in g  e v e r y th in g  in  i t s  p a t h .  The venom, 
save f o r  one t i n y  d ro p ,  ran  i n to  the  d i t c h  
and flowed h a r m le s s ly  around the  rock w all  
and down th e  s l o p e .  That lone drop of venom 
s t r u c k  Groundhogs ' Mother on the  head and, 
a l th o u g h  th e r e  was too  l i t t l e  to  do s e r io u s  
damage, i t  d id  burn f o r  a t im e .
A f t e r  th e  f i r e  had gone out and the  
rocks  cooled  o f f ,  the  c o n ju ro r  s tepped  out of
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There is a song passed around from the 
wolf to some high-voiced people to lonesome 
singing you hear on the Pacific seashore, early 
evening, when you would not think you could 
smell flowers so close to that fishy, briny air.
On the Seashore, early in the morning, 
there is a line of seaweed and debris, that line 
holding the great magic of water meeting the 
world. Some poems are written in the sand, mu­
sic staffs and maps and miracle formulas.
You have to be one of the early ones, and 
have an eye for it. That eternal scrub brush the 
sea takes it all away for another installment, the 
next day.
Three sharp knocks on the door indicated 
that Lotta, the Clever Woman had arrived with a 
basket of lacy baby things. Susan lumbered to 
the door, happy that in a few weeks she would 
no longer waddle and a new small person would 
inhabit the crochet work of her friends.
The bell over the door jingled softly. Lotta 
stepped in, clad in plain boots and a gabardine 
cloak. She had the look of a woman bravely
fighting a headache.
"There is at the back door, a wolf. From 
the scritching and scratching I would say a medi­
um sized grey male," announced Lotta.
Susan turned and wobbled.
"Let Ned get it. I do not much like 
wolves, unless they know their place, which is 
not at the back door of respectable people." said 
Lotta.
Susan did not remind Lotta that Ned, the 
Mushroom Hunter had once been a wolf.
Nor did she say sharply that she wished 
Lotta had just a touch of her old nature. Once, 
she thought, that woman wafted barefoot on the 
seashore, listening to the elusive song of the sea- 
shell, clamped over her ear.
Susan opened the screen door to see a 
middle-sized grey wolf, with a look of entreaty- 
in its green eyes.
"Ned," she called. "It is for you."
Ned was soon in the parlour. He put his 
arms around Susan and regarded with awe the 
tiny garments she held up for inspection.
"No bigger than snowflakes," he said. He
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studied the fam ily tintypes on the mantel and 
whistled through his teeth until Susan nudged 
him with her elbow. "Out with it, my dear."
"Susan, the King o f wolves is dying. He 
asks that I bring our son to see him, for he has 
heard we have a child who works wonders."
"Kit is too little. He needs naps and story­
tim e and gingerbread, not dangerous hikes 
through the woods."
"The W olf King was my friend," said 
Ned. "He is white with the snow of years." In 
Ned’s green eyes glowed the same pleading she 
had seen in the eyes o f the wolf.
"W hat if  there are..." She listed fleeing 
train robbers, crazy bears, an early blizzard.
She did not say, but it hovered in the air, 
what if  the king wanted Ned to turn w olf again, 
for a day, a year, to do some secret wolfish task 
in the wild.
Lotta coughed. "Many o f the townfolk 
journeyed the three days to a whistlestop, that 
they might see a candidate for president lean over 
the caboose and utter bombastic phrases. Others 
have sensibly chosen to remain at the ready for 
midwivery. I care not for politics nor have I any 
skill with newborns. Therefore, I will gear my­
self in plaid and tw ill for the journey and go, 
should there be there for another o f the female 
gender."
"That is kind o f you," said Susan, "But 
you do not like wolves."
"I am not afraid o f them. Do not worry. I 
will be tactful. And since I have purchased a vel­
lum book with marbleized endpapers for the jo t­
ting of nature observations, it will be pleasant to 
make those observations in a cheap copy-book, 
in the wild."
Ned looked thoughtful, if  not ovetjoyed.
"Do com e, C lever W om an," said Kit, 
from the doorway. Yawning, the child appeared, 
clutching a flannel blanket over his sleeper. "I 
w as play-pretending to be a king rescuing a 
maiden. But now I will get to meet a real King. 
And you can be the maiden."
"Well I never," said Lotta. "Where do you 
get those ideas in your head, little Kit?"
K it blinked and Ned laughed. "If we knew 
that, o ld  sport, w e’d have it all sew ed up, 
w ouldn't we?"
Lotta arranged for time off from the Gen­
eral Store, where she drove hard bargains and 
kept accounts.
Susan watched man, woman, and boy, 
until they became very small to see, and then
blended in with the scrub pine and manzanita on 
the hill, and she could not see them at all. She 
gazed a while at the sea, grey and'flat as paving 
stone. The waves made slow comments as if 
about crockery, dish, dish, dish. And over that 
was a high eery tune, from Mermaid Island. Un­
der her hand on the apron, Susan felt the new 
child jolt. "Will you be a singer?" asked Susan.
Kit had never been further out of town 
than the strawberry fields overlooking the sea. 
Now he delighted that the world went on and on, 
higher and higher, until the sea was closed over 
by the trees.
Snow fell, and he tried to capture a snow- 
flake on his mitten. "Why won't it stay?"
"Nothing stays," said Lotta.
"But everything returns, one way or an­
other," amended Ned.
"Good and bad, "said the Clever W oman, 
getting in the last word.
On the second day o f their journey, a pack 
of twelve wolves fell into step, w ithout so much 
as a nod or yawn or yap. Business like, they 
trotted at some distance. W hen the procession 
reached a narrow  path overlooking  a chasm, 
deep in which a small iced over stream glittered 
like a knife, the largest o f the wolves lifted his 
head and sang. From  across the chasm  came a 
soprano reply.
Carefully, the boy in his arms, N ed de­
scended. Lotta followed, looking neither left nor 
right. They did not clim b dow n treacherous 
breakable stone, but sm oothly w orn stairs cut in 
dark rock. They m ight have been chiseled so by 
wind and ancient water.
A t the foot o f  the stairs straggled a series 
o f stepping stones. From  habit, Ned leaped from 
stone to stone though he could have w alked on 
ice. Lotta judged each step and each stone with 
care.
A nother stairway led halfway up the cliff 
to a square cave entrance. Inside the cave, upon a 
ledge, lay the old wolf.
"I greet you, m y dear old friend," said
N ed.
W eakly, the old w olf lifted his head and 
struggled to m ake a low sound.
Ned shifted the child.
"This is K it. H e holds great pow er o f heal­
ing and other w onders. You asked to see him."
W ith great effort the old w olf spoke in the 
tongue o f his visitors. "And is this wom an your
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"I am her friend, Lotta."
"Do you know what brings you on this 
journey?"
Lotta frowned. "I have come to care for 
the child if there is any dangerous place where 
Ned must go. And I am keeping a record of ob­
served phenomena."
"Of what?"
"Observed phenomena. That means..."
"I "know what it means. But why do you 
look so sad about it? Some great pleasure in life 
has skipped you over and you merely observe."
"Ned, did you bring me here to be insulted 
by an old sick..."
Kit interrupted. "Do you want my help, 
King of Wolves?"
"Yes. I am dying. It is beyond any power 
to make my life longer. Yet it is possible to do 
me a great favor. Can this child hunt?"
"I will not permit it," cried Lotta. "How 
barbaric."
Ned held up his hand. "I do not think he 
means for Kit to run around on all fours and 
stalk prey. What do you mean, old friend?"
"No. I mean the kind of hunting men do, 
with maps. The hunt for buried treasure. Once, 
like you, Mushroom Hunter, I was a man. I was 
wolf first, and then man, so that I end my days 
in this form, as you will end yours as a man. 
When I was in the form of a man, I did not 
spend my days hunting and skulking about the 
woods, but went off to see the world a bit.
The wolf paused for a breath and Ned 
said, "Do not speak if it tires you."
"I must speak. In the day's of my wander­
ings, I chanced upon many secrets which most 
men or wolves are not priveleged to know. Such 
secrets." He sighed mightily. "Some I must 
whisper to the child and one secret you must help 
one another in the finding."
"A treasure? A map. A fortune for one you 
name?" asked Ned.
The wolf grinned. "All. Quite a task. I 
spent time as a bargemaster, a sailor on the sea 
and I was also right hand man to the old mayor 
of Silvermine, where the mining of silver is al­
most ceased."
"I know Silvermine, for it welcomes a 
brisk trade in mushrooms."
"There is something else. Deep within the 
earth there dwells a race of sea people who come 
and go by a channel from the ocean, and there," 
the wolf sighed. "There begins the seeking of a
fortune." Kit then uttered one of his wise old 
man statements. "If you have lived among men 
you know greed is o f great hampering to the 
spirit. Men are often better off not knowing of 
great fortune. The town of Silvermine must have 
once suffered fearfully for the few who reaped 
her silver, and the many lives broken in that pur­
suit."
The wolf got on his face the same expres­
sion most human folk did, when Kit said such 
things. The wolf did not sputter or stutter how­
ever, and after a moment, went on. "When I 
was a man, I was a good man. I did my work 
carefully. I even married and was a good, if 
restless husband. Each day my wife made a 
lunch which she put in a lunch bucket, and so I 
acquired a taste for queer human food, sausages 
and apples, brown bread and beer. A good man 
but a restless one, I fell to hearing the voices of 
the sea people who live under the town of Silver- 
mine."
Kit struggled out of his father's arms so 
Ned put him down. Running to the wolf, he put 
his small hand upon the shaggy head, and said, 
"You went to live with the sea people, didn't 
you?"
"Yes, I did. Their singing was like the 
song in my blood, if  colder. I let my wife in Sil­
vermine think I had drowned, leaving my lunch 
bucket and boots beside an open shaft filled with 
water. And I married again. My new bride was 
half human, half sea creature, being a daughter 
of a sailor the sea people thought too beautiful to 
let drown.
Eventually, she bore a daughter and once, 
disguised as a wool merchant and his family, we 
took a sea voyage together. From the other pas­
sengers, I learned such diverse pastimes as card 
playing, singing to the guitar and the working of 
anagrams. These I taught my daughter, who 
was often clever. At other times she seemed 
quite dense or a little mad. I have often worried 
that it was the mixture of wolf, sea creature and 
humankind. I wonder if she lives at all any­
where and if..." the wolf paused and a spasm 
passed through his body.
And Lotta, the Clever Woman shuddered 
from the top o f her knit cap to the soles of her 
sensible boots.
"What is the matter?" asked the wolf in a 
holloWvoice. "You look a little green around the
gills."
Later, on the way to Silvermine, Ned
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asked. "Why so quiet, Lotta?"
Fishing in her knapsack for a hanky, Lotta 
sniffled, "You know I haven't an idea in the 
world who my parents were. Or didn't. It just 
freezes my blood to think that old...old... that he 
might be my lost Papa and that my Mama was a 
fish."
"Now, Lotta, maybe you're not THAT 
lost child. And if you are, there is a fortune to 
inherit, it may be. Let us ask Kit about this mat­
ter, if he is in a mood to be wise."
"Kit, child of wonder, child of strange 
parents, yourself," said Lotta, not noticing Ned 
wince, "Speak to me of what comes to me, 
soon."
But Kit yawned and rubbed his eyes and 
the wisdom that came and went like a dream had 
gone. "I'm hungry," he said.
They passed many an empty leanto before 
they reached what was left of Silvermine, a 
boardwalk, a huddle of unpainted shops and sa­
loons. It was a town of old people moving 
slowly, with Winter in their bones.
In a saloon called the Belle's Slipper, they 
made roundabout inquiries. The wolf had not 
told them any of his human names.
"The mayor's assistant? Why, he had sev­
eral good men and I can think of only one who 
drowned. It would be Abel Parsons," said a 
sprightly, bright eyed man with full white chin- 
whiskers.
"Does his widow live on?"
"Yes, indeed. She is Betty Parsons, with 
a yellow house you can't miss. You must be 
wary of her dog, Frosty, though. He looks to be 
part wolf."
"I know Betty Parsons," said Ned, at the 
door of the yellow house. A low growl from 
within greeted his knock.
"Down Frosty," came a cheerful voice. 
"Why I do declare it’s the Mushroom Man. Do 
you have Winter mushrooms, now?"
"No, dear lady. I have come to make in­
quiries about your late husband."
"I declare. Poor drowned Abel. Down, 
Frosty."
Into a room jammed with dried flowers, 
old calendars, and chairs decorated with yellow­
ing doilies, she kept herself between the huge 
dog and her guest.
Accepting mint tea, and milk and cookies 
for the boy, Ned listened to accounts of nieces 
and nephews gone off into the great world, and 
when the moment seemed right, asked, "Would
it be possible for you to show me that fatal mine 
shaft?"
"I am an old woman and it is a long 
walk."
"Would you permit a gentleman to carry
you?'
Kit scampered to the fierce Frosty and 
straddled the dog's back. "Can I ride Frosty?"
"My, my," said Betty Parsons. "Will 
wonders never cease?"
"I hope not," muttered Lotta.
Walking through Silvermine, they attracted 
an audience of codgers and ladies of long ago 
evenings, still handsome in taffeta and feather 
boas. Long after, they would speak of the 
bearded man with the frail lady in his arms, the 
pretty but grumpy looking woman got up like a 
lumberjack and the elfin boy astride the great 
dog, seen for the first time grinning and wagging 
its' tail.
They single filed a grownover path to a 
barren place where shacks had fallen in on each 
other and water stagnated in pools of green ice. 
Underfoot, old boards cracked and turned to 
dust. The mining of silver had left a tall hill like 
a tombstone over all that had grown there, 
though trees struggled back to life, no bigger 
than Kit's hand.
Betty Parson led them to a jagged trap 
door, broken half off, about the size of a root 
cellar door.
"His boots were here and his lunch bucket 
there. He left one applecore and the shells of 
two hardboiled eggs. Put real neat. I am glad he 
didn't drown on an empty stomach. Funny, that 
mine shaft water never freezes."
Ned peered down into oily deep water. 
Something floated to his vision, whether his re­
flection or another being, he could not tell. Kit 
began making up a song about dogs and wolves 
and silver wolves.
They paraded Betty Parsons home and re­
turned to wait.
Presently, they heard a faint call.
Kit lifted his eyes to his father and said, 
"They will make it safe for us. We must go 
down."
Oh, no, no, oh no," said Lotta. "I just 
cannot do this. I am afraid their cold blood is 
calling me and that I will go mad, or my clever­
ness will turn to cardsharp, snake-oil salesman, 
claim jumping, tea poisoning villainy."
I do not see how nit-picking can turn to 
true cruelty," said Ned. "I was your friend when
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you were simple and I will stick by you if it 
proves true you are the child of wolves and cold 
fish."
Lotta put her hand to her throat. "What if 
Kit is out of his element down there?"
Ned looked at the child who was stirring a 
patch of oily ice with a stick.
"Ready, old sport?"
"Yes, Daddy."
Lotta groaned faintly.
His heart icing up, Ned shut his eyes, held 
his son tightly and jumped.
Landing without shock, he perceived a 
dim hallway, dark green and full of wavering 
light.
"Pretty," said Kit.
"Unbelievable," snapped Lotta.
They followed the hall until a great room 
opened up before them. Here were nets and 
hammocks, brightly jeweled shells the size of 
chairs and tables; shells which were, in fact, 
chairs and tables. Sitting on the chairs, facing 
the tables were people who look as people do, 
neither fishfaced nor with tails; green hair, 
though, and faces pale as boiled onion.
Boots, trousers and gowns were worn ac­
cording to importance rather then gender. The 
serving folk were in trousers and the served 
wore gowns.
"I have come to ask of the man who lived 
among you for a while, married and took his 
wife and daughter into the great world," said 
N e d .
"That world is not so great," said one 
robed person with a green beard and fine, flash­
ing eyes.
"Speak for yourself, Vianis," said a wom­
an whose seaweed thick hair was adorned with a 
hundred brightly colored bow ribbons. On clos­
er look, the bow ribbons revealed themselves to 
be tiny nibbling fish, flashing like colored 
sparks. The lady said, "I myself have walked in 
the world, wigged and rouged, and I have visited 
the great museums in Paris, Rome and Alaska."
"What museums in Alaska?" demanded
Lotta.
"Those in the ivory towers of the City of 
Snow."
"That is not to be found in guide books," 
persisted Lotta.
"Why Lotta," said Ned. "When have 
guide books become of interest to you?” Lotta 
could not look at him. "I have many a secret fan­
cy, fallen like seeds on stones."
"Hm," said the lady. "Such seeds sprout 
best, I am told, when watered by fortune. But I 
am vexed you know nothing of the museums of 
Alaska."
"Perhaps museums are yet to be discov­
ered," said Lotta. "It may be, madame, that you 
should write a guidebook."
Merlania's Outlandish Tours," cried the 
lady, so that the fish shuddered like scraps of 
rainbow, in her hair. "Better yet, Mary Lane, as 
a nom de plume. I think I shall grant you a 
wish."
"I want..." began Lotta.
"Wait," said Merlania, whirling so the fish 
acting as hair ribbons were forced to swarm into 
new and cunning locations. "I will grant all of 
you a wish. Even the child. I sense something I 
feel kinship to, in the child."
"I have a simple wish," said Ned. "I wish 
to know who is, truly, the daughter of my old 
friend, now dying."
"Is that all? You do not wish for a chest of 
pearls or a mountain of diamonds?"
Kit spoke up. "Such things bring more 
harm than good."
Merlania laughed. "The sprat speaks. 
What do you wish for, little boy."
"I will wait until my Daddy wishes."
"I have stated my wish," said Ned.
Vianis laughed. "You are not much fun. 
We prefer your sort with an honest interest in 
bank accounts."
"You are very wordly for a sea creature," 
said Ned. "And you may be right. I might be 
too simple for my own good. Yet I know if my 
son or I wish for pearls and diamonds they will 
turn to pebbles and glass, on the counter of the 
bank."
"Well spoken and more fun," said Vianis. 
"Dear Merlania, did you not think he would be 
like that preacher from the land of the oranges? 
What a prissy-prig."
Wait," cried Lotta. "You have not heard 
my wish."
Merlania turned and held up her hand so 
they could see she had no heart line upon her 
palm.
"NO!" Susan jumped up from the over- 
stuffeS chair. Doilies flew off like startled lace 
birds.
"Is it the baby coming?" asked two of the 
women keeping vigil in the parlour.
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"Something just awful is happening."
The women exchanged glances. Susan 
they regarded as the wisest, nicest person in 
town, and not one for sudden fits.
"Can you not tell?" shouted Susan wildly. 
"My poor Kit is calling me. Has no-one ever 
considered that Kit has nothing to fight with? He 
is a wonder, like a rainbow and not a force, like 
lightning."
"Betwixt us," the sea lady said, "We have 
all the puzzle parts to put together for that old 
King of the Wolves treasure. Lotta, what do you 
remember?"
"Shipboard games," said Lotta in a dreamy 
singsong. "My father with his deep green eyes 
and coarse beard... the way a bowler hat never 
fit over his ears."
"What became of our darling, our niece 
that he stole from us?"
"When we visited...it was a great World's 
Fair. All the newfangled electric lights flashed 
on. Startled, she fell backwards, off a pier, into 
the water. Mama! And he is howling, ah woe, 
and I never again saw a hand with dark curly hair 
at the wrist, that hand turning a card, the ace of 
diamonds, and green eyes..."
Smiling at Merlania, Kit said, "That lady 
did not drown. She was fished out...I see it, 
taken in by charitable persons. She is now the 
amnesiac manageress of a fine hotel by...some 
sea. One of seven. A big city."
"What an amazing feat of second, nay, 
third sight. Little boy, would you like to stay 
with us?"
"My Mommy would not like that."
Merlania looked over Kit’s head, directly 
at Lotta. "Your pan in this wish is teetering, for 
I crave the company of this amazing tot.”
Lotta arched her eyebrows.
"He need not go home if his daddy Dee 
Are Owe Double Ewe Enn Essss."
"My part in that?" asked Lotta.
"Reporter. That is all. We would not tru­
ly harm such a handsome fellow." She smiled 
flashily at Ned. "Only... bind him."
The court of sea creatures began murmer- 
ing until their voices took on the enticing music 
of the seashore caught in a shell. There were 
words elongated and magnificent. Unlimited and 
G lory...Power, greatness, unlike the words 
from the mouths of men and women...words un­
der water.
"Be wary Lotta," said Ned. "In seeking 
the rose of knowledge, you may tangle in the 
hedge of wickedness and pierce your own heart 
on the thorn of greed."
"Oh fudge," screamed Lotta. "I am sick to 
death of Smallness of Mind. I want Vistas, Are­
nas, Rapture, Beauty!"
Kit ran to her and put his small hand in 
hers. "Take me home, Lotta."
Vianis boomed, "Do so and you turn your 
back on all you crave."
Lotta smiled brighdy. "Have we all made 
our wishes?"
"I wished to find the daughter of my old 
friend, and that wish is granted," said Ned wear­
ily.
"Treasure," said Lotta. "Kit, make your 
wish."
"I wish to come back for visits, but never, 
never to live here, under the world."
"You put him up to it," wailed Merlania.
"What do you want? Must you OWN the 
child. He will come back. He said so."
On the way back, Ned said he was sorry 
he had ever doubted Lotta.
"Oh pshaw, Ned. I wouldn't let a friend 
drown or be bound, or break a mother's heart for 
all the pearls in the sea and treasure on land, 
which I have now lost, I surmise. But I have 
gained a father, and somewhere, a mother who 
manages a hotel."
There was a meeting of dying old wolf and 
found again daughter that would have made a 
strong man weep. Ned did wipe his mustache a 
few times.
Said the old wolf to Lotta, "Your mother 
had the treasure map sewn in beads on her even­
ing bag. I never got to tell her. It was a birthday 
surprise."
Going home, they sang "Row, Row Your 
Boat," and "Frere Jacques," until they were 
hoarse.
On Strawberry Hill, Kit broke into a trot. 
"My sister, my sister is coming soon," he piped.
"Will she be like you?" asked Lotta.
"Different. Her name is Juney and she 
will sing to beat the band."
Oh, she would sing, for there was a song 
to be passed around from the wolf to high voiced 
people, from the singing on Mermaid Island to
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the rocky shore of the Pacific Ocean, where 
treasure maps are made every morning and 
erased at night.
"Look, Lotta," said Kit that early morning 
Juney came into the world. "Doesn't that line of 
seaweed look just like the railroad trunk line out 
of Banjo Hill Station. I bet if you got on that 
train and went to the city on seven hills, by the
sea, at the third hotel you try, your Mama would 
be there. And, and..." He shut his eyes. "She 
has kept all these years a beaded handbag in her 
dresser drawer under some seashells wrapped in 
pretty scarves." He opened his eyes and looked 
at the sea, rippling like a blue scarf toward the 
maps and poetry on the shoreline.
"I think she is lonesome," said Kit.
\c>n+ from
h is  r e t r e a t  to  su rv ey  h i s  handiwork. The 
■ o u n ta in s ld e  below him was a scene of 
d e v a s t a t i o n .  G rea t  t r e e s  had been f e l l e d  by 
the  dea th  th r o e s  of the  Uktena, and t h e i r  
t ru n k s  la y  in  every  d i r e c t i o n .  At th e  bottom 
of the  s lo p e  la y  the  c a r c a s s  of the  g r e a t  
s e rp e n t  i t s e l f .  Groundhogs ' Mother r a i s e d  
h i s  arms to  the  sky and gave a loud c r y .
"Come my b r o th e r s  of th e  wind, our g r e a t  
enemy i s  no more. I t  i s  a good day f o r  
f e a s t i n g . ” Soon th e  sky darkened as a myriad 
of e a g l e s ,  hawks, v u l t u r e s ,  r a v e n s ,  and o th e r  
m e a te a t e r s  a p p e a re d ,  then  descended on the  
m onstrous snake to  t e a r  a t  i t s  f l e s h .  The 
c o n ju ro r  sm iled  w ith  grim s a t i s f a c t i o n  and 
s e t t l e d  down to  w a i t .
On th e  morning of the se v en th  day, the  
l a s t  of th e  b i r d s  d e p a r te d .  Groundhogs' 
Mother p icked  h i s  way s low ly  down th e  s lo p e  
and came to  s ta n d  a t  l a s t  where the  body of 
the  Uktena had been .  But now a l l  was gone, 
even th e  bones!  The c o n ju ro r  m u tte red  in  
a s to n is h m e n t ,  "T ru ly  t h i s  has been a 
f i n i s h i n g  p l a c e .  Even th e  magic c r y s t a l  i s
g one ."  J u s t  th e n  a gleam of l i g h t  in  the  
t r e e s  a t t r a c t e d  h i s  a t t e n t i o n .  Walking over 
to  an o ld  s p r u c e ,  he found the  U lu h s a t i  ly in g  
on the  bough where th e  sh a rp -ey e d  raven  th a t  
had found th e  c r y s t a l  l e f t  i t  when h i s  
i n t e r e s t  waned. B re a th in g  a p ray e r  of 
th a n k sg iv in g  to  the  P r o v id e r ,  Groundhogs' 
Mother c a r e f u l l y  wrapped the  U lu h sa t i  in  a 
sm a ll  p ie c e  of d e e r s k in  and p laced  i t  in  h i s  
pouch .
The Shawano c o n ju ro r  r e jo i n e d  h i s  
companions and r e tu r n e d  to  the  T sa la g i  
h e a r t l a n d  where he was adopted i n to  th e  t r i b e  
and— through  h i s  m as te ry  of the  U lu h s a t i— 
became th e  g r e a t e s t  magic worker the  T s a la g i  
had ever  known. Some say ,  m oreover, t h a t  
when he came back from Gahuhdi— the  F in i s h in g  
P l a c e — as th e  m ounta in  was c a l l e d  t h e r e a f t e r ,  
Groundhogs’ Mother had a t i n y  snake growing 
ou t of h i s  head r i g h t  where t h a t  drop  of 
p o iso n  la n d e d .  He d i d n ' t  seem to  n o t i c e  i t ,  
however, and ,  s i n c e  i t  would have been 
I m p o l i t e  f o r  anyone to  c a l l  a t t e n t i o n  to  i t ,  
maybe he never  d id .
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Dear Lynn and Christine,
-Thanks very much for MC 5. My mailbox has been 
pretty barren these days for some inexplicable reason 
(I think it 's  a conspiracy of the post office), so it 
was much appreciated.
Now, onto my comments on #5: I think this is the
best issue to date MC ju s t  keeps on improving! It 
was a nice fat issue too; and the new printing looked 
terrific!
As for the stories, GIPSY DAVEY by Charles de Lin! 
was my favorite. It had everything I would expect 
from a good fantasy story.
I have one quibble, though, with the word 'keep , 
which I find used quite often in medieval-type 
fantasy as  used, it seems to Imply a solitary tower 
without defending walls, (i.e "stormed his keep") A 
keep is part of a castle (the stronghold of its lord), 
and in order to attack the keep, invaders would have 
to firat break through the castle 's  curtain walls or 
batter  through the defenses of the gatehouse. When 
writers speak of keeps, it seems to me they are 
actually speaking about fortified tower-houses, or 
peel-towers such as those tha t  abound on the 
Northumbrian border.
As I said, this is a very minor trivial d e ta i l - -  
but I'm a great lover of castles (I've visited over 
thirty). Incidentally, 'keep' is a fairly modern 
word; the medieval term was Great Tower (magna 
turris).
C.L.-l do think you'd have to define what time 
period you consider "medieval." From my understanding 
on the subject, archaeologists are driven bonkers by 
the fact that 10th, 11th and 12th century ms. use the 
terms 'tu rn s ' 'domus' and even the earlier 'aula' 
Interchangeably for the central part, or living part, 
o f the castle. The term I ’ve come across most often, 
in English and French areas at least, is 'donjon' 
which usually (but not alw ays) includes the defensive 
walls and even the m otte it 's  built upon. And 
'castrum' is often used for very large castles that 
la ter developed into cities.
I also truly enjoyed Kelly Scanlon's THE TWIN.
Her use of language was quite beautiful and conjured 
up 6ome haunting images. However, 1 felt the 
beginning of the story was the strongest part. Once 
the main character met the Hill People, events seemed 
to happen rather quickly. 1 think she should have 
gradually discovered her resemblance to her twin 
sis ter  ra ther  than be told about it. Still. I'd like 
to read SOME MORE stories about these Hill People--  
they sound interesting! I was also pleased to find a 
story written in first p e rso n - -n o t  too common in the 
fantasy genre.
ROWING IN CIRCLES AGAIN was also entertaining; the 
humor was well-done without becoming corny, and there 
was plenty of action. 1 don't think it was necessary, 
though, to repeat "knowing herself doomed" twice on 
page one, when Caroline thought she was going to be 
eaten by the octopus. This is only a very  minor 
point, of course
1 enjoyed the other stories in the Issue as well, 
but 1 have a question to ask Pat Reynolds, was "The 
Guide" the lady on the horse or Deirdre? It seemed at 
first as if the lady was leading Paul away from
reality, rather than guiding him to something, but 
Deirdre was in the way, literally. So she did guide 
him to Deirdre...Just who is the lady anyway? I'd 
like to know more about her.
The LOC column was particularly lively this time, 
and, as usual, a great help and entertaining read 
It's so interesting to see all the different 
viewpoints a single story can raise! 1 agree with 
Christine that a writer MUST learn to take criticism 
if he-she wishes to survive in this business--on)y  by 
criticism can we learn. Since joining a writer's group 
about 1 1/2 years ago and having my stuff  critiqued. 
I’ve found my sales have increased by 30-40 percent. 
Other people can pick out l i t t le  things you might 
miss.
1 was interested in Gwenyth Hood's comments on my 
story, PAYING THE PIPER. I did intend Caristiona to 
be calculating to some d e g re e - - i f  she'd really been SO 
meek, she wouldn't have spoken out angrily at her 
first meeting with Mabonwy, when she thought he'd 
"held out hope then snatched it back." However, I 
didn't want to dwell too much on this, as it would 
have given away the ending. I found Gwenyth's 
comments on viewpoint intersting, too.
Janet P. Reedman
Victoria, B.C.
1 appreciated the kind words from the letter 
writers who commented about "The Blood Red Rune," and 
the constructive criticism offered by several of them 
I agree with Jefferson Swycaffer tha t  the rune itself 
could not be Vilmeid's bane; but whether the bane was 
the runestone (the proximate cause of his death), or 
the worm tha t unbalanced him, or the rain tha t  drove 
out the worm, or Thor who caused the rain, or the 
Noma who "sicced" Thor on Vilmeid, or Vilmeid's own 
personality (the ultimate cause) is difficult to say 
since each played a role. 1 also agree with Sarah 
Beach tha t  warning Vilmeid to "beware the blood-red 
rune" was not really playing fair  with him because - -  
although it would have been possible for him to avoid 
his fate by making different choices at several points 
in the story - - b y  the time he sees the bloody rune he 
has already "passed the last fork in the road." I'll 
polish up this section of the story when I pull 
together a collection of my Nine Worlds tales for 
publication in book form.
I enjoyed the stories in Mythic Circle *5. but 
wish to comment only on "Rowing in circles Again’ by 
Jefferson Swycaffer. The atory moved well and the 
characters were Interesting, but 1 did have some minor 
quibbles with certain details.  It seems to me that if 
you are going to set a fantasy story in a "real" place 
(e.g. Venice), an author ought to keep the biological 
"facts" consistent with our world My understanding 
is th a t  the kraken  was supposed to be a giant squid, 
not an octopus, and th a t  it lived in the waters around 
Scandinavia - -  not in the Adriatic. If Jefferson 
simply called Karakil an octopus to begin with, there 
would be no problem
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I'm looking forward to the American Fantasy
issue—
Doug Rossman 
Baton Rouge, LA
Dear Readers
Firstly 1 would like to thank Ms. Hood, Mr 
Swyeaffer, Ms. Beach, and Ms Anderson for their 
comments on "The Love Charm." They were greatly 
appreciated.
A special note to Gwenyth Hood: I appreciate your 
writing down your comments before you hear from your 
s tudents but Iwould  also like to know what your 
students '  comments are If they have any. I'm sure I 
speak for many of the contributors in requesting that 
if our works are shown to any outsiders for comment, 
please let us know the results.
Next a word on printing chapters from longer 
works. Although 1 enjoy short stories in the fantasy 
genre myself, it would seem th a t  there is little 
professional market for them. Magazine publishers are 
mainly interested in fantasy of the horror type if 
they are interested In fantasy at all, and book 
publishers are naturally  interested in longer works, 
especially trilogies or shared world anthologies (and 
God save us from any more inane shared world 
anthologies!) I think th is  is unfortunate since an 
Impromptu survey at a recent Chicago convention has 
shown tha t most of those present preferred works of 
the shorter length
What I am getting at is tha t in order for us to 
share works tha t  would actually be salable, we would 
probably have to submit works tha t  are part of longer 
works. These submissions should either stand on their 
own as those submitted by Ms. Anderson do, or contain 
detailed synopses of all relevant information both 
preceding and following. I agree with our editors 
tha t  we should not serialize. 1 think tha t  the 
decision on whether we should do this regularly or not 
is one which we should all make together, so I hope 
others write in their  opinions on this matter.
Finally, I'd like to express my appreciation for 
the wondeful artwork provided by Tim and Bonnie 
Callahan Tim's drawing th a t  accompanied "The Love 
Charm" was just perfect. We are fortunate to have two 
talented a r t i s ts  as these illustrating our works.
From the Heartland 
John Patrick Wall 
Palatine, 1L
P S 1 depend upon Ms. Reynolds to inform us if 
the market for shorter fantasies is any better on her 
side of the Atlantic as it is on ours 1 hope it is.
C .L .-lf we had the money, we'd pu t out books! In 
fact, I'd be on the phone with Angelee, Gwenyth, the 
Callahans, and some others who have books at hand and 
who write well. In a fla sh ' But the constraints o f 
finances d icta te our sticking to short fiction And. 
we will run an occasional really long piece, bur to do 
It often is to take up space that several stories by 
several authors could fill. We are. a fte r  all. a 
writers' fo rum --and  sad to say. what you see printed  
here is only a portion o f what we get in the mail 
Anyone with a fortune handy want to fund a worthy 
project?..
1 really liked "Rowing In Circles Again" - 
despite the fact th a t  a number of questions were not 
answered (like, just exactly WHAT is Caroline anyway? 
A winged woman?); the story had a certain, charming 
flair 1 quite enjoyed 1 also enjoyed Reedman's 
"Lonely Maiden" except th a t  i t  doesn't  seem to scan 
quite right - -  1 don't mind free verse but this is 
clearly a tight rhyme-scheme; perhaps I'm mis-placing 
my emphases. 1 liked "The Twin" though 1 found it
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quite predictable (predictability does not preclude 
enjoyment).
Angelee Anderson's pieces were fascinating; 1 
particularly enjoyed "Courtship and Consummation" 
although a t  times I felt  almost like a peeping Tom -  
there 's  a very intimate quality to th a t  piece which 
causes me to feel a l it tle uneasy at the  same time I 
enjoy it. I was also fascinated by "The Guide" — 
another enigmatic work th a t  I enjoyed but I don't know 
tha t  I Interpret correctly; perhaps Pat Reynolds 
doesn't mind erroneous interpretations.
"The Bone Castle" was somewhat problematical for 
me -  on one hand I enjoyed it, on the other I felt the 
end was rushed, as if the motives, arguments, and 
character flaws were ske tched-in  and I Just had to run 
with them. A lit tle more development, 1 think, would 
help tremendously.
I fond Gwenyth Hood's "Inside the  Fairy Tale" a 
wonderful, powerful poem - -  "if i t  grows no worse" 
indeed!
"Gipsy Davey" was a good piece (to be expected, 
with Charles de Lint); I liked the character of 
Jeannie: the image of someone locked within her own 
mind, struggling with incomprehensible words, and yet 
free in the world of faery -  i t  s tirs  compassion 
within me for those who suffer from autistism and 
Down's Syndrome in the ‘real world’.
The le tters  are taking on a very rewarding life 
of their  own; even though 1 will never meet most of 
these people I have well-developed notions of their 
personalities and opinions! 1 applaud all the authors 
and a r t is ts  th a t  appear in your pages (what 
dedication!) and vainly wish 1 could Join them, but 
it 's  Important to know your limitations. I struggle 
to write these letters, much less a story, but it 
makes me feel like I'm participating, too.
Frances Garland 
Miles City. Montana
Propaganda first; All the small magazines need 
their  admirers to lean hard on congressmen for a 
special second class mail rate for publications of 
under 5,000 circulation - -  too many are dying off.
Free flow of information must be encouraged in a free 
society with special a t tention to alt creativity.
CHARACTERS: Old-fashioned, as well as old - -  1 
like to enjoy the characters of a story, imagine more 
details about them, but today's trends of very, very 
short glimpses of action don't permit that.  Glad that 
MC and others still print reasonable length stories - -  
some of the 100-worders look and feel like a slice of 
the 11:00 news, and tha t 's  probably the inspiration 
for most.
#6  had some great characters; Thomas, Deirdre.--  
and the lovely, smoothly delightful writing of A S 
Anderson. Keep up the good art work, everyone.
PUNCTUATION: In the immmortal words of St. 
Socrates "If it a in 't  dead don't stuff  it."
Punctuations are the gestures of language. (Not a 
quote, you read it here first)  Taught English a while, 
learned it, sort of, off and on - -  lots of 
taxidermists in th a t  field; you can make a dead dog 
look ra ther  l ife-like, but it won’t  wag its tail, lick 
your hand, or be glad you've come home - -  and it does 
get dusty. Joyce and cummings did for language what 
Freud..Einstein and Kant did for other things - -  but 
unfortunately the ir  achievements are still mysterious 
to most. Anyone who doesn't believe m e - - t r y  J.J.'s 
style and get rejected for "imitating" tha t  master.
Speed reading texts  (tech, and stuff) need a kind or 
standard punct.--OK, but sto ry-te l ling 's  a function of 
spoken language--so  le t 's  preserve the gestures of 
l l f e - - t h e  punctuator is the percussionist of the 
orchestration of w ords--each  must conduct the score 
h im se lf - -)  however (or her /se lf—
l i f e  i s n ' t  a lw a y s  w r i t t e n  on 
th e  s t a f f  o f  an  e a s y - t o - r e a d  s c o r e - - a s  modern  
m u s ic ia n s  t e l l  us .  H ere  a r e  some p e r h a p s  e x t r a  
p u n c tu a t io n s  t h a t  c a n  be u s e d  a s  t h e  r e a d e r  wills ,  
from t h e  l a s t  e ig h t  l in e s  o f  r e c e n t  poem: 
d a s h  or s i x -  
and
lo ts
o f  c,
O,
M,
ma 6,
i
C h a r le s  Rampp 
B a lt im o re ,  MD
Having the benefit o f  reading your letters and not 
Just your stories and poems, I know how 's tream -of-  
consciousness’ your modes o f  punctuation can be! At 
the same time i t ’s wise for  a writer to bear in mind 
the effect being created  - -  and i f  i t ’s not the effect 
you wish to create, you 're shooting yourself in the 
foot.
C.L.-But then, his key words are in that first 
paragraph (" free flow", "free soc ie ty ", "creativity"!. 
There are people who do reach for  Joyce and cummings 
for pleasure re a d in g - - th ou gh  1 have to admit I'm not 
one o f  'em'
Dear Christ ine, Lynn. Jefferson, Janet,  Kelly,
Angelee. Gwyneth, Charles, Mary Ann, Sarah, Quintain, 
Adam, Frances, Bonnie, S tan ley ,  Tim and Linda.
Thank you all for w riting  and 'o r  drawing 1 
especially liked Tim's cover, and hoped th a t  you'd 
written something with a Russian base. Sometime soon?
1 thought "Rowing in Circles Again" had 
considerable merit,  the  dialogue was especially well 
handled, but 1 was puzzled by a few elements Why are 
they r e tu rn in g  to Venice? When the  octopus retires to 
a "post" do you mean a "place or s ta t io n ” or an 
"upright log where a boat  could tie  up?" If the 
la tte r ,  what Is it doing in th e  Adriatic? 1 was also 
left wondering why Karakii took them to London.
More good loca tions  and beautifu lly  formed 
characters  from J a n e t  Reedman's "The Bone Castle. I 
nearly fell off my chair  when 1 read "Castle Rysing," 
as I occasionally  work a t  a cas t le  called "Castle 
Rising" ( it  Is ju s t  a coincidence of names, isn 't 
it?). Of course , I had  to  read the  story  in tha t 
se tting . I t  very  n ea r ly  works, the  main sticky point 
being "Essardonia" and "Sedovia." I realise I m 
probably th e  only person th a t  they spoil the story 
for, but th e y  do draw the  eye out of the usually very 
controlled focus of the  s to ry ,  when what I think Janet 
was wanting to do was to focus it on something other 
than the  immediate scene .  Invented  names of invented 
countries tend  to loose th e  control.
The "Trees of Elfhame" has  a nice blend of nursery 
rhyme and Celtic lore. However, "The Lonely Maiden 
is not. I th ink ,  one of J a n e t ’s b e t te r  poems. The 
first verse ,  espec ia lly  is bad In my f irs t  reading,
1 took maiden to be a noun —  the  maiden is addressed by 
the speaker  The whole poem makes it clear th a t  the 
speaker 16 the  maiden, and the re fo re ,  maiden has to 
mean "virginal" r a th e r  th a n  "virgin." describing the
speaker's s ta te .  The whole phrase could be adjectival 
if i t  were "(as) a lonely maiden, in my distress." 1 
feel th a t  "good" was only used for the rhyme, 
countered as it is by her thoughts  in the  eighth line.
These Daws are ra th e r  a p ity , as it is a lovely 
story.
"The Twin" is memorable for Kelly's close 
a t ten t ion  to archaeological deta ils ,  which enliven a 
theme tackled by other writers.
1 enjoyed "Courtship and Consummation " It 
reminded me of the  Song of Songs in parts .  I felt the 
cap ita l isa t ion  of Him was a bit over the top Is palis 
(third paragraph, line 12) a typo? A palis is a 
palisade, but I th ink it needs a word like "cliffs.” 
"Clement's Tale for Nika" 1 d id n ' t  ra te  so highly.
Perhaps its context within th e  novel would explain why 
so much a t ten t ion  was paid to the  "v is ita tions."
Perhaps It has something to do with the Honour Bound s 
"hear t 's  e ternal dream."
The time scale of "Inside the  Fairy Tale. Will He 
or Won't He" is ra th e r  d ifficu lt  to  follow. Are the 
italics missing from the  firs t  b ro th e r 's  speech? I'm 
not sure about "popcorn in a s a c k .” what does th a t  
sound like? 1 ca n ’t help suggesting  th a t  the  cosy, 
filling, warm associa tions of "popcorn." while 
contrasting  with the  e inder lad 's  predicament, are not 
really dealt  with.
I loved "Gipsy Davey." 1 admire the  way Charles 
blends the action and the  te lling .  However, I don't 
think Charles should have  made the  pr iest  so much a 
missionary - -  especially  amongst th e  nobili ty  - -  th is  
dates  the story too closely. The problem is the  gypsy
—  the Romany only came to Brita in  in th e  16th Century
—  a thousand years  or so a f t e r  C h r is t ian i ty  Why 
does Thomas have  to be r e -c o n v ln c e d  in to  leading 
Yarred to Davey? By say ing  th a t  he would, t ru e  Thomas 
has bound himself to the  dead. Surely at th is  point
he would be tormented, and he should be reminding 
himself th a t  he chose to sa v e  th e  c i t izens ,  r a th e r  
than Yarred making f u r th e r  t h r e a t s  a g a in s t  him. But 
these  really  are very  minor qu ibb les .  When i t 's  so 
well written , 1 don 't  mind.
Pat Reynolds
Milton Keynes.
England
We also hoped to have something Russian in MC*5. but 
no such luck one lovely- p iece  is making the rounds o f  
paying markets first (can't  blame the author fo r  that)  
and another Russian piece is actually  a nove l written 
by Tim <£■ Bonnie Callahan (a l i t t l e  long fo r  us), also 
out ' being considered. But don't hold back, write us 
one yourself!  — Excellent observations throughout.
Issue 4, my sample, was o u ts ta n d in g .  "The 
F ountain  and the  Black Fish" and "Aubade" by Hood. 
"Paying the  P iper” (Reedman), "The Blood Red Rune" 
(Rossman) and ”Hild" by C a l lahan  were p a r t i c u la r ly  
good, especially  th e  pieces by Hood and Callahan." 1 
liked th e  l a t t e r ' s  s to ry ,  bu t  h is  de l ive ry ,  form and 
Imagery, put one r ig h t  on th e  sh ie ld  wall! 1 had a 
l i t t l e  trouble  with "Aubade” th e  f i r s t  two or th ree  
times through; perhaps  my fam il ia r i ty  with epic 
f a n ta sy  conven tions  was a l i t t l e  ru 6 ty /d a te d  But in 
coming back to it in a couple of weeks ev e ry th in g
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clicked and the less heavy handed approach increased 
its worth once penetrated.
You've hooked a subscriber. Looking forward to 
more outstanding collections.
Jason Scott Steele 
Tamaroa, IL
And thank yo u .
Your issue 5 was, I think, your best yet. Worth 
the price of admission alone were, of course, the de 
Lint piece, (once again, de Lint not only gets inside 
the skin of his characters, but his plotting takes 
twists and turns so delightfully unexpected you cannot 
outguess him!) but also Hood's poem "Inside the Fairy- 
Tale." I'm beginning to scan the ti t le  page for her 
name as well as Angelee Anderson’s when I get one of 
your zlnes.
Another thing tha t  continually amazes me Is the 
quality of the artwork. Lynn's deceptively casual 
style, th a t  blends humor with whatever emotion she’s 
depicting from the story, enhances nicely. Then there 
are the Callahans! That silhouette by Bonnie on page 
ten Is breathtaking in composition and in the 
sensitivity of the profiles. And Tim's powerful scene 
from the climax of the de Lint story! How do you get 
these people's work for f ree--som e ancient blackmail 
threat?
C.L.-The Callahans are old friends...bu t I have  
been known to try  luring them to my place with the 
promise o f chocolate pie, to get some drawings from 
them when it 's  my turn to lay out the is s u e - - in  fact 
I'm formulating a Master Plan o f th is sort as I finish  
up typing these LOCs for issue 0 6!
As usual, I was stunned with admiration at Angelee 
Anderson’6 exquisite proBe, though these two stories 
(particularly "Courtship and Consummation") did not 
work as well for me as her past stories. It 's 
difficult to put my finger on precisely why - -  1 
suspect it has to do with the personification of the 
ship. 1 generally have a great deal of trouble with 
anthropomorphism in either animals or things. Why- 
should a thing or an animal react with human emotions 
and desires when they do not possess either human 
bodies or the benefit (if benefit it is) of human 
upbringing and civilization? It's different,  of 
course, If the thing or animal i6 really a transformed 
human - -  then the problem is Interesting! Anyway 1 
detested WIND IN THE WILLOWS because of this seeming- 
discrepancy when I was small.
Pat Reynolds has proved tha t  she can write well, 
but can she plot? There seemed to be a murkiness to 
actions, and meanings of actions, in "The Guide’ tha t  
was beyond the author's control?
Then there was Janet Reedman's "The Bone Castle " 
Once more, Janet creates a living, breathing female 
character —  but then we're stuck with Just another 
handsome, sword-swinging facade for her to fall in 
love with, and betray her sense of honor with at the 
end, apparently without a qualm. General question: I 
wonder if the myriad young female authors out there 
who churn out hundreds of stories about good-looking 
sword-swinging "heroes" have ever taken the time or 
trouble to look inside their  f ighters’ miraculously 
unscarred skulls? Most of 'em. this Ilmarlnen 
Included, can easily be interchanged. They have no 
personality whatever —  in fact, put modern clothes on 
them, and a gun In the place of their  sword, and 
suddenly they are roaming bullies looking for trouble 
ra ther  than staying home and being responsible 
citizens. (Of course, as James Dean proved, tha t type 
can have a fascination for young females as well.) 
Readman is a t  her best when describing Mingor's castle 
(wow! great writing, there!) but I’d strongly 
recommend, if  she's  going to do more of this pseudo-
medieval, Tolkien-flavored fantasy, she get a copy of 
Paul Edwin Zimmer's A GATHERING OF HEROES and study 
th a t  to see what a professional hero is really  like.
Mary-Edlth Bridges 
Seattle, WA
C.L.-l don't know what you 've  been reading lately, 
but i t  seems there are at least as many male authors 
out there doing Conan or Strider co p ies--yo u th  (or 
age) notw ithstanding.
If people like myself do not stop writing such 
long le tte rs  of comment, soon MC will contain so many 
pages of le tte rs  tha t there will be no room for 
fiction. Nevertheless, 1 anticipate being guilty of 
even more verbiage than usual this time...
Before I comment on Issue 5, let me apologize in 
advance for the fact th a t  the bulk of my remarks are 
criticism ra the r  than praise. I am very particular, 
untyplcally so, regarding what I do and do not like in 
ar t ,  especially when the genre is fantasy, the one 
most dear to me.
•Rowing in Circles’ has a quality which I often 
notice in short fantasies - -  namely, tha t  its points 
of beginning and ending seem rather  random. It 
s tr ikes me as less a story than a series of events 
(the second alone does not constitute the first). For 
myself, I prefer more of a sense of inevitability in 
my openings and my conclusions, but then, 1 am 
hopelessly traditional.
Kelly Scanlon's "The Twin" Is competently written, 
and I would like to see Kelly refine further her 
nicely developing style. My primary complaint about 
the story is th a t  the end leaves me with no feeling as 
to why the meeting between the twins was momentous, 
and the momentousness of it is the whole reason for 
the story 's existence.
Pat Reynolds' l i t tle map for "The Guide" is
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delightful. Unfortunately, 1 had almost no success In 
understanding the  point of the  story, perhaps 
partially  because of a lack of continuity from which 
It seems to suffer.
Regarding 'Inside the Fairy Tale: Will He or Won't 
He?" by Gwyneth Hood - -  excellent, excellent. This 
poem has the virtue tha t  1 ache to see more of in 
fantasy  li terature , tha t of letting us see the 
character 's  insides. If a real human being, in real 
life, were to have a mythic experience, what would he 
think and how would he feel? Most writers tell us 
much too lit tle of this; for me, the action tha t takes 
place within the characters is as critical as the 
actions they perform.
A number of comments regarding Janet Reedman's 
work:
Her stories seem superior to her poems to me, 
though 1 do not think the poems bad; in fact, the one 
Improvement of more regular metre would work wonders 
on them. As a prose writer she is definitely better 
than average, and I find the Images and description of 
the castle in "The Bone Castle" to be especially good. 
One thing 1 do not like about her prose style is her 
frequent use of contractions, and modern collogualisms 
such as "That sounds typical!" 1 simply cannot believe 
these in the mouth of a purportedly ancient mythic 
person Of course, this may be Reedman's method of 
bringing the reader into empathy with the characters -  
-  af te r  all, it can be argued, ancient persons did not 
sound ancient to themselves. But for me this  method 
does not work; my tas te  too much regrets the los of 
atmosphere which accompanies the modernizing
C.L.-Thls is a good point - -  there must be a happy 
medium between 'writing forsoothly' and Wall Street 
p a tte r  put into the mouths o f houpelande-ciad honchos, 
a la Katherine Kurtz The best examples o f the happy 
medium seem to be those writers who make an effort to 
create their OWK idiom.
My husband Stan, upon reading "The Bone Castle," 
commented on the overly expository quality of the 
opening dialogue. It occurs to me tha t  the horror 
modern writers have of long narrative passages 
unbroken by dialogue may lead to this fault. One must 
get one's exposition in somehow , and if great care is 
not taken, the attempt to do this in dialogue forces 
one to put things in the mouths of one's characters 
th a t  no one would ever actually say
I am not sure tha t  the ending of "The Bone Castle" 
Is moral, but isn’t tha t  ju s t  the trouble with these 
Celtic fairies? Celestria "prayed, waited and 
prayed," says Janet. Prayed to whom?
Which brings me to "Gipsy Davey." Technically de 
Lint's writing needs no criticism from me, so 1 will 
confine my remarks to the story 's content. The ’grey" 
of the Celtic concept of Faerie (very different from 
Tolkien's), whose inhabitants belong neither to Heaven 
nor Hell but seem to succeed in straddling the fence 
between them forever, may be comforting and convenient 
for those who prefer not choosing between black and 
white; but in real life one always chooses, if only by 
default. And while I realize tha t  Mythic Circle is a 
forum for literary discussion and not religious 
debate, I cannot help saying how offensive 1 find this 
s to ry ’s references to Christianity The fact that the 
priest Is finally revealed as an evil charlatan does 
not do a lot to amend this, for 1 do not get the 
feeling th a t  de Lint would have been much kinder to 
him if he were a genuine ra ther  than a hypocritical 
example of his vocation. Religious preference aside, 
making the priest the villain is a mere cliche in this 
an ti-c le rical age. C.S. Lewis, while decrying the 
errors of paganism, could a t  least find some things to 
praise about it as well; i t  would be nice If pagans, 
atheis ts ,  etc., could extend to Christianity the same 
courtesy. (I am not calling de Lint a pagan, having no
inkling as to his religious views. It is only the 
tone of his story th a t  is In question.)
Responses to Issued raised in the letters of 
comment:
(1) Having once had a poem rejected on the basis 
of this criticism, will Pat Reynolds or someone please 
explain to me what Is so objectionable about Latinate, 
polysyllabic words? To me, words such as 
"Incarnation" (Pat's example) often ahve more 
musicallty than shorter, non-Latin  alternatives, and 
this is important to those of us who write for the ear 
as well as for the eye. Of course, 1 realize that 
anything can be overdone.
(2) To Adam Knecht, whose LOC 1 enjoyed very much: 
the best themes, the truly universal ones, are never 
outdated.
Finally, I have a comment/correction regarding one 
of my own pieces in Issue 5, ’Courtship and 
Consummation." Paragraph two sta tes th a t  the ship is 
sailing before a southeasterly wind, but if one reads 
the description following, one finds th a t  it is 
sailing southwest, which means th a t  it must be sailing 
before a northeasterly wind. According to my atlas, 
the trade winds in this area are referred to as the 
southeast trade winds though a t  one point they sort of 
veer around northeast, hence my original choice of 
"southeasterly." But In noting the appearance of 
Inaccuracy th is  presents, I la ter  decided to change 
this  to "northeasterly"; the change, however, did not 
make it Into the Mythic Circle's version. Lest this 
sound like much ado about nothing, 1 do agree strongly 
with Pat Reynolds' very l i tera te  LOC tha t  anything in
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a fantasy story tied to the real world must be 
researched so th a t  one knows of what one speaks.
C.L. -Tolkien  would have agreed also: I recall 
reading he revamped LOTH because he'd p lo tted  the 
moon's cycles Inaccurately In an earlier draft.
1 hope to have VOYAGE OF THE HONOUR BOUND, the 
novel from which my contributions to Issue 5 were 
excerpted, completed and ready to go out to a 
publisher (no decision yet as to whom; anyone?) 
shortly after this  le t te r  appears. It may be the last 
new thing I will have going out for a while, as S ta n ' 
and I are expecting our firs t  child in mid-October and 
th a t  is certain to at least temporarily curtail my 
writing time. Perhaps my le tte rs  of comment will also 
be reduced to manageable length.
Angelee Sailer Anderson
Westminster, CA
Addendum: A son, Gareth Dominic Anderson, was born 
to us prematurely on June 9 and died a few hours 
la ter. Please remember us in your prayers.
Everybody likes  to get p a tted  and p e tted  and told 
they're good, but when i t  comes to selling fiction  
that doesn't help as much as some straightforward  
criticism. So don't be apologetic about pointing out 
the flaws as you see them: your honest responses are 
always appreciated as long as you're not vicious about 
i t  (1 have a hard time imagining you in the vicious 
m o d e--) .
While 1 too would have liked  a l i t t le  more 'tail' 
to the end o f Scanlon's tale, I  didn't feel a lack o f 
the "momentous" Quality regarding the tw ins' meeting: 
i t 's  a dramatic event, even I f  the language under­
played it. In some ways I saw the story as a prologue 
to a larger tale - -  how does the protagonist, with her 
damaged se lf-esteem , manage living  with the hill 
people? What happens a month, a year later? 1 know 
tha t Kelly is writing quite a few stories se t in her 
created world ("Tapestry" from MC#2 is another such 
piece) but I've no idea whether these twin sisters  
appear again - -  i f  not, they  should! Kelly?
Quite a few people were m ystified  by "The Guide" 
(look at the other LOCS) but nor all o f them were put 
o ff  by Pat's very sty lized  treatment: 1 think to some 
degree th is  is  a case o f When S ty les  Collide... (yours 
and hers). And while I commiserate with your response 
to "Gipsy D avey" 1 think it 's  rea lity  - -  Christians 
end up defending their fa ith  which, unfortunately, 
gets tarred with the same brush as the atrocities 
committed in the name o f the fa ith  (Mel Brooks singing 
"The Inquisition— !" swells up in the background).
And while th is magazine (and the Mythopoeic Society 
which sponsors It) are not religious per se . there is 
undeniably a spiritual quality  which touches any 
organization focusing on Tolkien, Lewis, & Williams
Since 1 am writing this  le tte r  af te r  having read 
my wife Angelee's le tter  of comment (and am presuming 
it will follow hers if printed), 1 may take the 
privilege, normally enjoyed only by the editors, of 
commenting on her le tte r  In the same issue in which It 
appears.
The artwork In Mythic Circle continues to please 
me. Tim Callahan's cover and lllo for 'Gypsy Davey" 
are veritable snapshots of action. 1 almost feel tha t 
If I had turned the page more quickly, I might have 
caught what happened Just before the scene depicted. 
Alas, and once again I long to know the story behind 
the cover. Is It based on any existing tale, Tim?
Bonnie's s tark silhouette for "The Twin" had the 
most authori ty  ( that description comes from a college 
a r t  class, 1 believe) of any drawing in the issue, and 
I much prefer it to her more sketchy one for "Rowing 
in Circles Again." In fact,  I wanted my own drawing 
for "Courtship and Consummation" to be less sketchy,
but, lacking a master's skill, 1 was unable to 
reproduce the figurehead's facia) expression from the 
rough pencil drawing I began as a warm-up. Since 
chance pencllwork caught the expression jus t  right, I 
had to content myself with careful touching up, not 
daring any bold strokes lest 1 ruin it. Not a t r u e '  
a r t i s t 's  approach, I know.
1 get a special enjoyment from filler pieces (the 
li t t le  margin drawings in MAD Magazine were always my 
favorite part  —  now what was his name again?) / Was 
tha t Sergio Aragones?C.L.( and Christine's le tter  
column pieces were delightful - -  especially the little 
Reeplcheep-like figure on page 34. (Thanks!]
Before I comment on the stories, I have one 
suggestion for the editors which may be too cumbersome 
to incorporate, but which, if feasible, would be 
helpful. I would like to see a listing of the 
previous contributions by the authors in the current 
issue. Then 1 wouldn't have to dig out the old issues 
and see what so -an d -so  wrote before and how it 
compares with the new stuff  (pure laziness on my own 
part) .
1 pretty  much agree with Angelee's comments about 
"Rowing in Circles Again" —  too much activity and not 
enough story. I wonder if it is a part of a longer 
piece? Or perhaps the ti t le  means to imply that the 
story is going in circles. If so and if this is 
intentional, it doesn’t work for me. As I read the 
story I seemed to notice an abundance of - ly  and -ing 
descriptive words. For some reason, this gave me a 
sense th a t  the author was reaching for words to use; 
but I don't know it Is bad technique or tha t it was 
overdone —  it may be ju s t  not to my taste . (Also, 
what do the pound signs mean - - o r  are they more word 
processing artifacts?)
Again I agree with Angelee about the ending to 
"The Twin." I so enjoyed the build-up, tha t I w-as 
ra the r  let down by the insignificance of the meeting. 
After all, we knew she would meet her twin - -  well, we 
didn't know, but what else could happen? That's  what 
I wanted to see: What Else Could Happen?
By the way, the Ventura gave a very professional 
look to this story and the other portions of the issue 
it was used on. Please continue this trend if at all 
possible.
In an earlier issue, I said tha t  1 didn't think 1 
was unbiased enough to comment on Angelee's pieces, 
but I can 't  resist. I am enamoured with "Courtship 
and Consummation" and think it quite the best piece in 
the issue - -  there!
I have mixed feelings about "The Guide." 1 think 
it certainly needs some polishing Just on the 
technical level, as there are some clumsy sentences 
and grammar errors such as "He dreamt tha t  night, that 
she was again passing him on her horse..." or "She was 
not as tall as him but, she was standing higher on the 
hill, so he could look directly Into her eyes." I 
also suspect th a t  there may be some missing sections 
(computer dropouts?) as there are places tha t 
completely lose me (i.e. between the first and second 
paragraphs on page 20 and the end of the first column 
on page 17).
1 did like the way the beginning faded to a 
backflash without the reader (or me, at least) 
realizing it  until reaching the phrase "Will you help 
me to catch a goose?" the second time. The rest of the 
story tended to ramble in a haphazard way, perhaps 
intentionally, since it reads as though it were a 
transcription of a dream. If th is  is the case, it is 
well done as an exercise in capturing the veering yet 
seemingly continuous flow of events tha t  dreams 
generally have. But 1 am not sure th a t  this makes it 
valuable as a piece by Itself; It would need to be 
part of a larger setting. Of course. If it is not 
meant to be a dream, then 1 would have to say it was
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merely sloppily executed.
There is something to be said for a good title, 
and "The Bone Castle" Is one whose image Immediately 
captured my attention. Too many books and movies 
these days have bland one-word tit les.  (This may be 
Judging a book by its cover, but 1 have to admit, 
without having heard ei ther  one I would much rather 
listen to a musical piece entitled, say, "The Indian 
Elephant Symphony" over one called "Concerto in D-flat 
Minor"). Anyway, I enjoyed the story, with the same 
reservations th a t  Angelee noted in her letter.
I've never read any of Charles de Lint's books, 
but It is clear th a t  he Is a professional. The story 
is well constructed and the characters interesting, 
although, like Angelee, 1 get tired of the evil priest 
in so many stories. 1 found the character of Jeannle 
to be very tenderly handled, and hers and Davey’s 
separation in her dream was simply heart-breaking.
Finally, the le t te r  column was as lively as ever, 
and 1 look forward to it in each issue.
Stanley E. Anderson
Westminster, CA
Readers! IT you would like  to see a lis tin g  o f  
authors' previous MC appearances accompany their work, 
please le t us know -  otherwise, Stan, you're out o f 
luck! I look forward to Pat Reynolds providing all o f 
us with a l i t t le  more Insight in to  ’The Guide" (and, a 
purely personal aside — but, hey, I f  1 can't abuse the 
privileges o f being editor what use is I t? ! - -  1 hope 
to be m eeting with Pat A Trevor in England about the 
time th is  issue comes out!). And you don’t have to be 
unbiased toward your wife's work (better biased toward 
than biased against).
To Whom It May Concern:
it has come to my a tten tion  tha t  one of our 
Inmates, a Mr. Ollle Mantra, briefly escaped from 
under the protective care of our institution, and has 
been sending notes which I can safely describe as 
being entirely inappropriate to a sane, well-ordered 
mind. This le t te r  is Just to inform you th a t  he has 
been apprehended (in Montana, for pete's sake), and 
has been returned to our custody. You may rest 
assured th a t  a few megavolts from our private 
discharge generator, applied directly to the 
neuroventribular cavity at the base of the 'venduo 
Plata ' will make him think twice before trying this 
again.
However, although th is  incident might well be 
deemed closed, I think it  only fair to point out tha t 
causes can be ascribed to his previous release which 
cannot entirely be laid at his door, warped, or not. 
Upon his capture, one of our guards reported several 
of your publications in his possession which, to be 
blunt, probably did more to exacerbate Mr. Mantra's 
condition than any therapy alone can entirely relieve.
1 have taken the liberty of flipping through those 
documents and, quite frankly, 1 am shocked
As many esteemed philosophers have pointed out, a 
mind brought up on fantasy is an edifice constructed 
on shifting sands. It is quite clear to me why Mr 
Mantra's 'sands' have shifted, if these trashy 
magazines are any indication as to the quality of the 
li tera ture  he reads Facts, facts, and more facts are 
what is needed here to restore sanity - -  not 
hopelessly silly stories about tumescent elves 
prancing about with switchblades as large as a 
lamppost.
It is small comfort to many citizens, such as 
myself, to know th a t  three weeks of valium cocktails 
and librium nightcaps will restore Mr Mantra to his 
previous s ta te  of benign equanimity. You simply 
cannot depend on modern medicine alone to relieve all 
the world's troubles - -  the responsibility is too 
enormous.
1 hope you respond to these  criticisms in the 
proper spirit,  and th a t  steps will be taken to ensure 
the proper mental health of all our countrymen.
Sincerely, Wilma Spratloins 
Director
Mitheringlll Institute for 
Progressive Rehabilitation 
Lake Placid, NY 10022
The only possible response Is tha t a woman named Wilma 
Spratloins will know less about the true facts that 
order our universe than any number o f tumescent 
sprites. Sheesh, change your name to Bracegirdle and 
get rea l!
C.L.- Or how about Hardcastle?
This is to thank all of the people who wrote in 
about my artwork and about my poem, "Hlld". It means a 
great deal to hear th a t  one is appreciated. It's 
really a pleasure to do ar t  for Mythic Circle and the 
ego boost is an added benefit.
Poetry is something I find I'm a good deal less 
facile a t  than art; so I was particularly pleased with 
the response to "Hlld." I feel th a t  I owe the letter 
writers, especially Gwenyth Hood, an explanation of 
the source of the story.
The story of Hlld, whose name means "battle", is 
an ancient Norse myth tied to both the cult of Odin * 
and the story of Freya's necklace, Brlslngamen. 1 am 
indebted to Ian Slater, who sent me a wealth of 
material on the myth while I was struggling to write 
the  poem. The basic story is as follows: Odin, upon 
discovering th a t  Freya inis wife in this story) has 
slept with the four dwarvish brothers, the Brislngs, 
in payment for their making her the famous magic 
necklace, has Lokl steal it from her. Odin tells Freya 
tha t ,  if she wants her necklace back she must set two 
armies of men battling each other for eternity. She 
agrees and influences Hedin to abduct Hild, the 
daughter of his friend, King Hogni. Hild is only too 
willing to be "abducted," but Hogni still pursues and 
the two armies are soon face to face on a barren 
island. Hild gets Hedin to agree to try  to settle 
things peace-fully  and bares his gift of a r in g - -  
probably an arm r in g - - to  her father. Hogni 
misinterprets the gift of a ring as a slur on his 
masculinity (I'll explain why shortly) and refuses to 
patch things up. The bat t le  ensues and by sundown 
there are no survivors. Hild, appalled that she has in 
any way been the cause of the slaughter, raises the 
dead by magical arts. She hopes they will see reason, 
but as the next day dawns the bat t le  begins anew and 
will go on. we are told, until Ragnarok.
The endless battle , a miniature version of 
Valhalla, is a theme common to both the cults of Odin 
and Freya. According to Norse myth Freya laid claim to 
half the warriors slain in battle . Before the myth was 
converted into a story form, Hild was either another 
name for Freya or represented a Valkyrie (literally 
"chooser of the slain"). Far from being either lissome 
shield-maidens or Wagnerian sopranos, the original 
Valkyries constituted a prlestesshood of Odin and 
presided over human sacrifices to him. A particularly 
graphic account of their  ac tiv ities  Is given by Ibn 
Fadlan, a 10th century Arab traveler,  who witnessed 
the  sacrifice of a slave girl a t  the funeral of her 
master. Fadlan was among Swedish Vikings on the Volga 
river at  the time and tells how the girl was strangled 
by an "old Hunlsh woman" called the ’Angel of Death." 
while her "daughters" simultaneously stabbed the girl. 
Choosers of the slain, indeed! Whether Hild represents 
Freya or a Valkyrie, she most likely instigated the 
endless battle  in the earliest,  most r itualistic, 
version of the myth. As the myth changed from a
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description of the cult to a ta le  meant to entertain, 
Hild's character became less divine, more human and 
far more sympathetic. The story of Hild shows a 
transition  in the depiction of the endless battle from 
the glory of Valhalla to a kind of Hell. A story from 
the Icelandic opus, Flateyarbok, te lls how a 
Christian, named Thorsteln, enters a burial mound and 
finds two companies, one in red and one in black, 
locked in perpetual combat. They continually rise from 
the dead until Thorsteln Joins the battle . Those he 
kills s tay  dead and soon the  warriors flock to him to 
recleve a final rest a t  his hands.
Now for the  signlcance of the ring. The motif of 
a sexual taun t , ’ e ither perceived or actual, leading to 
violence, is common to many Norse legends. In Njal's 
Saga the settlement by payment of weregild to Flosl is 
tragically disrupted, leading eventually  to the 
burning of NJal and his family, when he Innocently 
adds a silk nightshirt ,  a garment worn by both sexes, 
to the pile of gold. Flosl takes offence and refers to 
NJal as "Old Beardless." (Throughout the saga Njal's 
Inability to grow a beard is raised as an insult to 
NJal and his sons.) In retaliation, Starkad. Njal’s 
eldest son, snatches the nightshirt  away and throws 
down a pair of breeches in its place, saying Flosl 
will more likely have need of them When Flosl asks 
why, Starkad says, "Because, if what people say is 
true, the Svinafel troll uses you like a woman every 
ninth night " Flosl refuses to accept the weregild at 
tha t point and la ter leads a small army to surround 
Njal and his family in their home When he burns them 
to death, he engenders a whole new cycle of killings. 
Instances of a sexual taun t used to goad someone into 
a duel turn up elsewhere in Njal's Saga and in Glsli's 
Saga as well. A sexual insult,  particularly imputation 
of homosexuality or effeminacy, simply couldn't be 
borne. To let such an Insult pass was considered tacit 
agreement. A non-verbal form of sexual taun t was to 
make the sign of the ring, a hand gesture tha t  was to 
the Norse more offensive than giving someone the 
finger is to us it Implied tha t  one was on the 
recieving end of anal sex. Even giving a man a ring as 
a g if t - -o rd inari ly  an honorable thing to do--could be 
considered an insult under the wrong conditions. Thus 
the tragic misinterpretation on Hogni's part mirrors 
Flosl's reaction to Njal's gift of a silken 
nightshirt.
In order to make Hogni's interpretation of 
Hedin’s gift clear to modern readers not versed in 
rude Norse gestures, I introduced the character of 
llugi. Evil counselors are fairly common in Norse 
myth, so 1 felt reasonably safe In doing so. 1 
envisioned the figure on the arm ring as being crude 
enough to be seen as either a boar or a sow in 
"Hri'edar the Fool," a short ta le  or tbattr, the hero 
insults King Harald Had-ada by giving him a figurine 
th a t  the king a t  f irs t  admires, thinking it 's  a boar 
When one of his reta iners remarks th a t  the s ta tue tte  
has teats ,  the king realizes he's been insulted and 
flies into a rage. A crude image of swine as a bas-  
relief merging into a ring could be interpreted either 
way by Hognl. The Intent of the giver would be a boar 
ring. But an evil counselor, like llugi, could poison 
Hogni's mind. Gwyneth Hood's idea of coupling swine is 
a good one, though, and I'll keep it in mind if I ever 
revise "Hild."
Timothy Callahan
Pasadena. CA
"The Bone Castle by Janet P Reedman bad 
some wonderful imagery which 1 enjoyed very 
much However. I have two criticisms to make
1 think it may have been a mistake to make 
Tancrcd quite such a boor The second time 1
read the story 1 found myself wondering why Ce- 
lestria had become engaged to him in the first 
place She didn t strike me as the sort of heroine 
who would be that desperate to escape old- 
maidhood Perhaps it was an arranged marri­
age7 But what does that say about her adopted- 
father7 Though always offstage, he s been pre­
sented as kind and compassionate Would he be­
troth his daughter to this creep7 As it is. I found 
myself wondering at our heroine s stupidity- 
expecting this jerk to come to her rescue when 
she s being held prisoner in the castle of bone 
She should be in absolute despair-sure that no 
one will come to her rescue
1 think it would have been a better move to if 
Tancred usually concealed his true colors only 
slipping occasionally Then you could have Ce- 
lestria bothered by nagging doubts about his 
character which she valiently tries to dismiss 
since everyone else thinks he s such a good 
catch
My other criticism is about the ending Our 
hero and heroine have been presented as noble 
and honorable people Not the son to let personal 
inconvenience stand in the way of doing the 
right thing But what happens when Ceiestria 
resolves to return to Tancred to whom she is le­
gally and morally bound, even though she loves 
Ilmarinen7 Our hero says that her problem is 
really all in her mind, after all being in love 
makes any course of action right Our heroine 
readily agrees, sure that her foster-daddy will 
understand", and if he doesn l — well, to heck 
with him
I will accept that there are some people who 
believe that being in love is a justification for 
anything But it didn t seem consitant with what 
we already knew about these characters
"Rowing In Circles Again by Jefferson P 
Swycaffer gave the impression of being one of a 
series I enjoyed this adventure story with fan­
tasy trappings, but there were a couple of things 
that really bothered me When the main cha­
racters are introduced we are told what they are 
like rather than shown d  m thinking of the 
fourth paragraph in particular ) I also won­
dered why the author didn t cut the first eight or 
nine paragraphs and start with the sinking of 
the Naufraeio You could stick the character de­
scriptions there
I also fell there were a lot of awkward phras­
es in the narrative "victim of cutpursery." 
Unquestioning of her fortune, "asked of the sa- 
tyress homeland " But the dialogue was very 
lively and enjoyable And I loved the humor 
I also enjoyed "The Twin by Kelly Scanlon 
But I h»»» ao c r i t i c i s m  to  offer I'll just m s n t i o n  
that I was so absorbed in it that my mental blue 
pencil didn't twitch once
"Gipsy Davey" by Charles de Lint was wond­
erful He certainly doesn t need any criticism 
from me1 I think 1 11 have to go to the library 
and look up his books
Finally, my congratulations to the editors I 
admire the regularity with which you publish 
(Everybody s a little late once in a while ) I 
think you do a super job
Mary Ann Hodge 
Canoga Park CA
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I'm always glad to see a new issue of MC arrive in 
my mall box. The editors deserve tremendous credit 
for putting the magazine together and getting it out.
Long may it (and the editors) thrive!
I'd better begin with a comment on Comments, 
because I can see tha t  In the past I've been 
sacrificing clarity to the goddess of brevity. In 
point of fact I have no objection to derivation per 
se, else why would I have submitted a work I'Tales o f 
the Attondar", issue 31 th a t  Is admittedly partially 
derived (or heavily influenced) by Tolkien? My 
comment about "The Love Charm" Iissue 41 being part of 
a literary tradition was intended only as an 
observation of fact. The lack of freshness 1 referred 
to I connected not so much to its being traditional 
but ra ther  to its being mostly anuadorned. As 1 said 
"It doesn't seem very strong on its own." I did find 
the story pleasant and simply wished th a t  it did 
sparkle a little bit more. In reference to "The China 
Doll and the Meadowlark" /issue 4], perhaps I should 
have begun my comments by asking instead whether 
Michael Kocik intended his story to so closely 
resemble Hans Christian Andersen's. I did feel that 
the meadowlark had potential as an addition to the 
tale. It is indeed my fault for not being clear that 
my critiques of those two stories were not intended to 
denigrate their  derivation. As for my reaction to the 
negative critiques of my own work, the point I wanted 
to make (and obviously didn't succeed th a t  time) is 
th a t  to tell me it  is "like Tolkien" doesn't  help me. 
Obviously it is "like Tolkien." A generalized comment 
gives me nothing to go back to the work and reshape 
it. Adam Knecht's comments In MC 5 are by far more 
useful. For instance, since I don't read much 
Victorian material, I was not aware th a t  "tapestry of 
Time" was a cliche. Anyway, I hope th a t  this time 
I've made myself understood. Specificity should be 
our gift to authors if we are to express a negative 
response. Else we will leave people upset or (at 
least) piqued. I will try  to follow my own dictum 
from this point on, and deserve to be called on if I 
fall short. 'Nuff said on that.
ROWING IN CIRCLES AGAIN: This is fun. 1 did trip 
up once or twice on unattributed  conversation. I had 
to go back and figure out who said what. Daran's 
explanation of why the octopus didn't immediately 
react would be better  separated to a new paragraph, or 
identified by speaker. Also Caroline's explanation of 
the  guards' fear would be more clearly hers if i t  were 
in the same paragraph as her nodding. Will we see 
more of Caroline's and Daran's adventures? IC.L.-Yes. 
issue 7!l I hope so. They are fun.
"The Lonely Malden": My only critique of this one 
is th a t  1 found myself wanting the meter to be a 
lit tle more regular. (But then, I'm mostly a 
traditionalist when it comes to prosody.) Other than 
tha t .  I'd call this a very good Job.
THE GUIDE: There is a certain feyness to this tale 
th a t  I found appealing. But I think the prose could 
be a lit tle tighter. At the beginning Paul seemed to 
be an ordinary person, not one of the patients. Was 
this  intentional? The prose could be a l i t tle clearer 
about Paul’s mental s ta te  without cutting him off from 
the reader. But, on the other hand, the m a tte r-o f-  
factness of the narration does seem to make the 
"wonderful" events more real. The time transitions 
seemed a shade abrupt and often snagged me as 1 read. 
I'm not sure if this should be made clearer, however.
If we're looking a t  the events through Paul's eyes, 1 
suspect a transition would be abrupt, without 
preparation. 1 liked the ending, with its implication 
th a t  it 's  the mad who can easily let go of Faery when 
they choose to.
THE BONE CASTLE: 1 liked the story Janet Reedman 
has to tell, and certainly her prose conveys it well 
enough. 1 fell uncomfortable about the apparent time
setting however, as it didn't seem sufficiently clear 
as a clash of two ages. 1C.L. -good point: I must admit 
I had a similar reaction! 1 also felt th a t  Celestrla 
consulting a book (an illustrated one a t  that!)  to 
find a reference to Flnvarra was a bit anachronistic. 
Engraving is a relatively modern art.  Other than 
those quibbles, I liked what she did with the tale, 
and thought the Bone Castle itself  particularly well 
drawn (and thus repulsive).
"Inside the Fairy Tale: Will he Or Won't He?" I 
like this. Enough so th a t  I really have to bend my 
mind to look a t  how It Is put together. Which, I 
think, says a deal about the craftsmanship of it. As 
a story it does make me curious: what is the 
significance of the rising straw; and are his brothers 
observing him as the events happen or is he imagining 
them? But these questions are only the questions of 
one hooked by the work.
1 enjoyed the rest of the contents (it 's always 
nice to read something by Charles de Lint). And 1 
liked Tim Callahan's cover - -  is there a story behind 
it? (Hint, hint, I'd like to hear it if there is).
Sarah Beach 
Los Angeles, CA
The effect of Mythic Circle on my introductory 
Creative Writing Class (Spring. 1988) was fruitful in 
many ways and full of surprises. Some things 1 had 
counted on didn't work as I expected, and some things 
1 never imagined proved invaluable.
What I had not expected was the sheer difficulty- 
s tudents had in understanding fantasy. In literary- 
ta s te  1 would say my class was divided into three 
groups of roughly equal size. One group, whom I will 
call the literati, consisted mostly of English majors 
or students very experienced in taking literature.
They took creative writing either because they wanted 
to be writers or because they felt tha t It was a 
necessary part of a good English education Group 2, 
whom I will call the SF students, were admirers of 
science fiction, fantasy and horror. Most were 
devoted to Stephen King. Some of these would not 
ordinarily have taken creative writing but did so 
because 1 was teaching it; they knew tha t  1 had 
published a work of science fiction and done my 
dissertation on Tolkien. Some had had classes with me 
before. Group 3, whom I will call the miscellaneous. 
took creative writing either on impulse, because they 
needed to fulfill a distribution requirement, or 
because they thought it would be an easy course.
Group 3 consistently caused the most trouble. In 
the "Letters of Comment" which I required the students 
to write, one young woman expressed outrage that she 
was being required to read such strange stuff  as 
"Paying the Piper" and a young man threatened to burn 
MC after reading "Hild." (This notwithstanding the 
fact tha t 1 had offered to buy back unmarked copies at 
the end of the semester. Only three of about sixteen 
who bought personal copies elected to resell them, not 
Including him, so may-be he did burn it.) This student 
ended up writing smart alecky parodies of symbolic and 
fantastic writing for the rest of the semester.
(Despite the fact we actually studied more realistic 
stories than fantastic ones!) However, I recognized 
tha t this group would have been equally put off by a 
heavier dose of the more academically respectable 
surrealism and metaflctlon (Barthelme, Barth, etc), so 
1 did not feel too guilty.
You'd have thought Group 2 would be delighted with 
MC, and Indeed some were, but Sf is actually an 
umbrella category covering several very different 
subgenres. Some "hard" science fiction people and 
some "horror" people had Just as much trouble with 
"Paying the Piper" and "Hild" as the "miscellaneous" 
s tudents did
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I expected the most trouble from Group 1, but they 
caused none a t  all. They were open-minded and 
prepared to consider unusual forms. They received MC 
with gracious curiosity, noted both virtues and flaws 
in the stories we studied and made intelligent 
interpretations.
The ’Letters of Comment" were quite valuable. It 
was good for the  s tudents to analyze the critical 
process in writing and to see some fairly 
sophisticated critics besides the ir  own teacher at 
work. They could thus see th a t  even with different 
interpretat ions there was a sort of consensus about 
some works. They saw th a t  i t  was important to note 
s trengths as well as weaknesses in a piece, and tha t 
i t  was helpful ra the r  than the reverse to reveal 
(deliberately or inadvertently) one's own literary 
ta s te  and training. In fact,  the  s tudents were very 
quick to grasp crit ical ’e t iq u e t te” from the letters, 
and did quite well on the LOC's I had them write as a 
supplement to class discussion.
1 had planned the above approach in advance, but 
another use of the Letters of Comment took me 
completely by surprise. We were in the midst of some 
old arguments about the relationship between writers 
and audiences. Students often write obscurely, mostly 
because they don't know, or haven 't  bothered to care, 
how other minds perceive what they say. It is the 
duty of the teacher to make them care, but (more at 
Mansfield to be sure than at any of the other places I 
have taught) with a few exceptions the class tended to 
cluster defensively around the piece of work under 
criticism (even though it was considered anonymously). 
Again and again various s tudents,  frightened at having 
the creative process Judged by any kind of logic, 
would take it upon themselves to try  to derail the 
whole process, saying, "Why does it have to mean 
anything? Maybe the writer isn 't  trying to 
communicate. If you get it you get it. If you don't 
you don't. Isn't  th a t  good? Poems and stories don't 
have to be written for audiences, do they?"
For th a t  is the gist of what they absorbed from a 
lot of the high school Instruction designed to get 
them to overcome their inhibitions and write 
something. I usually have to clamp my Jaws shut at 
this point to keep myself from shrieking, "If analysis 
bothers you, why are you taking a college class? If 
your works aren 't  intended tocommunicate anything, why 
did you make me read them?"
When this  conflict was raging this  year, it 
suddenly struck me tha t  in MC we had something very 
special before us: evidence of a literary community in 
miniature, with the relationship between the writers 
and the audience working Itself out before our eyes 
So I was able to show the s tudents  ra ther  than simply 
tell them what I believe on the subject: tha t  writing 
li tera ture  is a much more cooperative venture than is 
usually recognized; th a t  the community struggles 
together over what needs to be said and how It should 
be said, and the most successful works speak for the 
whole community which has evoked them as well as for 
the individuals who produced them. Obviously, 1 
noted, MC was only one kind of l iterary audience with 
11 6 own tastes ,  quite different from those of other 
communities, yet in many ways its dynamics are similar 
to those of other literary communities. Every great 
work of l i tera ture  which makes it  into the canon, even 
if not intended for a universal audience, is intended 
for some kind of audience which makes its mark. Even 
the "obscure" works which dominate some academic 
circles are not written in a  vacuum, but are produced 
for an audience which for i ts  own reasons values 
obscurity and elusiveness.
The s tudents grasped th is  very well. The litera ti 
were mollified when they saw th a t  saying a work is 
always Intended for an audience doesn't  mean It is 
always addressed to "everyman" or ’every Idiot."
Student works became more polished. Classroom 
derailment was eliminated altogether.
Now here are motives for introducing works from MC 
into class, motives which other creative writing 
instructors might consider. In addition to the works 
of recognized "masters" and the  more elementary, 
groping attempts of their classmates (though of course 
some of these s tudents can be quite sophisticated) 
there is a transitional stage. The works of 
"unestablished" writers in MC are for the most part 
equal to the better  and best written by creative 
writing students. They still often contain more 
obvious weaknesses than published masterpieces, are 
are also more "vulnerable" because they have not yet 
been lauded as masterpieces. It is important tha t  
s tudents, when they shift from "scholarship" to 
creativity , open their  eyes to search for flaws as 
well as virtues, something they don't tend to do in 
ordinary li tera ture  classes, where they are subtly 
trained to display their ingenuity by proving why all 
the apparent flaws in recognized classics are really 
virtues. Reading each other, on the other hand, they 
tend to see only flaws, or not make any comparison at 
all between their own writings and those of the 
professionals The chance to see flaws in some quite 
accomplished works was very valuable for them. It 
teaches them th a t  mistakes are possible in any stage 
of the development ah iT that a work can be as well done 
or as flawed as its writers and critics will allow.
Upon the whole, the s tudents learned this lesson well.
We gave three works the "fine tooth comb" 
treatment. First,  "Paying the Piper." This work got a 
good response, though some students were bothered by 
the remoteness and indefiniteness of the setting. One 
s tudent who had known nothing about fantasy declared 
th a t  the story had awakened in her a desire for more 
fantasy.
The s tudents found the  story relevant to real 
life. They compared Mabonwy's desire for blood-worship 
to the compulsion of political and religious figures 
to dominate the lives of others. The s tudents admired 
mant things which I admired in my LOC, (although I did 
not tell them what I had said, seeking to draw out 
their  responses). They also noted flaws and did not 
describe them the same way 1 did. Some were 
unconvinced by Caristlona's easy victory over this 
dangerous supernatural creature. Some said Mabonwy was 
"too dumb" to believable: "A hunter-god would be more 
cautious with any sort of prey,* said one young man.
A lite ra ti pointed out some unnecessary clusters of 
adjectives where one adjective would do. Some thought 
it was out of character for Caristiona to throw off 
her clothes so eagerly in the last scene.
"Hlld" posed different problems. Only about a 
third of the s tudents (equal par ts  Sf and literati) 
were able to understand It on a simple literal level.
But this  third was highly delighted with the poem.
Some enjoyed the ancient setting, the rhyme and the 
al literation; others appreciated the  theme of "love 
vs. hate"; others saw it as an antiwar statement.
Discord erupted over Interpretation though. One young 
man thought Hlld raised the dead because she enjoyed 
being fought over. He wanted th is  made more explicit.
1 myself had thought tha t  real love was Hlld's motive, 
so on f irs t  reading I was annoyed with Callahan for 
turning against her in the last  s tanza, accusing her 
of breaking the "peace." But eventually 1 decided tha t 
Hild was Just as pig-headed as the men to keep raising 
the dead when they kept killing each other. But 1 
still didn't think she enjoyed the war; she was Just 
too stubborn to give up. But in retrospect. It seems 
to me tha t  Hild's raising of the dead and the second 
b a t t le - to  death is dealt with much too skeletally for 
such a significant thing and might be developed 
further. The firs t  time there was actually hope; after 
tha t the action could be as mechanical as Callahan
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m ak es  i t .
"Cleo" e v o k ed  t h e  l e a s t  r e s p o n s e ;  I'm n o t  su re  
why. P e r h a p s  t h e  ta b o o  (m u rd e r  of  o n e ' s  f a th e r )  was 
j u s t  too  b a ld iy  v io la t e d ,  w i th  to o  l i t t l e  s e n s e  of 
shock .  Some s t u d e n t s ,  in f a c t ,  w ro te  L O C s s a y in g  th e y  
l iked  t h e  s t o r y  an d  d e c l a r i n g  t h a t  t h e y  did n o t  
b e l ie v e  Em was p o iso n in g  h e r  f a t h e r  or e is e  t h a t  it  
w a s n ' t  c l e a r  enou g h .  I s u g g e s t e d  t h a t  t h e  s to r y  was 
u n d e r d e v e lo p e d .  Em se em ed  to  be  b lam ing  h e r  f a t h e r  not 
on ly  for u rg in g  e u t h a n a s i a  (w hich  is  a lm os t  
u n i v e r s a l l y  a c c e p te d  a s  a p p r o p r i a t e  fo r  c a t s  in our 
c u l tu r e )  b u t  fo r  t h e  u n p l e a s a n t  f a c t  of  d i s e a s e  and  
d e a th  i t s e l f ,  and  whi ie  t h a t  in  i t s e l f  was a c c u r a t e ly  
c h ild l ik e ,  p o iso n in g  o n e 's  f a t h e r  is  n o t  an d  n e e d s  to 
be b e t t e r  a c c o u n te d  for.  E i t h e r  t h e  f a t h e r  was 
c r u e l l e r  or t h e  ch ild  w e i r d e r  t h a n  p o r t r a y e d .  The 
s t u d e n t s  ag ree d  (a lw a y s  a  bad  s ig n ) .  I n o te d  th e  
s im ila r  th e m e  in Pau l  G a l l i c o s  Thomasina. w here  t h e  
ch ild  f a n t a s i z e s  k i l l in g  h e r  f a t h e r  b u t  d o e s n ' t  do i t ,  
and  t h e n  one o f  t h e  s t u d e n t s  p e r k e d  up and  s u g g e s te d  
t h a t  Cleo could  be t r a n s f o r m e d  i n to  a  c a t - g o d d e s s .  I 
sa id  i t  would  seem more a p p r o p r i a t e  fo r  t h e  c a t  to 
p u n i s h  t h e  f a t h e r  t h a n  t h e  l i t t l e  g i r l .  The  s t u d e n t s  
ag ree d .  Oh well.  Some d a y s  a r e  l ik e  t h a t .
I l iked  MC 5, w i th  C a l l a h a n ' s  e v o c a t i v e  co v e r  and 
t h e  i l l u s t r a t i o n s  w i th in ,  e s p e c i a l l y  t h e  charm ing  
d ra w in g s  C h r i s t in e  a d d ed  to  t h e  LOCS’s. De L in t  s 
"Gipsy D avey"  was d e l ig h t f u l ,  p a r t i c u l a r l y  t h a t  
c l im ac tic  sc e n e  w i th  t h e  t h r e e  t r u t h s  in t h e  a s h  wand 
Rea! mythopoeia. I d o n ' t  r e a l l y  l ik e  "D avey"  as  th e  
nam e for  a g y p sy ,  b u t  1 g u e s s  y o u  c a n ' t  a rg u e  with 
"A nonymous" (yes,  I know t h e  Child  b a l la d ) .
J a n e t  R e ea m a n 's  "The  Bone C a s t le "  h a s  g re a t  
p o t e n t i a l ,  b u t  I d i d n ' t  t h i n k  i t  was a s  t h o ro u g h ly  
a cco m p l ish ed  as  "P ay ing  t h e  P ipe r ."  C e le s t r i a ,  Mingor 
and I lm a r in e n  w ere  s p l e n d id ,  a n d  t h e  s c e n e s  a t  th e  
Bone C a s t l e  w ere  v iv id  a n d  c h i l l in g .  However,  i found  
C e ie s t r i a ' s  f i n a l  t e m p t a t i o n  to  r e t u r n  to  T an c red  
u n c o n v in c in g ,  ft p ro p e r  r e d - b l o o d e d  n o b lem a n  would n o t  
h a v e  h e s i t a t e d  to  s a l ly  f o r t h  a n d  p u n i s h  a m an who had  
s to ien  h i s  lo v e ,  r e g a r d l e s s  o f  her  a t t i t u d e ;  only  
a f t e r  do ing  so would  he  s to p  to  c o n s i d e r  w h e th e r  sh e  
had  been  u n f a i t h f u l  a n d  d e s e r v i n g  o f  p u n i s h m e n t  a lso .  
T a n c r e d 's  f a i l u r e  to  a t t e m p t  t h i s  s u g g e s t s  coward ice ,  
a n d  e v e n  h i s  f u t u r e  f a t h e r - i n - l a w  w ould  be d i s g u s te d  
w ith  him. To r e t a i n  any c la im  on C e ie s t r i a ' s  lo y a l ty ,  
T an c red  m u s t  a s  l e a s t  attempt r e s c u e .  I t  m igh t  be fun  
to  h a v e  him t r y  an d  f a i l  a n d  be im p r i so n e d  by Mingor, 
so t h a t  C e le s t r i a  would h a v e  to  t a k e  t u r n s  p lea d in g  
w i th  Mingor for h is  l i f e  a n d  a n s w e r in g  T a n c r e d 's  
c h a rg e s  of u n f a i t h f u l n e s s .
On t h e  s u b je c t  of  s e m io t i c s ,  Mr. S w y ca f fe r ,  I 
t h in k  i t ' s  a  m is ta k e  to  n am e  a s h ip  "sh ip w reck "  
C 'N aufrag ic")  b e c a u s e  in t h e  M e d i t e r r a n e a n  e v e n  a n o n -  
I t a l i a n - s p e a k i n g  crew w ould  e v e n t u a l l y  m ee t  I t a l i a n s  
who would  t e l l  th em  w h a t  t h e  n a m e  m e a n t ,  a n d  th e n
t h e y 'd  m a s s a c r e  t h e  c a p t a i n .  T h o u g h  I e n jo y ed  t h e  
j o l l y  to n e  of t h e  s t o r y  a n d  t h e  " O c to p u s e s - O c to p i"  
gag, i t  d e s t r o y e d  my b e l i e f  in  y o u r  R E n a i s s a n c e  
s e t t i n g ,  b e c a u s e  t h e  ’i" p l u r a l  would  come n a t u r a l l y  
to  I t a l i a n  or L a t in  sp e a k in g  b e in g s .  To p r e f e r  t h e  
"es" e n d in g  so s t r o n g ly ,  C a ro l in e  would h a v e  to  be  a 
B r i t i s h  (or German?) a i r y  s p r i t e  a n d  p r e t t y  
n a t i o n a l i s t i c  too .  Also  in V e n ic e  t h e y 'd  be 
s o p h i s t i c a t e d  e n o u g h  to  know t h a t  dem ons a re  imm orta l ,  
so y o u r  "Shadow" w ould  be s e e n  a s  a w i tc h  or d e m o n -  
sp a w n  if  t h e y  h o p ed  to  k i l l  h e r .  I a lso  t h o u g h t  t h a t  
t h e  Doge would h a v e  a  v a l e t  t o  h e lp  him d r e s s  b u t  
a p a r t  from a b o d y g u a rd  or so  h e 'd  k e ep  h is  a rm y  a t  t h e  
o u t e r  doors  i n s t e a d  o f  in h i s  bedroom . And w h a t  
h a p p e n e d  to  t h e  p oor  guy, a n y w a y ?
I m a rv e l l e d  once more a t  A n g e lee  A n d e r s o n 's  
w o n d e r fu l  s t y l e  a n d  v o c a b u l a r y ;  h o w e v e r ,  I h a d  t r o u b le  
a c c e p t in g  a  s h ip  a s  a  r o m a n t ic  le a d  ( d i d n ' t  m ind th e  
i s l a n d  m uch)  and  w on d e red  w h e t h e r  t h e  p a s s e n g e r s  would 
s u r v i v e  t h e  "co n su m m at io n ."  " C le m e n t 's  T a le  fo r  Nika" 
w a s  b e a u t i f u l  a n d  to u c h in g .  I w o n d e red  w h e t h e r  th e  
f ram e  c h a r a c t e r s  w e re  in a  s im i l a r  s i t u a t i o n .
R eyno lds '  "The  Guide" w a s  a n  a m ib i t io u s  a n d  
t h o u g h t - p r o v o k i n g  e x p lo r a t i o n  of t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  
b e tw e e n  m ad n e s s ,  s a n i t y  a n d  m y th o lo g y .  But  l ik e  m any  
p e o p le  I s t i l l  r e m a in  c o n fu se d  on t h e  su b je c t .  I 
e n jo y ed  th e  c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n  o f  D e i rd re ,  who in h e r  
c o m m o n p lac en e ss  a n d  even  u g l i n e s s  b r o u g h t  v i t a l i t y  and 
h e a l in g .  Was t h e  n a k e d  w om an on h o r s e b a c k  a n o t h e r  
form o f  Deirdre?
"The Lonely  Maiden" w a s  e x c e l l e n t ,  an  e v o c a t io n  of 
t h e  d a n g e r o u s  s id e  of E l f l a n d  w h ich  is  too  o f te n  
n e g le c t e d .
G w en y th  Hood
M an sf ie ld ,  PA
Fascinating report or. the use o f  The Mythic Circle in 
your creative writing class! Thanks fo r sticking your 
neck out to do i t  and for g iv in g  us a glimpse o f how 
i t  did (and d idn 'tl work. Your "Group 3" designation 
tends to cause a lo t o f  trouble in any area (I've  run 
in to  i t  most in various art classes, particu larly  
environments in which the advanced leve l is 
interspersed with the unin itia ted ); but that "Hild" 
invoked such rage! (bu t were the parodies good ones?!) 
Amazing.
Wonderful s tu ff about MC being "a litera ry  
community in m iniature" —  I  think you're righ t (I  
hope you're righ t) and it  n ever occurred to me, 
either. Thanks fo r sharing your thoughts on the 
experience. What, you haven 't got the relationship  
between madness, sanity, and mythology all worked 
out?! Guess that's your homework.
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